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Cosmology from galaxy clusters with cosmic microwave
background lensing mass calibration
In this thesis, we present a cosmological analysis of the galaxy clusters in the Planck
MMF3 cosmology sample, which consists of 439 Sunyaev-Zel’dovich-detected clusters,
with a cosmic microwave background (CMB) lensing calibration of the cluster masses.
As demonstrated by Planck, galaxy clusters detected through their SZ signature offer
a powerful way to constrain cosmological parameters such as Ωm, which parametrises
the mean matter density of the Universe, and σ8, which characterises the amplitude
of the matter perturbations. Determining the absolute cluster mass scale is, however,
difficult, and some recent calibrations have yielded cosmological constraints in apparent
tension with constraints in the ΛCDM model derived from the power spectra of the
primary CMB anisotropies.
In order to calibrate the absolute mass scale of the full Planck cluster sample,
we measure the CMB lensing signals of 433 of its clusters (those with measured
redshift) with Planck temperature data. We calibrate the bias and intrinsic scatter
of our CMB lensing mass observable, the CMB lensing signal-to-noise, with mock
observations from an N -body simulation. We then perform a joint likelihood analysis
of the cluster counts and mass observables taking as input the CMB lensing signal-
to-noise ratios, SZ signal-to-noise ratios, and redshifts. Our analysis uses a likelihood
that properly accounts for selection effects in the construction of the cluster sample.
We find σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 = 0.765 ± 0.035, Ωm = 0.33 ± 0.02, σ8 = 0.76 ± 0.04, and
1− bSZ = 0.71± 0.10, where the mass bias factor 1− bSZ relates cluster mass to the SZ
mass that appears in the X-ray-calibrated cluster scaling relations. We find no evidence
for tension with the Planck primary CMB constraints on ΛCDM model parameters.
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1.1 Galaxy clusters as cosmological probes
1.1.1 The observed Universe
The last century has witnessed spectacular progress in our knowledge of the Universe.
Decades of careful observations have revealed a fascinating cosmos full of complexity
yet, under the right optics, remarkably simple. There has also been a huge effort to
understand what we see from a theoretical point of view, a quest that has sometimes
yielded paradigm-shifting theories, and that remains ongoing. It was just over a
hundred years ago that Einstein developed his ground-breaking theory of gravity,
general relativity (GR; Einstein 1916), which superseded the then well-established
theory of Newton (Newton, 1687), and which remains, unchallenged by observations,
our best theoretical description of gravity (see, e.g., Will 2014 and Ishak 2018 for
recent reviews of tests of GR). At that time, it was not clear whether the faint, diffuse
nebulae seen in the sky, systematically studied since the times of Messier and Herschel
in the 18th century and known today as galaxies, were part or our Galaxy or were
separate ‘island universes’, the latter a point of view that dates back to at least Kant
(Kant, 1755). This question was definitively settled with Hubble’s discovery of cepheids
in the Andromeda Galaxy in the 1920s. Cepheids are variable stars whose pulsation
period is related to their luminosities, and which can therefore be used as ‘standard
candles’ to measure distances to their host galaxies. Using them, Hubble showed
that Andromeda was too far to be within our Galaxy (Hubble, 1929b). Shortly after,
Hubble also famously discovered the recession of distant galaxies, thus providing the
first solid piece of evidence for the expansion of the Universe (Hubble, 1929a). This
possibility had already been explored theoretically by Friedmann, Lemaître, and others
1
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(Friedmann, 1922, 1924; Lemaître, 1927), who showed that a dynamic Universe is a
natural consequence of Einstein’s GR.
These discoveries marked the beginning of cosmology as a science. The understand-
ing of nuclear physics in the ensuing years resulted in the development of the hot Big
Bang theory, according to which the Universe started as a very dense, hot plasma from
which most of the light elements in the Universe (mostly hydrogen and helium) formed
(Alpher et al., 1948, 1953). This theory was put on a firm observational footing with the
detection in the 1960s of the relic radiation that decoupled form this early plasma when
its temperature became low enough and that has been free-streaming ever since, the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) (Penzias and Wilson, 1965). The last decades of
the 20th century and the first ones of the 21st century have seen cosmology coming
of age and becoming a precision science. Observations of distant Type Ia supernovae,
which can be used as standard candles, first gave evidence for the acceleration of
the expansion of the Universe in the late 1990s (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al.,
1999). Cosmologists have now measured the spectrum and the tiny anisotropies in the
CMB with exquisite accuracy, constituting the current gold standard of observational
cosmology (Mather et al., 1994; Bennett et al., 1996; Hinshaw et al., 2013; Planck 2018
results I, 2018). In parallel, the distribution of matter in the Universe has also been
studied with a number of different approaches with great success (e.g., Tegmark et al.
2004; Eisenstein et al. 2005; Cole et al. 2005; Fu et al. 2008; Abbott et al. 2019). There
has been great progress in the theoretical front too, with the general features of how
large scale structures form being well understood (Lifshitz, 1946; Peebles and Yu, 1970;
Zel’Dovich, 1970; Press and Schechter, 1974; Gott and Rees, 1975; White and Rees,
1978; Bardeen, 1980; Peebles, 1980; Kodama and Sasaki, 1984; Liddle and Lyth, 2000).
An important contribution to this effort has come from the development of numerical
simulations, which are now highly sophisticated and can reproduce rather well how the
Universe looks on large scales (Klypin and Shandarin, 1983; Davis et al., 1985; Evrard,
1988; Navarro et al., 1997; Cole et al., 2000; Springel et al., 2005; Tinker et al., 2008;
Klypin et al., 2011; Vogelsberger et al., 2014).
The picture that emerges from this enormous effort throughout the last century is
the following. We live in a Universe that is remarkably homogeneous and isotropic on
very large scales, roughly over 200Mpc, and that has a spatial curvature consistent with
zero. It is expanding, it has always been expanding (we believe), which implies that its
age is finite (about 13.8 billion years), and the expansion is currently accelerating. At
present time, matter from the Standard Model of particle physics (i.e., that formed
by protons, electrons, etc., known in cosmology as ‘baryonic matter’) only constitutes
2
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about 5% of the energy content of the Universe. Dark matter, a form of matter
(or, more broadly, an entity that, on astrophysical and cosmological scales, behaves
like pressure-free matter) whose interaction with the rest of the components of the
Universe is compatible with being only via gravity, further accounts for about 25% of
this energy content. This dark matter is ‘cold’, i.e., has negligible velocity dispersion.
The remaining 70% is accounted for by dark energy, a mysterious component that is
responsible for the acceleration of the expansion and that, as of today, is compatible
with Einstein’s famous cosmological constant, Λ, which can be seen as some form of
energy density associated with the vacuum.
The homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe on very large scales contrasts with
the wealth of structure that is seen on smaller scales across many orders of magnitude,
from the realms of quantum physics to planets, stars, and galaxies. On the largest
scales, matter is distributed forming the cosmic web, comprising filaments and sheets,
nodes at the intersections of filaments (galaxy clusters), and huge underdense regions
in between (voids). A simulation of the cosmic web can be seen in Figure 1.1, in which
a slice of the 250Mpc box of the Bolshoi simulation is shown; the filaments, nodes, and
voids comprising the cosmic web can be easily identified. The cosmic web originated
mostly through the gravitational evolution of initially very small density fluctuations,
the early Universe being remarkably smooth. These primordial fluctuations, which are
almost scale-invariant, are believed to have been originated as quantum fluctuations
during an initial phase of rapid accelerated expansion known as cosmic inflation.
This general picture has become the ‘standard’ or ‘concordance’ model of cosmology,
also known as the ΛCDM paradigm (Λ standing for the cosmological constant, and
CDM, for cold dark matter), which remarkably can be summarised with only a few
parameters. With it, cosmologists can describe all current observations1. This model,
however, is an ‘effective’ description far from being completely satisfactory. Indeed,
dark matter, despite the broad evidence for its existence, from galactic scales to the
CMB, has so far eluded direct detection in a laboratory, and little is is known with
certainty about its physical nature (see, e.g., Schumann 2019 for a recent review). Dark
energy is even more enigmatic: thus far, attempts to calculate theoretically its energy
density as some kind of energy density associated with the vacuum have famously
failed by many orders of magnitude (e.g., Carroll 2001), and trying to envision it as
something more than just a cosmological constant has only yielded null results (see, e.g.,
Huterer and Shafer 2018 for a review). Finally, cosmic inflation, despite its success on
several fronts (see Section 1.2.2), cannot be said to be completely proven by evidence,
1Except, perhaps, the ongoing ‘H0 tension’; see, e.g., Knox and Millea (2019) for a review.
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Fig. 1.1 Slice from the 250Mpc box of the Bolshoi simulation at z = 0, showing the
cosmic web, with its nodes (galaxy clusters), filaments, and voids. Figure credit: Klypin
et al. (2011).
and its microphysics is not well understood. Indeed, one needs to invoke new physics
to make it happen, with currently dozens of different inflation models proposed in
the literature, none of which has been detected in a laboratory. This and the next
decades, with an array of new experiments currently under development or planning,
will hopefully shed light on these lesser-understood aspects of ΛCDM, perhaps even
revealing the need for a different paradigm.
Galaxy clusters, the main focus of this thesis, have historically played an important
role in establishing this standard picture of the Universe, and will continue to be of
foremost cosmological interest in the future (Allen et al., 2011; Dodelson et al., 2016).
There are two main ways in which galaxy clusters are useful for cosmology. First,
their abundance as a function of mass and redshift is a sensitive probe of cosmology.
Following this idea, in Chapter 3 we constrain several cosmological and astrophysical
parameters with galaxy clusters detected by the Planck satellite. Second, the amount
of baryonic matter in galaxy clusters relative to the total mass is expected to reflect
the mean baryonic abundance in the Universe, and can be used to determine it, among
other applications.
4
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In the next sections of this chapter, we will review what galaxy clusters are, how
they form, how we can observe them and, most importantly, the details about how we
can infer cosmological information from them.
1.1.2 Galaxy clusters in context
What are galaxy clusters?
It is a truth universally acknowledged, that galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally
bound objects in the Universe2. They are part of the cosmic web, the largest scale
structure in the Universe, sitting at the intersections of filaments. They have masses
ranging from about 1013M⊙ (galaxy groups) to about 1015M⊙ (the most massive
clusters in the Universe), and a typical average density of a few hundred times the
mean density of the Universe (Allen et al., 2011). Thus, they occupy a relatively small
fraction of the cosmic volume, being the peaks of the matter distribution and of the
gravitational potential on large scales. They form due to gravitational collapse of the
rarest peaks of the initial density field, which was possibly set up by inflation. This
process is complex and extended in time: clusters grow and evolve with time as a
result of a sequence of mergers with other clusters, and of accretion of smaller systems,
preferentially along filaments (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012).
The matter content of galaxy clusters can be divided into three different components.
First, they contain galaxies, with a typical cluster hosting about 100–1000 of them.
These are mostly elliptical and lenticular galaxies with little ongoing star formation,
especially in central regions; a large, bright elliptical galaxy often sits at the cluster
centre (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012). In addition, there is hot, diffuse, ionised gas
that fills the cluster potential well in a smooth manner, not being associated to the
individual galaxies. This gas constitutes the intra-cluster medium (ICM). It consists
mostly of ionised hydrogen and helium, reflecting the cosmic abundance, with traces
(about 1% in mass) of heavier elements, some of them only partially ionised (Werner
et al., 2008). Despite being very hot, the ICM is very low density, with typical number
densities of around 10−1 cm−3 in the cluster centre, and 10−5 cm−3 in the outskirts
(Allen et al., 2011). Finally, there is dark matter, which constitutes the dark matter
halo.
Galaxy cluster is something of a misnomer, for most of the cluster mass, about
80–90%, is in the dark matter halo (Allen et al., 2011). This reflects the mean cosmic
abundance, which is perhaps not surprising given the cosmological scales of clusters.
2For the sake of concision, we do not provide any references to support this statement.
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Dark matter is therefore responsible for most of the cluster’s gravity; as we will see, this
makes it relatively easier to understand clusters (their origin, their internal structure,
their abundance, and their distribution) from a theoretical point of view. This also
means that the most important quantity governing a cluster’s properties is its mass.
Galaxies only account for a small fraction of the baryonic matter: the stellar mass
is about 20% of the mass in the ICM for group-sized clusters with masses of about
1013M⊙, and about 5% for massive clusters with masses of about 1015M⊙ (Kravtsov
and Borgani, 2012). Galaxy formation in clusters is, thus, a very inefficient process.
Overview of observational signatures
As multi-component beasts, galaxy clusters can be observed across different parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum. At the high-frequency end are X-rays. The ICM is
very hot, with typical temperatures of about 107–108K. This is consistent with the
virial temperature expected for a cluster typical mass, i.e., the temperature of the
gas if its particles are in virial equilibrium within the potential well of the cluster,
Tvir ∼ GMµ/kBR, where M is the cluster mass, R is its radius, and µ is the ICM
gas mean molecular weight (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012). This thermal energy
has its origin in the gravitational energy of the ICM gas, which is converted into
thermal energy as the gas falls into the cluster potential well and thermalises. As a
consequence of these high temperatures, the ICM emits strongly in X-rays, mostly
through thermal bremsstrahlung, or free-free radiation, due its highly ionised state, with
smaller contributions from free-bound emission, and from bound-bound line emission
from the partially-ionised ICM metals (Allen et al., 2011). This emission makes galaxy
clusters easily recognisable in X-ray observations: they are the only bright, continuous,
spatially extended (typically a few arcmin), extragalactic X-ray sources. The other
relevant bright extragalactic X-ray sources are point-like active galactic nuclei (AGNs),
which can be easily distinguished from resolved clusters (Allen et al., 2011).
X-ray observations allow the measurement of clusters’ X-ray luminosity (most
commonly in the soft band, about 0.5–2 keV), LX , and of their temperature (see,
e.g., Böhringer and Werner 2010 for a review). These quantities can be measured
as a function of angular separation from the cluster centre with precise observations,
typically by averaging over concentric annuli, or integrated within some aperture (or
within a spherical volume, for which a model is needed), as is often the case in surveys
in which many clusters are considered (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012). The X-ray
luminosity is a direct probe of the cluster gas number density, ng, since LX ∝ n2g.
Thus, the integrated X-ray luminosity is a measure of the total cluster gas mass and,
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under certain assumptions, of the total cluster mass. In addition, detailed observations
of the luminosity and the temperature as a function of angular separation from the
centre enable, under the assumption that the cluster is in hydrostatic equilibrium, the
determination of the cluster enclosed mass as a function of radius, as we will see in
Section 1.3.
In the optical and near-infrared, most of the cluster emission is starlight from its
galaxies. Thus, at these frequencies a cluster looks like a collection of independent
galaxies (indeed, as a cluster of galaxies), and can be identified by looking for overden-
sities in the distribution of galaxies. Quantities of interest that are typically considered
in optical surveys, and which correlate with the cluster total mass, are the richness
(the number of galaxies within a given angular aperture), the total luminosity, and
the colour (Allen et al., 2011). More detailed studies of individual clusters can also
measure the galaxy number density and the galaxy velocity dispersion as a function
of angular separation from the centre, and the velocity dispersion of the individual
galaxies. As we will see in Section 1.3, assuming dynamical equilibrium it is possible
to obtain the cluster total mass as a function of radius with these two quantities.
In addition to the optical and near-infrared light emitted by the cluster galaxies,
light emitted by external galaxies that happen to be behind the cluster can also be
studied, and this is in fact a very interesting thing to do. The reason is gravitational
lensing (see, e.g., Bartelmann 2010 for a review). A consequence of GR is that not
only does gravity affect massive bodies, but it also affects light. The trajectory of light
emitted by, e.g., a galaxy that lies behind a massive object (e.g., a galaxy cluster) is
indeed deflected due to the gravity of such object, which acts as a lens. This results
in the source object having distorted observed size and shape. In the case of galaxy
clusters, the main regime of interest is that of weak lensing, in which this effect is
small and in which the key quantity controlling it is the matter distribution of the lens
integrated along the line of sight, the lensing convergence. In this regime, a cluster’s
gravity slightly modifies the observed ellipticity of background galaxies in a correlated
way, which makes it possible to determine the cluster lensing convergence and, if a
model is assumed, its mass (see Section 1.3). Lensing is completely insensitive to the
cluster’s dynamical state, and thus so are lensing mass estimates. This property has
turned galaxy lensing into the current ‘gold standard’ of galaxy cluster mass estimation.
Indeed, mass estimates from other techniques (e.g., from X-rays) do depend on the
cluster’s dynamical state, which, as we will see, can cause significant biases in the
estimated masses, which, in turn, propagate into biases in cosmological constraints
obtained with them (e.g., Pratt et al. 2019).
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At CMB, or mm, wavelengths, the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect due to galaxy
clusters can be observed (Sunyaev and Zeldovich 1972; see, e.g., Rephaeli 1995a,
Carlstrom et al. 2002, and Mroczkowski et al. 2019 for reviews). When the CMB
photons travel through a galaxy cluster, some of them interact with the free electrons
of the ICM via inverse Compton scattering. Since the ICM electrons are very hot and
the CMB is very cold, there is a net positive transfer of energy from the ICM to the
CMB photons. Photons are, on average, upscattered towards higher frequencies. This
produces a spectral distortion over the original CMB blackbody spectrum, with an
intensity decrement at frequencies below ∼ 217GHz, and an increment above this
crossover frequency. This effect is known as the thermal SZ (tSZ) effect; it is illustrated
in Figure 1.2, in which the spectral distortion due to an extremely massive cluster is
shown. The tSZ effect can be observed with multi-frequency observations in the mm;
in fact, its characteristic spectral signature makes it relatively easy for clusters to be
found in mm surveys. Provided that they can be resolved, clusters appear as small,
extended (a few arcmin), smooth objects clearly distinct from the larger, approximately
Gaussian CMB anisotropies. In addition, they appear as colder than the CMB at
lower frequencies (below 217GHz), and hotter than it at higher frequencies. The
amplitude of this spectral distortion, the Compton-y parameter, ySZ, is proportional
to the cluster gas pressure integrated along the line of sight, which makes the tSZ
effect an interesting probe of the ICM. Moreover, the integrated Compton-y parameter
within some aperture (or some volume, assuming a model) correlates tightly with the
cluster total mass. Since this amplitude is the measure of a spectral distortion, it does
not decrease with distance, unlike, e.g., X-ray or optical luminosities. This makes the
tSZ effect a very interesting cluster observable, especially valuable to study clusters at
high redshift.
Another interesting observable at CMB frequencies is CMB lensing. Similarly to
light from background galaxies, the CMB photons are also deflected by galaxy clusters
(and, indeed, by the whole LSS of the Universe; see, e.g., Lewis and Challinor 2006
for a review). This provides another way to determine cluster masses with CMB
observations. As in galaxy lensing, these estimates are free from any assumptions about
the cluster dynamical state, which makes them very valuable. It also has the advantage
that the CMB is behind all the clusters in the observable universe, which makes CMB
lensing particularly interesting for high-redshift clusters. Nevertheless, unlike galaxy
lensing, using CMB lensing to determine cluster masses is in its infancy, with current
estimated mass signal-to-noise ratios per cluster smaller than unity. However, the mean
mass of a given cluster sample can be determined to high significance, which means
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Fig. 1.2 Illustration of the spectral distortion due to the thermal SZ effect. The
dashed curve is the undistorted CMB blackbody spectrum, whereas the solid line is the
tSZ-distorted spectrum that would be caused by a cluster 1 000 times more massive
than the typical galaxy cluster. Figure credit: Carlstrom et al. (2002).
that CMB cluster lensing can already be useful for cosmology (see, e.g., Chapters 2
and 3). Galaxy cluster CMB lensing is reviewed in some detail in Section 1.4, and its
use in order to estimate galaxy cluster masses is one of the main contributions of this
thesis (see Chapters 2, 3, and 4).
Figure 1.3 shows the multi-component, multi-wavelength appearance of a simulated
massive cluster taken from the Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al., 2014). The
upper left panel shows the dark matter distribution, with the main cluster halo in the
centre, and with smaller halos associated to the cluster’s galaxies around it. External
halos can also be seen, mostly distributed along filaments. The upper right panel shows
the gas distribution, which is smoother than the dark matter distribution, except for
the small, dense regions within each galaxy. The middle left panel depicts the cluster
metallicity, with higher metallicity areas corresponding to galaxies. The middle right
panel shows the cluster as it would look in the optical, in which its galaxies are seen.
Note the correspondence of galaxies with dark matter halos and with peaks in the gas
density, and also note the large elliptical galaxy sitting at the cluster centre. Finally,
the two bottom panels show the cluster’s X-ray appearance and its tSZ signal (left and
right panels, respectively); it can be seen that both signals reflect the gas distribution,
with the X-ray signal more centrally concentrated than the tSZ signal.
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Fig. 1.3 Massive galaxy cluster from the Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al., 2014).
The different panels show the cluster’s dark matter density, gas density and gas
metallicity distributions, and how the cluster would look in optical, X-ray, and mm
(SZ) observations. Figure credit: www.illustris-project.org.
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Fig. 1.4 X-ray and optical emission from the Coma cluster, a massive galaxy cluster at
z = 0.0231 containing over 1 000 galaxies. Figure credit: sci.esa.int; ESA/XMM-
Newton (X-ray), SDSS (optical).
For comparison, a real cluster, the massive Coma cluster, is shown in Figure 1.4.
The diffuse X-ray emission, as seen by XMM-Newton’s European Photon Imaging
Camera (EPIC), is shown along with the optical light from the cluster’s galaxies as
photographed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).
Galaxy cluster surveys: a historical perspective
There is a long history of observing galaxy clusters and of using them in order to
deepen our knowledge of the Universe (see Biviano 2000 for an enjoyable review of the
history of galaxy cluster science). Indeed, although it was not until the 1920s that the
extragalactic nature of galaxy clusters was confirmed, observations of the clustering
of nebulae date back to, at least, the late 18th century. It was in 1784 that Messier,
famous for his catalogue of nebulae, which contains 103 of them, 30 of which are now
known to be galaxies, reported a concentration of nebulae in the Virgo constellation
(Messier, 1784), perhaps the earliest reference to a galaxy cluster (the Virgo cluster).
A year later, in 1785, Herschel described what we now know is the Coma cluster in
the following terms: ‘that remarkable collection of many hundreds of nebulae which are
to be seen in what I have called the nebulous stratum of Coma Berenices’ (Herschel,
1785). He catalogued about 2 500 nebulae and identified several other clusters in the
11
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process, a task that would be continued by his son in the 19th century, who identified
over 6 000 nebulae. Several other catalogues of nebulae were elaborated throughout the
19th century, a landmark being Dreyer’s New General Catalogue of nebulae (Dreyer,
1888), which by 1908 contained over 13 000 of them.
The realisation, in the 1920s, that galaxies are external to the Milky Way, which
was then definitively recognised as just another galaxy, revealed the enormous size of
clusters. This arguably constituted the starting point of modern galaxy cluster science.
Shortly after, Zwicky famously applied the virial theorem to the Coma Cluster, finding
that its galaxies were moving too fast for the system to be stable, which lead him to
propose that a large part of its mass was in the form of invisible, dark matter (Zwicky,
1937). (The existence of dark matter, however, would not be widely accepted until
the 1970s.) A couple of decades later, the first modern catalogues of clusters were
produced, with the landmark Abell catalogue being published in 1958 (Abell, 1958).
All the observations mentioned above, and the catalogues compiled with them,
were, of course, optical. The development of X-ray astronomy in the 1970s revealed
the hot, X-ray emitting ICM (Cavaliere et al., 1971; Gursky et al., 1971; Meekins et al.,
1971), which had already been proposed some years earlier (Limber, 1959; van Albada,
1960). Since then, many X-ray catalogues have been produced and, since the early
1990s, used in cosmological studies. A milestone was the launching of the ROSAT
satellite in 1990, which performed an all-sky survey of the X-ray sky, RASS (Rosat
All-Sky Survey; Voges et al. 1999), from which a number of cluster catalogues were
built and used for cosmology (e.g., Ebeling et al. 1998; Böhringer et al. 2000, 2004).
Optical cluster catalogues have also improved significantly over the last decades,
and have been used for cosmology since the 2000s. A turning point was the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), from which catalogues with over 10 000 clusters have been
produced and used in cosmological analyses (e.g., Koester et al. 2007; Costanzi et al.
2019).
The most recent addition to the rich corpus of galaxy cluster surveys and catalogues
are those based on the tSZ effect, whose first robust detection was reported in Birkinshaw
et al. (1984). Over the last decade, the CMB experiments Planck, ACT, and SPT (and
the subsequent incarnations of the two latter experiments) have produced a number of
SZ cluster catalogues with up to around 1 000 clusters in them (e.g., Staniszewski et al.
2009; Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Sehgal et al. 2011; Bleem et al. 2015; Planck 2015 results
XXVII 2016; Hilton et al. 2018). In these catalogues, clusters are blindly detected from
CMB frequency maps thanks to the characteristic tSZ spectral signature, typically by
using matched filters (e.g., Herranz et al. 2002; Melin et al. 2006).
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The cosmological constraints obtained from these X-ray, optical, and SZ surveys
over the past few years are discussed in Section 1.5.
1.1.3 Inferring information from observations
Cosmologists (and, more generally, scientists) often have a model with which to describe
their observations that depends on a set of parameters whose values they want to
determine. This will be the case in Chapter 3, in which we constrain the values of
several cosmological and astrophysical parameters with galaxy cluster data, and in
Chapter 4, in which we constrain the values of several cluster scaling relation parameters
with simulations. For illustration, in cluster cosmology, a parameter of interest can
be, for example, Ωm, which parametrises the mean matter density of the Universe (see
Section 1.2.1).
The values of the parameters of interest are typically determined (or inferred) by
‘fitting the model to the data’. The rigorous way to do this is by using probability
theory (e.g., Jaynes 2003 or Mackay 2003). In particular, one has to be able to compute
the likelihood, which is the probability of obtaining the measured data given a set of
parameter values. Denoting our data with D and our set of model parameters with θ,
the likelihood is thus the probability of D conditioned on θ, P (D|θ). The quantity of
interest, however, is the probability of the parameters given the data, P (θ|D), known
as the posterior. If the likelihood is known, the posterior can be easily computed using
Bayes’ theorem3,
P (θ|D) = P (D|θ)P (θ)
P (D) . (1.1)
Here, P (θ), commonly referred to as the prior, is the unconditioned probability of the
parameters, and P (D), known as the evidence, is the unconditioned probability of the
data, which does not depend on the parameters and can be obtained by normalising
P (θ|D) to 1. The prior, P (θ), can be seen as encapsulating our knowledge of the
parameters before the data D is taken into account (more precisely, the prior knowledge
that we want to consider). Multiplying it by the likelihood in order to obtain the
posterior can be seen as ‘updating’ this prior knowledge with the information provided
by the data.
3This theorem, which is simply a rearrangement of the product rule of probability, currently gives
its name to the whole practice of posterior-based inference. As noted in Jaynes (2003), this result
had already been derived by others before Bayes, such as Jacob Bernoulli and de Moivre, and it was
Laplace (Laplace, 1774) who recognised its power as a tool for inference.
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The product of this inference practice is the posterior, P (θ|D), which has to be
‘explored’. If the parameter space is low-dimensional, simple evaluation of the posterior
over a grid in parameter space can be a quick and, especially, simple way to do this.
For instance, if there is just one parameter, this procedure will yield a curve that
is the posterior probability density function of this only parameter. However, this
becomes computationally expensive as the dimension of the parameter space increases,
since its time complexity grows exponentially with the number of dimensions. A
widely-used alternative more suitable for higher dimensional parameter spaces are
the family of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (see, e.g., Mackay 2003).
There are a number of different algorithms that fall within this category, but their
basic idea is the same: in order to explore the posterior, one, or several, random
chains explore the parameter space. After some burn-in chain iterations, their positions
in parameter space correspond to (correlated) samples from the posterior. These
samples can then be used to visualise the posterior, e.g., by producing one-dimensional
histograms (or, alternatively, density estimates) for each parameter, which correspond
to the marginalised posteriors of each parameter, or two-dimensional histograms (or
density estimates) for each possible pair of parameters, which will reveal correlations
(or degeneracies) between them. They can also be used in order to estimate the mean
and median values of each parameter, confidence intervals (e.g., by computing some
quantiles), and any other statistic of interest, which may be used to summarise the
parameter constraints.
1.1.4 Cosmology with galaxy clusters
As mentioned in Section 1.1.1, there are two main ways in which cosmological informa-
tion can be extracted from galaxy clusters: by looking at their abundance as a function
of mass and redshift (the ‘cluster counts’ analyses), and by looking a the gas mass
relative to the total cluster mass (the ‘gas fraction’ analyses). In this section we review
in a general way the principles on which they are based, and also briefly discuss other
interesting avenues to obtain cosmological information from clusters.
Galaxy cluster counts
The two fundamental quantities characterising a galaxy cluster are its mass4, M , and
its redshift5, z. The abundance of clusters as a function of these two quantities per unit
4In this section we refer to mass in a generic way; precise definitions of cluster mass used in practice
are given in Section 1.2.4.
5For a definition of redshift, see Section 1.2.1
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2Ω is the mean number of
clusters within an infinitesimal volume dMdzd2Ω around the point (M, z,Ω), depends
on the assumed cosmological model and on the values of its parameters. This mean
abundance can be estimated from observations, and it can also be predicted, for which
cosmological simulations are typically used (see Section 1.2.5). Therefore, following the
ideas outlined in Section 1.1.3, it should be possible to obtain cosmological information
from the observed cluster abundance, e.g., to constrain the values of some cosmological
parameters assuming a cosmological model. This is the basic idea behind cluster
counts. The precise cosmological parameters that cluster counts are most sensitive to
are discussed in Section 1.2.5.
Redshifts can be observed directly without much difficulty. The determination of
cluster masses, however, is a complicated art, as we will see in Section 1.3; currently,
mass determination is the main source of systematic uncertainty in cluster counts
studies (Pratt et al., 2019). Instead of mass estimates, cluster observables that are
known to scale with cluster mass, e.g., the X-ray luminosity or the SZ amplitude, are
often used, since they are easier to obtain observationally. These are often referred to
as ‘mass proxies’ or ‘mass observables’ (Allen et al., 2011).
A typical cluster counts data set is a catalogue of clusters with their redshift and
their mass proxy (or estimate) values. Several mass proxies can be used for each cluster,
and it is not necessary that all the clusters have a measured value for each of the
proxies used in the analysis. In order for this catalogue to be used for cosmology, the
distribution of observed cluster counts across the cluster observable space (redshift–
mass proxy(s) space) has to be predicted as a function of the cosmological parameters
of interest. If correlations between different clusters can be neglected, a possible way
to approach this is to divide the cluster observable space into n bins. The data then
simply reduces to number counts across the bins, and the counts within each bin follow
a Poisson distribution. Thus, the likelihood is just a product of Poisson distributions,
one for each bin, and the cosmology-dependent quantity to be predicted is the expected
number of detected clusters within each bin. This was the approach followed, e.g., in
Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). An alternative approach in which no binning is used
is followed in Chapter 3; how it relates to the traditional binning approach is detailed
in Appendix C. If correlations between clusters cannot be ignored, the covariance due
to their spatial clustering has to be taken into account; see, e.g., Hu and Kravtsov
(2003) and Smith and Marian (2011) for how this can be done.
For any of these approaches to work, several ingredients have to be taken into
account. First, the cluster mass proxy(s) must be related to the cluster mass (or, if they
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are mass estimates, they must be unbiased). Second, the selection of the sample has
to be taken into account. For example, in the binned Poisson approach, the expected
number of observed clusters within each bin must be the expected number of observed
clusters within that bin given the selection criteria followed to construct the cluster
sample used. Finally, this selection needs to be well understood. In particular, the
probability of selecting an observed cluster (i.e., of including it in the sample) at given
mass and redshift, sometimes referred to as the completeness (Allen et al., 2011), must
be a well-determined quantity. In addition, the catalogue must have a high purity, i.e.,
it must contain as few false detections as possible.
Relating mass proxies (or mass estimates) to cluster mass is done through scaling
relations, which assign a mean value of the mass proxy to each point in cluster mass–
redshift space, which is the space in which the cluster abundance is robustly predicted.
These scaling relations often are parametrised as power laws of the mass, and are
calibrated with simulations and/or with careful estimates of cluster masses, the latter
typically for a subsample of the cluster sample considered in the analysis (as in, e.g.,
Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016).
There is always scatter around the mean proxy values given by the scaling relations,
and it has to be well understood. This scatter can be of two types: ‘observational
scatter’ (or observational ‘noise’), and ‘intrinsic scatter’. The former refers to the
uncertainty in the mass proxy measurements due to observational limitations (e.g., due
to the finite resolution of the telescope used for the observations, to instrumental noise,
etc.). It can be reduced with better observations of the same clusters. On the other
hand, intrinsic scatter refers to the intrinsic variability in the cluster observables at
given mass and redshift due to the clusters themselves, and to their surroundings. An
example of a source of intrinsic scatter is triaxiality. Clusters are in general triaxial: at
a given redshift, two clusters with the same mass have, in general, different shapes and
orientations, and this translates into them having different cluster observable values
(e.g., X-ray luminosities). For a given observable, intrinsic scatter is irreducible: it
cannot be beaten down with better observations. However, some observables have
larger intrinsic scatter than others: in order to make the most of the data, observables
with small intrinsic scatter must be used. In general, a good mass proxy must have
little total scatter (observational plus intrinsic), depend sensitively on cluster mass,
have a well-determined scaling relation, and be easy to measure (Allen et al., 2011).
As it has already been noted, more than one mass proxy and/or estimate can be used
in the same counts analysis, and indeed this can prove a very powerful idea, as different
proxies and/or estimates can be very complimentary. For example, some have small
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scatter, but their mean scaling relation may be subject to poorly-understood biases
(e.g., X-ray proxies), whereas others have larger scatter, but their mean dependence
on cluster mass is well understood (e.g., lensing mass estimates). Using them jointly
in the same analysis allows the noisy, unbiased proxy(s) (or estimate(s)) to calibrate
the mean scaling relation of the high signal-to-noise proxy(s) (or estimate(s)), yielding
both precise and unbiased cosmological constraints. This is the idea behind the counts
analysis presented in Chapter 3, in which very noisy but nearly unbiased CMB lensing
cluster mass estimates are used in conjunction with much higher signal-to-noise SZ
mass proxies, which have a mean scaling relation in which there is an unknown mean
mass bias parameter, the so-called hydrostatic mass bias. As highlighted in Chapter
3, if several mass proxies are used in an analysis, it is crucial that they are included
self-consistently in the likelihood in order to avoid biases in the results (see, e.g.,
Appendix B), and their intrinsic correlations must be taken into account.
Gas fraction
The basic idea behind gas fraction analyses is that, given the huge sizes of galaxy
clusters, the fraction of cluster mass that is in the form of gas (which, as noted in
Section 1.1.2, dominates the cluster baryonic mass) is approximately equal to the mean
universal ratio of baryonic matter to total matter. The small deviations due to, e.g.,
star formation, can be corrected for with simulations. In particular, the gas fraction,




= Y (z) ΩbΩm
, (1.2)
where Mgas is the cluster gas mass (which can be measured with, e.g., X-ray observa-
tions); M is the cluster total mass; Y (z) is the depletion parameter, which quantifies
deviations from the universal ratio and which can be determined with simulations; and
Ωb and Ωm parametrise, respectively, the present-time mean baryonic and total matter
density of the Universe (see Section 1.2.1).
If Ωb is determined from other observations (e.g., with observations of the CMB
anisotropies, or of the relative abundances of light elements in the Universe), gas
fraction measurements allow to constrain the value of Ωm. This provided the first piece
of compelling evidence that Ωm < 1 (White et al., 1993).
In addition, the measured values of fgas depend on the assumed distances to the
clusters used in the analysis, since they are obtained from integrated quantities. In
turn, these distances, as noted in Section 1.2.1, depend on cosmology. This brings in
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additional sensitivity to cosmology, in particular to the nature of dark energy (Sasaki,
1996). Following this idea, Allen et al. (2004) provided the first direct measurement of
the acceleration of the Universe independent from the supernovae Ia measurements
that discovered it.
Other probes
Although cluster counts and the gas fraction are the most widely used ways to obtain
cosmological information from galaxy clusters, other methods exist.
One of them, first proposed in Silk and White (1978), is based in combining X-ray
and SZ measurements of the same galaxy clusters. The idea is that the SZ signal for
each cluster can be predicted with X-ray observations; making the predicted SZ signal
match the observed signal brings in sensitivity to cosmology via the distances involved
in the prediction.
Another possible probe is the angular power spectrum of the tSZ signal across the
sky, as first proposed in Komatsu and Seljak (2002). This power spectrum can be
measured with CMB observations, and can be predicted assuming models of cluster
abundance, the cluster SZ signal profile, and the spatial clustering of clusters, the
latter being only a small correction. This probe is particularly sensitive to σ8, which
parametrises the amplitude of the large-scale matter fluctuations in the Universe (see
Section 1.2.3). The kinetic SZ cluster signal can also be exploited in order to obtain
cosmological constraints (see Section 1.3.5).
The most massive galaxy cluster found in a given survey (or in several surveys) can
also be used in order to constrain cosmological models: if the cluster abundance across
mass and redshift can be predicted, the probability of the highest mass in the sample
can be calculated. This is particularly useful to test the validity of a given cosmological
model, as the existence of an extremely unlikely very massive cluster within that model
would allow to rule it out (see, e.g., Mortonson et al. 2011). Parameter constraints
assuming a given cosmological model can also be obtained (e.g., Sahlén et al. 2016).
Finally, galaxy clusters can also be used to investigate the physical nature of dark
matter. An interesting ‘laboratory’ in this respect is the Bullet Cluster, which in fact
consists of two merging clusters, one of which has just gone through the other one.
A composite image of the Bullet Cluster is shown in Figure 1.5, in which the X-ray
emitting gas is shown in pink, and the mass distribution from a lensing analysis is
shown in blue. It can be observed how, in each of the two clusters, the galaxies and
the dark matter, which accounts for most of the lensing signal, have roughly the same
centres, which means that they have undergone little interaction. The two clusters’
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Fig. 1.5 Bullet cluster, two merging clusters at z = 0.52. The X-ray emission from the
ICM gas is shown in pink, whereas the matter distribution from lensing is shown in
blue. Figure credit: chandra.harvard.edu; Markevitch (2006) (X-ray), Clowe et al.
(2006) (optical and lensing).
ICMs, however, have undergone significant interaction, being significantly away from
their corresponding galaxies and dark matter. The smaller ICM, on the right, also
features a characteristic bow shock pattern. This apparent absence of dark matter
interaction allows to put upper bounds on the dark matter self-interaction cross-section
(e.g., Markevitch et al. 2004; Randall et al. 2008).
1.2 From quantum fluctuations to galaxy clusters
In this section we review, from a theoretical point of view, how galaxy clusters form
in our expanding Universe, and what we know about their abundance, their spatial
distribution, and their internal structure.
1.2.1 The expanding Universe
The dynamics of the Universe
Assuming that the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic on very large scales, on these
scales spacetime can be described with the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) metric (Friedmann, 1922; Lemaître, 1927; Robertson, 1932; Walker, 1935),
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ds2 = −c2dt2 + a(t)2dx2, (1.3)
where t is a time coordinate, known as cosmic time, a(t) is the scale factor, which only
depends on t, and x are known as the comoving spatial coordinates, which are fixed
for observers whose only relative motion is the large-scale expansion (or contraction)
of the Universe (comoving observer). Here, dx2 describes the comoving spatial part of
the metric, which has constant curvature, k. This curvature can be positive (closed
universe), negative (open universe), or zero (flat universe). The time evolution of the
Universe is thus just given by the evolution of the scale factor, a, which we normalise
to 1 at the present time, t0, i.e., a(t0) = 1.
An important concept in order to link the evolution of the scale factor with
observations is that of redshift, z. This is the wavelength (or frequency) shift towards
larger wavelengths that radiation undergoes when emitted by distant sources (e.g.,
galaxies) due to the expansion of the Universe. Defining it as z ≡ (λr − λe)/λe, where
λr and λe are, respectively, the received and emitted wavelengths, it can be shown
(e.g., Dodelson 2004) that
1 + z = 1
a
, (1.4)
where a denotes the scale factor at the time of emission. Thus, z and a can be used
interchangeably to parametrise the expansion of the Universe.
In order to study the time evolution of the scale factor, the metric must be related to
the distribution of energy and momentum in the Universe. Assuming general relativity,
this is done through the Einstein’s equations (Einstein, 1915),




where Gµν is the Einstein tensor, which is given by the metric, gµν , and its first two
derivatives, Λ is the cosmological constant, and Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor.
As a consequence of homogeneity and isotropy, Tµν reduces to a density, ρ, and an
isotropic pressure, p, which are only functions of time.
Imposing Einstein’s equations to the FLRW metric and to this energy-momentum
tensor yields the Friedmann equations,


















where H ≡ a˙/a is known as the Hubble parameter, and where overdots denote
derivatives with respect to cosmic time, t.







which expresses energy conservation.
In order to solve the Friedmann equations, pressure, p, must be related to density,
ρ, through an equation of state, p(ρ). Different energy components have different
equations of state. Our Universe can be approximated as a mixture of non-relativistic
matter and radiation. For non-relativistic matter, the density largely dominates over
the pressure, so we can set p = 0. For radiation, p = ρc2/3. Furthermore, the
cosmological constant term in the Friedmann equations can be seen as arising from an
additional component, (constant) dark energy, with constant density ρΛ = Λc2/8πG,
and with pressure p = −ρΛc2. Note that it is possible to consider other forms of dark
energy in which w ̸= −1, where w = p/(ρc2); all current observations are compatible
with w = −1 (Huterer and Shafer, 2018).
Assuming that there are no interactions between the different components, their
scalings with a can be derived from the continuity equation. In particular, for matter,
ρ ∝ a−3, and for radiation, ρ ∝ a−4. Assuming the Universe to be a mixture of














where ρr,0 and ρm,0 are, respectively, the present-time radiation and matter densities.
Defining the critical density as the total density for which the Universe is flat (k = 0),
ρc = 3H2/8πG, we can define density parameters as the ratio of the density of each




















where H0 is the present-time Hubble parameter (the ‘Hubble constant’), Ωr, Ωm, and
ΩΛ are, respectively, the present-time density parameters of radiation, matter, and
dark energy, and where a density parameter for the curvature term has also been
defined, Ωk = 1−Ωr −Ωm −ΩΛ. The Hubble constant and the density parameters are
some of the most important cosmological parameters, since they quantify, respectively,
the Universe’s present-time expansion rate and the energy densities of each of the
components of the Universe. Furthermore, together they determine the expansion
history of the Universe. Another important parameter is Ωb, which is the present-time
density parameter of baryonic matter. If we denote the present-time density parameter
of dark matter with Ωc, then Ωb + Ωc = Ωm.
Current CMB observations, in combination with baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO)
measurements, yield, assuming spatial flatness, h = 0.6766± 0.0042, Ωm = 0.3111±
0.0056, ΩΛ = 0.6889 ± 0.0056, and Ωbh2 = 0.02242 ± 0.00014 (1σ confidence lim-
its; Planck 2018 results VI 2018), where h is the Hubble parameter in units of
100 km s−1Mpc−1. Allowing non-zero spatial curvature yields Ωk = 0.0007 ± 0.0019
(Planck 2018 results VI, 2018). In addition, measurements of the CMB mean absolute
temperature, TCMB = 2.7255±0.0006K, imply Ωrh2 = 2.47×10−5 (Mather et al., 1994;
Fixsen, 2009). These measurements are in agreement with a number of other indepen-
dent measurements, except, perhaps, that of H0, with current direct measurements
finding somewhat higher values (e.g., Riess et al. 2019; see Knox and Millea 2019).
Thus, at present time, the energy density of the Universe is dominated by dark
energy (about 70%), with also a significant contribution from matter (about 30%), of
which only about 20% is baryonic. In addition, the Universe is consistent with being
spatially flat. However, in the past the situation was different, due to the different
scaling of each component with redshift. Indeed, at very early times, the Universe was
radiation dominated. At about z ≃ 3400, it transitioned to be matter dominated, and
only at z ≃ 0.3 did it become dark energy dominated. Also, extrapolating this model
to the distant future, the Universe will become completely dominated by dark energy,
which implies that the scale factor will grow exponentially with time.
Distances in cosmology
Distance is an important concept in cosmology. Assuming the FLRW metric (see
Eq. 1.3), the comoving distance between two points at a given time t, χ, is defined
by integrating the comoving coordinate line element, dx, along the (spatial) geodesic
connecting them. If two objects are comoving (i.e., their only relative motion is the
Hubble flow), the comoving distance between them remains constant with time. If
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k = 0, the comoving distance simply reduces to the Euclidean distance between the
two points in comoving coordinates. Multiplying χ by the scale factor gives the proper
distance, dp = aχ, which is the physical spatial distance between two points at a given
time as would be measured by a comoving observer. Since at the present time a = 1,
the comoving distance between two comoving points corresponds to their present-time
physical distance.
Despite being conceptually useful, these two distances cannot be measured directly.
Two directly measurable distances can be defined: the luminosity distance, and the
angular diameter distance. The luminosity distance, dL, is defined as the distance to
an object that is inferred from its observed flux, F , i.e.,
F = L4πd2L
, (1.11)
where L is the object’s luminosity.
On the other hand, the angular diameter distance, dA, is defined as the distance to




where l is the object’s physical length.
For a spatially-flat universe, it can be shown (see, e.g., Peacock 1999) that dL =
dp(1 + z), and dA = dp/(1 + z), where z is the object’s redshift. (Note, however, that
dL = dA(1 + z)2 is always valid, regardless of curvature.)
The comoving distance to a source (e.g., a galaxy), and therefore the luminosity and
angular diameter distances, can be expressed as a function of redshift, z, by integrating
the FLRW metric for an incoming photon. The resulting expression depends on the
expansion history of the Universe, and therefore on the values of H0 and of the density
parameters.
1.2.2 The seeds of cosmic structure
Thus far we have only considered a perfectly homogeneous and isotropic Universe,
which is a good description on the very largest scales. However, on smaller, but still
cosmic, scales inhomogeneities (and, indeed, anisotropies) exist, from stars to the
cosmic web. A useful quantity with which to characterise these inhomogeneities is the
power spectrum (equivalently, the 2-point correlation function in real space). Imposing,
due to large scale homogeneity and isotropy, that statistical quantities cannot depend
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on position or direction, the power spectrum of a given field X (e.g., the matter density
perturbation) takes the following form (e.g., Dodelson 2004):
⟨X(k)X∗(k′)⟩ = δ(3)(k− k′)PX(k). (1.13)
That is, modes with different wavelengths are uncorrelated, and the power spectrum only
depends on the modulus of the wavevector. It is also useful to define the dimensionless
power spectrum, ∆2X(k) ≡ PX(k)k3/(2π2), which can be seen as the contribution to
the total field variance per logarithmic interval as a function of scale k, since the total
variance is just the integral of P (k) over all k-space.
The evolution of inhomogeneities as the Universe expands is well understood in the
linear regime (i.e., when they are small), in which they can be computed analytically
(see Section 1.2.3), and, to a lesser extent, in the nonlinear regime, thanks to some
analytical insights and to numerical simulations (see Section 1.2.4 and subsequent
sections). The origin of cosmic inhomogeneities is, however, less well-established. The
currently-followed paradigm is that of cosmic inflation, according to which they are set
up from quantum fluctuations very shortly after the Big Bang, and then they ‘passively’
evolve under the action of the laws of physics (on large scales, mostly gravity) to
produce the rich hierarchy of structure that we observe today. The highest, rarest
peaks of this primordial density field evolve to become galaxy clusters at late times.
Cosmic inflation, originally proposed in the early 1980s (Guth, 1981; Linde, 1982,
1983), invokes an ‘inflaton’ field (or several, even many, of them6) which dominates the
energy content of the Universe at very early times, before the Standard Model particles
are produced, and which makes the Universe expand in an accelerated way. The key
feature of accelerated expansion is that the Hubble horizon, c/H, roughly the size of
the regions of the Universe that are causally connected within a Hubble time, 1/H,
grows less quickly than the scale factor. Equivalently, the comoving Hubble horizon,
c/(aH), decreases with time. This is the opposite to what happens in decelerated
expansion, in which the comoving Hubble horizon grows with time (or, equivalently,
the physical Hubble horizon grows more quickly than the scale factor). This means
that regions that were originally causally connected within a typical expansion time
cease to be so as inflation proceeds. This can be seen graphically in Figure 1.6, in
which the comoving Hubble horizon is shown, schematically, as a function of the scale
factor during and after inflation. For a given comoving scale λ, the relevant scale
is that of ‘horizon crossing’, at which λ ∼ c/(aH). When inflation ends and the
Universe starts its ‘standard’, decelerated expansion (until dark energy causes a new
6For concision, in the following we only refer to one field.
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Fig. 1.6 Schematic view of inflation. The comoving Hubble horizon is shown
in red (note that c = 1). It can be seen how it decreases during inflation, and
how it increases again during standard Big Bang evolution. The present-time
comoving Hubble horizon, (a0H0)−1, and a reference comoving scale currently
within the Hubble horizon, λ, are shown as horizontal lines. Figure credit:
Daniel Baumann’s Part III of the Mathematical Tripos Cosmology lecture notes;
theory.uchicago.edu/∼liantaow/my-teaching/dark-matter-472/lectures.pdf.
period of accelerated expansion), the comoving Hubble horizon starts growing again,
progressively allowing regions to be causally connected again as they enter back into
the horizon (see Figure 1.6).
This accelerated expansion solves several problems of the standard cosmological
paradigm, which was the reason why inflation was originally proposed (e.g., it solves the
horizon problem and the flatness problem; see, e.g., Dodelson 2004). Inflation, however,
also provides a mechanism to set up the primordial fluctuations (e.g., Mukhanov and
Chibisov 1981). The basic idea is the following. Present-time cosmological scales
corresponded to very small, quantum scales at inflationary times. The field driving
inflation has quantum zero-point fluctuations, and since it dominates the energy budget
of the Universe during inflation, these fluctuations translate into perturbations in
the metric. These perturbations become classical, stochastic fluctuations when they
are stretched out to classical scales by the expansion, which, in turn, translate into
perturbations in the energy-momentum of the Standard Model (plus dark matter)
fields that come to dominate the Universe after inflation ends.
Current data is consistent with these primordial perturbations being Gaussian (i.e.,
fully described by their power spectrum), scalar, adiabatic, and almost scale-invariant
(e.g., Planck 2018 results X 2018). Scalar perturbations are one of the three possible
types of perturbations into which fluctuations can be decomposed, the other two
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types being vector and tensor perturbations. Vector perturbations are not expected to
be produced by inflation, and decay quickly with the expansion anyway, leaving no
observational signatures. Tensor perturbations, however, are generically predicted by
inflation models and can leave potentially detectable observational signatures (e.g.,
B-modes in the CMB polarisation pattern, see Section 1.4), which are yet to be found
observationally (e.g., BICEP2 Collaboration and Keck Array Collaboration 2018).
Adiabatic perturbations are one of the two possible types of scalar perturbations (the
other being isocurvature perturbations), in which the perturbations in the different
components (e.g., radiation and dark matter) are associated to the same perturbation in
the curvature. They can be seen as produced by locally compressing or expanding all the
components in the Universe at once. If there are only adiabatic scalar perturbations, the
primordial perturbations can be fully described with the so-called comoving curvature
perturbation, R(k), which is conserved on scales larger than the Hubble horizon
(Bardeen, 1980). If perturbations are Gaussian, R(k) in turn is fully described by
its power spectrum, which is often parametrised with a power law. The associated







where k⋆ is a pivot scale, typically chosen to be 0.05Mpc−1 (e.g., Planck 2018 results
X 2018), As is the amplitude at the pivot scale, and ns is known as the scalar spectral
index. If ns = 1, the power spectrum is said to be scale-invariant, since there is the
same amount of variance in the curvature per logarithmic interval of k: the Universe
‘looks the same’ on all scales. Current observations yield ln(1010As) = 3.047±0.014 and
ns = 0.9665± 0.0038 (Planck 2018 results VI, 2018), which means that the primordial
perturbations are almost scale-invariant.
Inflation fits well within this scenario. For the simplest inflationary models, those
with a scalar field slowly rolling down a potential, ∆2R(k) well after horizon crossing









where ϵ is the first slow-roll parameter, which, during inflation, ϵ≪ 1, and MPl is the
Planck mass. Here, H and ϵ are evaluated at horizon crossing for each wavelength k,
since, upon horizon exit, a curvature perturbation mode ‘freezes’, only to evolve again
when it enters back into the horizon after inflation has finished. The fact that the
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spectrum is almost scale invariant is a consequence of H and ϵ being approximately
constant as inflation proceeds.
There is currently a large number of inflationary models that can generate these
Gaussian, almost scale-invariant, adiabatic, scalar perturbations (Planck 2018 results
X, 2018): the physical nature of the inflaton is thus very uncertain. A detection
of, e.g., deviations from Gaussianity (e.g., by detecting higher-order correlations),
or of primordial tensor modes (e.g., by detecting primordial B-modes in the CMB
polarisation), would provide valuable evidence that inflation actually happened and
would cast light on the physics responsible for it (Bartolo et al., 2004).
1.2.3 Growing structure: linear evolution
Linear growth of structure
The evolution of perturbations with time is well understood at the linear level (e.g.,
Lifshitz 1946; Peebles and Yu 1970; Peebles 1980; Bardeen 1980; Kodama and Sasaki
1984; Mukhanov et al. 1992; Seljak et al. 2003). An important property of linear
evolution is that it preserves the Gaussian nature of the perturbations, with different
modes evolving independently; ‘true’, nonlinear evolution does not. For our purposes,
the relevant quantity to track is the matter perturbation, or matter density contrast, δ,
which is defined as
δ(x, a) ≡ ρm(x, a)− ρ¯m(a)
ρ¯m(a)
, (1.16)
where ρm(x, z) is the matter density at location x and scale factor a, and ρ¯m(z),
the mean matter density at redshift z. After recombination, its power spectrum as
a function of redshift can be related to the primordial comoving curvature power
spectrum, PR(k), as
Pm(k, a) = G2(a)T 2(k)PR(k). (1.17)
Here, G(a) is the linear growth function, which encapsulates the growth of matter
perturbations due to gravity after recombination. In the current ΛCDM paradigm,
perturbations grow independently of their scale, i.e., the growth function does not
depend on k. During matter domination, δ grows approximately as a, whereas during
Λ domination its growth stalls, remaining constant, due to the rapid, accelerated




Fig. 1.7 Linear-theory matter power spectrum at z = 0 inferred from different cosmo-
logical probes. The black solid line is the prediction of ΛCDM with the Planck best-fit
parameters, showing remarkable consistency, and the grey dotted line is the nonlinear







where E(a) ≡ H(a)/H0, and where the normalisation is such that, at high redshift, in
the matter domination epoch, G(a) ∝ a.
On the other hand, T (k) is the transfer function, which describes evolution before
recombination, which is markedly k-dependent. The main contribution to this k-
dependence is that the growth of perturbations due to gravity is slowed down for
modes that enter the horizon during radiation domination due to mostly radiation-
sourced pressure, which competes against gravity (Meszaros, 1974). This can be seen
in Figure 1.7, which shows the present-time matter power spectrum, Pm(k). On large
scales, which entered the horizon well after matter-radiation equality, Pm(k) ∝ kns
(approximately), whereas, on scales that entered the horizon well before equality,
Pm(k) ∝ kns−4 (also approximately).
Another important scale-dependent effect is baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAOs)
(Holtzman, 1989). During radiation domination, sound waves propagate in the tightly
coupled baryon-radiation fluid due to the mostly radiation-sourced pressure. These
sound waves also affect the total matter distribution via gravity. They have an
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associated length scale, the sound horizon, which is the distance that they have
travelled since the Big Bang until a given time. This scale freezes at decoupling, when
photons, the main source of pressure, decouple from baryons to free-stream ever since,
and as a result the sound horizon at decoupling is imprinted in the matter distribution
(and also in the photon distribution, as we will see in Section 1.4). It manifests as a
local peak in the otherwise decreasing-with-distance matter 2-point correlation function:
two points separated by a distance equal to the sound horizon at decoupling are more
correlated than they would be if they were separated by slightly shorter or longer
distances. In Fourier space, this local peak translates into oscillations in the power
spectrum on small scales. These oscillations can be seen very clearly in the power
spectrum of the CMB, as we will see in Section 1.4.
Filtering
An important concept in the theoretical understanding of the galaxy cluster population
is that of filtering. Consider the matter density contrast field δ(x, a). We can filter it
with a window function to produce a filtered density contrast, δR, as
δR(x, a) =
∫
δ(x′, a)WR(|x− x′|)d3x′, (1.19)
where WR is a window function, or filter, with a characteristic scale R; typical choices
are real-space top-hat, Gaussian, or Fourier-space top-hat. The standard deviation of
the filtered field, σ(R, a), can be written as (e.g., Zentner 2007)
σ(R, a) = 1(2π)3/2
(∫
Pm(k, a)|W (k, R)|2d3k
)1/2
, (1.20)
where Pm(k, a) is the matter power spectrum, and W (k, R) is the Fourier transform of
the window function. After recombination, σ(R, a) grows as δ, i.e., with the growth
function. At a given time, it is possible to associate a mass to each filter scale; for
a top-hat filter, this is just M = 4/3πρ¯m(a)(aR)3. Thus, the filtered matter density
contrast field, and its standard deviation, can be parametrised with either R or M .
The standard deviation of the present-time linear density field filtered with a real
space top-hat window function with scale R = 8h−1Mpc is known as σ8, and is a
widely-used cosmological parameter that characterises the amplitude of the present-
time large-scale fluctuations in the Universe. Current observations give σ8 ≈ 0.8 (see
Section 1.5).
Linear theory is accurate enough to compute the matter power spectrum on very
large scales, and also to compute the CMB power spectrum (Hu and Dodelson, 2002).
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It is not, however, sufficient to describe the matter distribution on small scales, e.g.,
to describe galaxy clusters, which are collapsed, highly nonlinear objects. Roughly,
linear theory breaks down when σ(R, a) ∼ 1. However, it is a useful starting point of
some interesting analytical approaches to understand galaxy clusters, as we will see in
subsequent sections.
1.2.4 The spherical collapse model
The spherical collapse model (Gunn and Gott, 1972) is the simplest model of galaxy
cluster formation. Though very limited, it is the basis of insightful models of cluster
abundance and clustering (see Sections 1.2.5 and 1.2.6), and it motivates the most
commonly used definition of cluster mass.
In its simplest version, the spherical collapse model considers a spherically-symmetric
top-hat overdensity in an otherwise smooth, Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) universe, i.e.,
a spatially flat FLRW universe with Ωm = 1, for which a ∝ t2/3. A possible way to
create such an overdensity is to consider a sphere in the smooth background and to
radially contract it to produce a homogeneous, overdense sphere, leaving some ‘empty
space’ between it and the expanding background. Due to Birkhoff’s theorem (or to
Newton’s shell theorem), the overdensity and the background evolve independently.
Suppose that the overdensity was created at some initial time, ti, and that is has an
initial physical radius, Ri, and an enclosed mass, M , which remains constant, and
which, if the radius is known, fixes the density contrast. The physical radius R then
evolves with time as the scale factor of a closed Ωm > 1 FLRW universe; a parametric
solution can be written as (Peacock, 1999)
R = A(1− cos θ)
t = B(θ − sin θ),
(1.21)
where A and B are determined by the initial conditions, subject to the constraint
A3 = GMB2, which arises from the equation of motion. Expanding R and t up to
order θ2 shows that, initially, R ∝ t2/3, i.e., the overdensity initially expands like
the background. However, it decelerates more quickly, and eventually it reaches a
maximum radius at θ = π, Rta = 2A, which corresponds to a turn-around time
tta = πB. At this point, the forming halo has completely detached from the Hubble
flow. It then starts to contract, formally collapsing to a singularity at θ = 2π, which
corresponds to a time tvir = 2tta. This, of course, never happens in practice, since real
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collapse is not perfectly spherically symmetric. The idea is that any deviations from
spherical symmetry turn part of the gravitational potential energy of the overdensity
into kinetic energy associated with random motions of the particles in it, and the
collapsing overdensity reaches virial equilibrium (e.g., Lynden-Bell 1967). The virial
theorem allows to calculate the final radius of the collapsed halo, the virial radius,
which is Rvir = Rta/2.
An interesting quantity to consider is the mean overdensity enclosed within the




where ρ(t) is the mean density within the halo, ρ(t) =M(4πR(t)3/3)−1, and ρ¯m(t) is
the background density, which for an EdS universe can be written as ρ¯m(t) = (6πGt2)−1.
Expanding this expression up to order θ5 gives




≡ 1 + δ(t). (1.23)
At early times, δ(t) grows as the scale factor; we thus identify it with the linear theory
density contrast. At turn-around, δ ≃ 1.06, i.e., linear theory rightly suggests that
the evolution is going nonlinear (δ ∼ 1), and ∆ ≃ 5.55. At virialisation, δ ≃ 1.69,
and ∆ ≃ 178. That is, a virialised halo with a mean overdensity of ∆vir ≃ 178 forms
wherever linear theory predicts a density contrast of δc ≃ 1.689, known as the critical
density contrast. Note that this is the overdensity at the time of collapse. After
collapse, the overdensity will increase with time, since the background density decreases
with the expansion, whereas the halo mass and virial radius remain constant.
These turn-around and virial overdensities are, remarkably, independent of the
mass of the halo and of redshift, although formation times do depend on the initial
conditions. However, in a general background cosmology they take different values
and are, in general, cosmology and redshift-dependent (see Bryan and Norman 1998
for approximating formulae). In general, δc has a weaker dependence on redshift and
cosmology than ∆vir does (Percival, 2005). For Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73 at z = 0,
δc ≃ 1.675 and ∆vir ≃ 358 (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012), where we note that ∆vir is
with respect to the mean matter density.
The spherical collapse model is, of course, limited. Initial overdensities are not
top-hat and spherically symmetric, but smooth and asymmetric (Bardeen et al., 1986).
Furthermore, collapse and virialisation do not happen instantaneously. Extensions that
consider, e.g., ellipsoidal collapse have been proposed (Icke, 1973; Sheth et al., 2001),
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but simulations are needed if the full richness of halo formation is to be captured.
Simulations show that collapse is a complex process extended in time, with mergers
and constant accretion of matter into halos (Diemand et al., 2007). Furthermore, halos
are not isolated objects, but form part of the three-dimensional cosmic web, being
connected among them by filaments, along which accretion preferentially takes place
(Bond et al., 1996). Moreover, they are not smooth, but present substructure on all
scales (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012).
1.2.5 The halo mass function
As noted in Section 1.1.4, a key ingredient of cluster counts analyses is to compute
the halo abundance as a function of mass and redshift in a given cosmology. This







where V denotes comoving volume, and where d4N
dMd3V is known as the halo mass function,
which depends on mass, redshift, and cosmology; d3V
dzd2Ω is the comoving volume element.

















Therefore, it depends on H0, and on the density parameters through the normalised
expansion rate, E(z).
The spherical collapse model motivated the first attempt to calculate the halo
mass function, the Press-Schechter mass function (Press and Schechter, 1974), which is
remarkably accurate (about a factor of two) given its simplicity. In practice, halo mass
functions calibrated with simulations are used if percent-level accuracy is required.
The Press-Schechter halo mass function
The spherical collapse model suggests that any region where δ > δc, where δ is the
linearly extrapolated matter density contrast, has collapsed into a bound halo. The key
assumption of the Press-Schechter model is that, at a given time, the fraction of total
mass that is in collapsed halos with mass larger than M is equal to the probability that
a given point has δM > δc, where δM is the linear density field filtered on a mass scale
M (or, equivalently, its corresponding length scale R, see Eq. 1.19). This is equivalent
to assuming that the only halos that exist at a given time are those that have just
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collapsed: the regions that correspond to a given mass M are those with δM = δc,
and regions with δM > δc can be thought of as belonging to halos with higher masses.
Assuming Gaussian initial conditions, since linear evolution preserves Gaussianity, this
probability can be written as
















where σ(M) is the standard deviation of the filtered field, given by Eq. (1.20) (the




Press and Schechter further assumed that all matter is contained within collapsed
objects, in which case one should expect F (0) = 1. However, ν → 0 as M → 0, and
therefore F (0) = 1/2. A possible solution, and indeed what was done in Press and
Schechter (1974), is to simply introduce an ad hoc factor of 2.
A more principled justification of this factor of 2 was proposed in Bond et al.
(1991). The idea is that a given point may have δM1 < δc on a given scale M1, but
may have δM2 > δc on a larger scale M2 > M1. In this scenario, the point does belong
to a collapsed halo with M > M1, since M2 > M1, but the Press-Schechter ansatz
is missing it. What has to be considered instead is the largest scale on which the
threshold, δc, is crossed. This can be done by considering random walks in (σ(M), δM )
space, starting at an arbitrarily large mass, and, thus, starting with σ(M) arbitrarily
close to 0. In this approach, σ(M), which decreases monotonically with M , acts as
the ‘time’ variable. The key assumption now is that the fraction of total mass which
is in collapsed halos with mass larger than M is the fraction of random walks that
have crossed the threshold, δc, for the first time at any point before σ(M), i.e., at
any larger mass. The only analytically-tractable case is that in which the filter used
is a top-hat filter in Fourier space (Bond et al., 1991). With such a choice of filter,
as the resolution is increased, i.e., as mass is decreased, new, independent modes
are simply added to the old ones: the random walk is Markovian. At a given mass
M , the fraction of trajectories that is currently above the threshold is given by Eq.
(1.26) (indeed, this corresponds to the mass fraction according to the Press-Schechter
original assumption). Those trajectories have crossed the threshold at some earlier
time (i.e., larger mass), and, at the moment of threshold crossing, for every random
walk that remains above it, there is a mirror random walk that crosses it back with
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equal probability (Chandrasekhar, 1943). Therefore, the fraction of random walks that
have ever crossed the threshold at any mass larger than M is just twice what is given
in Eq. (1.26).
Whatever the argument to obtain F (M), the fraction of mass in halos between M
and M + dM is then
∣∣∣ dF
dM


















∣∣∣∣∣d ln σ(M)d lnM
∣∣∣∣∣ e− ν22 = Ωmρc,0M2
∣∣∣∣∣d ln σ(M)d lnM
∣∣∣∣∣ f(σ(M)), (1.29)
where f(σ) describes the shape of the mass function.
This mass function deviates by about a factor of 2 from simulations, over-predicting
low mass halos and under-predicting high mass halos (e.g., Jenkins et al. 2001). Other
mass functions have been proposed along similar lines, based, e.g., on ellipsoidal
collapse (e.g., Sheth and Tormen 2002). These have greater, but still insufficient,
accuracy to match the current percent-level halo mass functions directly calibrated
with simulations.
Halo mass function from simulations
A key factor in determining the halo mass function from simulations, and in galaxy
cluster science in general, is the definition of halo (or cluster) mass. Halos in simulations,
and, indeed, in reality, are extended, triaxial objects whose boundaries are not well-
defined, and therefore there is no unique way to define their masses. The most
commonly used definition is the spherical overdensity mass, which is defined as follows.
First, a halo centre must be defined. In a simulation, this can be done by finding, e.g.,
the most bound particle (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012). The spherical overdensity mass
is then defined as the total mass within a sphere centred on the halo centre within
which the mean density is ∆ref times a reference density, ρref . This reference density is
typically either the critical or the mean matter density of the Universe at the halo’s
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Several values of ∆ref (of both ∆mean and ∆critical) are used in practice. The choice
is usually motivated by observations. For instance, X-ray observations are typically
restricted to the inner regions of halos, so large values of ∆ref , up to ∆critical ∼ 2500,
are common, whereas lensing observations, which extend into the halo outskirts,
typically measure ∆critical ∼ 200–500 (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012). Note that ∆mean =
∆critical/Ωm(z), and that direct conversion between masses at different overdensities is
not possible, unless a density profile is assumed (see, e.g., Hu and Kravtsov 2014).
The spherical overdensity mass definition is generally preferred over other existing
definitions, e.g., the friends-of-friends mass, which presents some problems such as
assigning a single halo to two observationally distinct clusters. It also correlates better
with observed quantities that are integrated over an aperture (Allen et al., 2011). A
downside is that sometimes two spheres can overlap, leading to double-counting of
mass, although this does not happen frequently (Tinker et al., 2008).
Currently, halo mass functions from simulations are determined to percent accuracy.
In particular, Tinker et al. (2008) used 22 large N -body simulations to calibrate the halo
mass function with 5–10% precision from z = 0 to z = 2 for a ΛCDM cosmology for a
number of overdensities between ∆mean = 200 and ∆mean = 3200. They parametrise
the halo mass function with a universal function of σ(M) (i.e., cosmology enters the











where A, a, b, and c are fitting parameters that are only mildly redshift-dependent.
Compare this fitting function with the Press-Schechter analogous function in Eq. (1.29);
in both cases there is an exponential suppression at high masses (i.e., small values of
σ).
Recently, Bocquet et al. (2020) followed an alternative approach to determining
the halo mass function by ‘emulating’ it from N -body simulations using Gaussian
processes, achieving percent-level accuracy on cluster scales.
Calibrating halo mass functions with N -body simulations can be done, in principle,
to arbitrary precision. The effect of baryons, due to, e.g., supernovae and AGN feedback,
which can lead to some redistribution of mass in halos, is, however, more difficult
to quantify, with predictions not being completely robust yet. In general, baryons
are thought to affect the halo mass function to a few percent (Kravtsov and Borgani,
2012), and whether this has a significant impact on cosmological analyses depends on
the particular sample. For instance, using N -body dark-matter-only simulations and
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simulations with baryons, Bocquet et al. (2016) concluded that baryonic corrections
are not significant for Planck and SPT-like SZ cluster samples, but should be taken
into account for an eROSITA-like X-ray sample.
Dependence on cosmology and on mass calibration
Assuming a flat ΛCDM model, cluster counts are very sensitive to Ωm and σ8. This
dependence arises from the halo mass function through the linear growth factor, to
which there is exponential sensitivity (see Eqs. 1.29 and 1.31), and from the volume
element through the expansion rate (see Eq. 1.24). If the cluster sample considered
is local (i.e., at low redshift), cluster counts offer a direct measurement of σ8, as this
parameter acts as a normalisation of the linear growth function at z = 0. As redshift
increases, the linear growth function, and thus cluster counts, becomes increasingly
sensitive to Ωm, which helps to break the degeneracy with σ8 (see, e.g., Voit 2005). A
number of competitive constraints on Ωm and σ8 have been derived from cluster counts;
see Section 1.5. We also present constraints on these two parameters in Chapter 3
obtained from Planck SZ-detected clusters with CMB lensing mass calibration.
There is also sensitivity to spatial curvature (e.g., Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016),
and to possible deviations from the cosmological constant through their impact on the
growth function and the expansion rate. For example, the equation of state of dark
energy, w, can be constrained along with Ωm (or, equivalently, ΩDE) assuming a flat
wCDM cosmology (e.g., Mantz et al. 2015; Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016).
Cluster counts are not very sensitive to other cosmological parameters, such as
H0, ns, and, especially, Ωb. Thus, additional information must be used in order to
constrain these parameters if they are allowed to vary in counts analyses (see, e.g.,
Chapter 3).
Finally, as with σ8, in the halo mass function there is exponential sensitivity to
cluster mass. Indeed, σ(M) is present in the exponential term of the halo mass function,
and σ(M) is roughly a power law of halo mass (since the primordial power spectrum can
be approximated locally around cluster scales by a power law; see, e.g., Kravtsov and
Borgani 2012). This exponential sensitivity means that any biases in the determination
of halo masses propagate exponentially into the predicted halo abundance, especially at
high masses, where the exponential term dominates. Making sure that cluster masses
are unbiased is therefore crucial for the success of cluster counts analyses.
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1.2.6 Clustering of clusters
Galaxy clusters are not randomly distributed across the Universe, but they tend
to cluster with each other. They are in fact strongly clustered, more than galaxies
themselves (Bahcall and Soneira, 1983). This clustering can be parametrised with
the linear bias, b (Kaiser, 1984), which relates the local density contrast of halos,
δh(x) ≡ (nh(x)− n¯h)/n¯h, where nh(x) and n¯h denote, respectively, the local and mean
halo number density, to the local matter density contrast, δ(x),
δh(x) = bδ(x). (1.32)
The linear bias, b, depends on halo mass, increasing with increasing mass: the more
massive the halo, the more biased with respect to the matter distribution it is (e.g.,
Tinker et al. 2010). However, it is approximately independent of scale for Gaussian
initial conditions (Scherrer and Weinberg, 1998). It does depend on scale if initial
conditions are non-Gaussian, which makes it possible to use measurements of the linear
bias in order to constrain some forms of primordial non-Gaussianity (Dalal et al., 2008).
The linear bias is closely related to the halo mass function, and can in fact be derived
from it within the peak-background split formalism (Kaiser, 1984). This approach
yields predictions of the linear bias that are accurate to about 20% (Tinker et al.,
2010). More precise determinations are obtained by direct calibration with simulations.
For example, Tinker et al. (2010) calibrated the linear bias as a universal function of ν,
b = b(ν), to better than 5% accuracy, with fitting parameters only dependent on the
mass overdensity ∆ref chosen.
The effect of clustering of galaxy clusters on analyses of their counts depends on
the sample considered. For a Planck-like sample, Poisson noise dominates and the
covariance due to clustering can be neglected (Planck 2015 results XXIV, 2016). For
other samples, however, it has to be taken into account (see, e.g., Hu and Kravtsov
2003).
1.2.7 Halo internal structure
As already noted, real halos are not top-hat overdensities, as assumed in the spherical
collapse model. The spherically-averaged halo density profile is commonly approximated
with the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al., 1995, 1997),
ρNFW(x) =
4ρs
x(1 + x)2 , (1.33)
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where x ≡ r/rs, and rs is a characteristic radius, and where ρs is the density at the
characteristic radius. This profile is a good approximation of the spherically-averaged
density from N -body simulations; remarkably, it is a universal function of x. Its density
diverges at x = 0, but the enclosed mass within some value of x is finite; however,
the enclosed mass diverges logarithmically with x. Several modifications to the NFW
profile exist that guarantee a finite total enclosed mass at the expense of additional
parameters: for example, the profile can be simply truncated at some radius (e.g.,
Melin and Bartlett 2015), or smoothly driven to zero in a faster way (e.g., Baltz et al.
2009).
The characteristic radius, rs, is related to the spherical overdensity radius, R∆, where
∆ is the overdensity of choice, through the concentration parameter, c∆, R∆ = c∆rs.
Assuming the NFW profile, a halo is completely specified by its spherical overdensity
mass, M∆ (or, equivalently, R∆), its redshift, and the concentration parameter, c∆.
The concentration parameter depends, in general, on mass, redshift, and cosmology; at
fixed redshift, it decreases with mass (e.g., Navarro et al. 1997; Diemer and Kravtsov
2015). Recently, Diemer and Kravtsov (2015) calibrated c∆ with N -body simulations
as a universal function of ν, c∆ = c∆(ν), up to 5% accuracy for ΛCDM.
Another popular profile is the Einasto profile (Einasto, 1965), which has recently
been found to provide a better description of the mean halo profile at the expense of
an additional parameter, α (e.g., Gao et al. 2012).
Halos are, of course, not spherically symmetric, but triaxial objects living in the
cosmic web. Relaxed halos are typically less triaxial. Thus, triaxiality generally
increases with both redshift and mass, since massive halos form at later times (e.g.,
Kasun and Evrard 2005).
1.2.8 From halos to galaxy clusters: baryons
Dark matter is the main component of galaxy clusters, and, as we have seen, cluster
formation, abundance, spatial distribution, and internal structure can be understood
quite well as just the result of gravity acting on dark-matter-only objects. However, as
already noted in Section 1.1.2, galaxy clusters also contain baryonic matter, both in
the form of galaxies and of diffuse gas in the ICM.
The main driving force governing a cluster’s baryonic properties is, unsurprisingly,
gravity. This makes it possible to predict, to some extent, the scalings of some of these
properties with cluster mass and redshift with the framework of the self-similar model
(Kaiser 1986; see also Kravtsov and Borgani 2012). However, the full understanding of
baryons in clusters, taking into account all the wealth of baryonic physics involved,
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is a much more difficult task. Except in the vicinity of black holes, this physics
is well-understood classical physics. Nevertheless, the processes involved are highly
nonlinear, and there is a huge dynamic range in the relevant length and time scales,
from supernovae, which take place on a stellar scale but which can affect a whole
cluster and its environment, to the cosmic-scale ICM (Allen et al., 2011). This makes
both the theoretical understanding of baryons in clusters and their incorporation to
simulations very challenging problems.
As the gas falls into the forming cluster gravitational well, its gravitational potential
energy is turned into kinetic energy, which in turn thermalises via adiabatic compression
and shocks. These shocks are due to supersonic flows associated mostly to accretion
of matter, in which case they are typically present at the cluster boundary, where
they can reach Mach numbers of 30 and above (e.g., Vazza et al. 2009). There can
also be smaller shocks associated to mergers, and to jets from AGN and stellar wind
from star-forming galaxies (Allen et al., 2011). After some time, equilibrium can be
attained, with the ICM reaching its virial temperature. In general, thermalisation is
quite efficient, with most of a cluster’s ICM pressure being of thermal origin (Kravtsov
and Borgani, 2012). There can be, however, significant sources of non-thermal pressure,
as we will discuss in Section 1.3.1.
The main source of non-gravitational energy is AGN feedback, which heats up
the ICM and redistributes the gas at small radii (e.g., Le Brun et al. 2014). It is
particularly important at low masses, M < 1014M⊙ (Pratt et al., 2019). Another, less
important, non-gravitational energy source is feedback from supernovae, which also
heats up the ICM (Le Brun et al., 2014). Acting in the opposite direction is ICM
cooling, a process that is necessary for star formation. The main source of cooling
is radiative cooling, which is a relatively inefficient process, with timescales typically
longer than the Hubble time (Allen et al., 2011). This is evidenced by the small fraction
of cluster mass that is in the form of galaxies. An exception are the central, 0.1Mpc
regions of some relaxed clusters, which present dense, very X-ray bright cool cores
(Allen et al., 2011).
Radiative cooling and feedback from AGN and from other compact sources are
tightly coupled, forming a ‘self-regulating’ cycle in which cooling leads to star and
AGN formation, which in turn suppress further cooling (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012).




1.3 Mass estimates and mass proxies
As noted in Section 1.1.4, cluster mass determination is currently the main source of
systematic uncertainty in cluster counts analyses, limiting their statistical power (Pratt
et al., 2019). Due to this, there is a huge ongoing effort to understand and control
systematics in mass estimation, including the important task of carefully comparing
cluster masses obtained by different groups using different methodology (see, e.g.,
Sereno and Ettori 2015). In this section we review some of the different ways in which
cluster masses are estimated, and also some of the various mass proxies that are used in
counts analyses, highlighting possible sources of systematic error. We do not consider
CMB lensing cluster mass estimation, which we discuss in Section 1.4.
1.3.1 Equilibrium?
When a galaxy cluster forms, after a few sound crossing times (typically around 109
years each), it is expected to reach equilibrium (Pratt et al., 2019). For the collisional
gas that comprises the ICM, this means hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e., that the pressure
gradient balances the gravitational pull. Assuming spherical symmetry, this condition






where p is the gas pressure, M(< r) is the mass within a radius r, and ρg is the gas
density. If the ICM gas has completely thermalised, the only significant source of
pressure is gas thermal pressure. Under this assumption, and also assuming that the
gas can be described by the ideal gas equation of state, p = ρgkBT/(µmp), where T is
the gas temperature, µ is the mean molecular weight, and mp is the proton mass, Eq.
(1.34) can be rewritten as









That is, the cluster mass within a given radius r can be obtained if, at such radius,
the gas temperature and the derivatives of the gas temperature and of the gas density
are known. This can be done, e.g., with detailed X-ray observations. We denote such
estimated mass with MHE(< r), highlighting that hydrostatic equilibrium is a key
assumption.
Thermal pressure is known to be the main source of pressure in most clusters,
especially in relaxed ones that have not undergone recent mergers (Pratt et al., 2019).
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Nevertheless, there can be other substantial contributions to the total pressure with a
non-thermal origin, which can significantly bias mass estimates based on Eq. (1.35).
The assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium may not be valid either, especially at large
radii and for clusters that have recently experienced major mergers. Currently there
is a large ongoing effort towards quantifying these additional sources of pressure and
possible departures from equilibrium, and towards determining their impact on mass
estimation (e.g., Rasia et al. 2006; Vazza et al. 2009; Lau et al. 2009; Battaglia et al.
2012; Nelson et al. 2014a,b; Biffi et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2016). This is mostly done with
simulations, in which it is consistently found that random, turbulent motions are the
main source of non-thermal pressure, independently from the cluster’s dynamical state.
Turbulent pressure, which adds to the thermal pressure, pth, as ptotal = pth + 13ρgσ
2,
where σ is the (isotropic) random velocity dispersion, can account for about 10–30% of
the total pressure at R500 (Nelson et al., 2014a; Shi et al., 2016). Other sources of bias
include bulk motions and acceleration, which are important in merging clusters and at
large radii (Lau et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2014b), AGN feedback, which mostly affects
the central regions (Allen et al., 2011), and inhomogeneities in the gas distribution,
which can introduce a ∼ 5% bias if the hydrostatic equilibrium equation is not modified
to account for them (Roncarelli et al., 2013).
The total bias in mass estimation can be summarised with the so-called hydrostatic
mass bias parameter, which relates the true cluster mass to its mass estimated through
Eq. (1.35) or through mass proxies calibrated with hydrostatic masses. This hydrostatic
mass bias can also account for other systematics in the measurements, such as the
instrument absolute X-ray calibration, thus becoming an effective mass bias. This is
the case of the Planck clusters mass bias used in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016),
and which we calibrate in the cosmological analysis presented in Chapter 3.
An analogous equation to Eq. (1.35) can be written for the collisionless cluster
galaxies and dark matter: the Jeans equation. Assuming spherical symmetry and
absence of rotation (most clusters do not rotate significantly, e.g., Hwang and Lee
2007), it can be written as (Kravtsov and Borgani, 2012)






d ln r +
d ln σr(r)2
d ln r + 2β(r)
]
, (1.36)
where ν is the number density (e.g., of galaxies), σr is the radial component of the
velocity dispersion, and β ≡ 1− σ2t2σ2r , where σt is the tangential component of the velocity
dispersion, is the anisotropy parameter, which vanishes if the velocity distribution
is isotropic. Thus, analogously to the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, the cluster
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mass within some radius r can be obtained if, at such radius, the particle (e.g., galaxy)
velocity dispersion and the derivatives of the velocity dispersion and of the number
density are known.
Cluster masses estimated with Eq. (1.36) can also be biased if dynamical equilibrium
is violated. This bias can be as large as a factor of 2 for major mergers (Takizawa
et al., 2010), although departures from equilibrium can be identified from the velocity
distribution of the cluster galaxies (Pratt et al., 2019).
1.3.2 X-ray observations
Mass estimation from X-ray observations typically relies on the hydrostatic equilibrium
equation (Eq. 1.35). The gas density profile is usually derived from X-ray surface
brightness measurements azimuthally averaged over thin, concentric annuli, and the
gas temperature profile can be obtained from spectra measurements, also averaged
over thin annuli. Several approaches exist to obtain the cluster mass profile from
these measurements, which range from fully parametric to completely non-parametric
methods (see, e.g., Ettori et al. 2013). Alternatively, the pressure profile can be
obtained from azimuthally averaged SZ measurements, in which case Eq. (1.34) is used
and temperature measurements are not needed (e.g., Ameglio et al. 2009).
The most significant source of bias in these mass measurements is thought to
be the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. Indeed, simulations suggest that this
assumption typically biases low mass estimates by about 20% (Pratt et al., 2019). Other
sources of bias include triaxiality (a few %; Buote and Humphrey 2012), temperature
inhomogeneities within the annuli (around 10–15%; Rasia et al. 2014), and absolute
X-ray instrumental calibration (up to 15–20%; Schellenberger et al. 2015). As we will
see in Section 1.5, some recent analyses have found a large total mean X-ray mass bias,
of up to about 40% (e.g., Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016). The origin of such a large
value has, so far, remained unclear.
Accurately determining the scaling relations of X-ray mass proxies is equally im-
portant to obtaining unbiased mass estimates, especially in the context of cosmological
analyses. Recently there has been significant convergence in the calibration of scaling
relations of X-ray mass proxies (Pratt et al., 2019). Frequently-used proxies include the
total X-ray luminosity, LX, the gas mass, Mg, the average gas temperature, TX, and YX,
which is defined as YX =MgTX, and is therefore a measure of the ICM thermal energy
(Kravtsov et al., 2006). The main source of scatter in all these proxies is intrinsic. LX
has large scatter (around 40%), unless the core is excised (less than about 10%; e.g.,
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Mantz et al. 2018), whereas Mg, TX, and YX have smaller scatter (about 10–15%; e.g.,
Kravtsov et al. 2006; Arnaud et al. 2007; Allen et al. 2008).
1.3.3 Optical observations: kinematics
A widely used way to measure cluster masses with optical observations is based on
Eq. (1.36), using the cluster galaxies as particles, and with their number density
and velocity dispersion inferred from their observed number density and line-of-sight
velocities (e.g., Carlberg et al. 1997). This approach is insensitive to some sources
of non-thermal pressure that bias X-ray mass estimates, such as turbulent motions,
but it assumes dynamical equilibrium, with galaxies relaxing on a longer timescale
than the ICM (White et al., 2010). As already noted, this assumption can introduce
a significant bias a large as a factor of 2 (Takizawa et al., 2010). Another source of
bias is triaxiality (around 30%), which can be reduced by stacking (Pratt et al., 2019).
This method is also limited by the finite number of galaxies in a cluster, and by the
fact that it is more difficult to find cluster centres with optical observations than it is
in X-ray analyses (Allen et al., 2011). An alternative method that does not rely on
the assumption of equilibrium exists, the Caustic method (Diaferio and Geller, 1997),
which is applicable to regions beyond the virial radius (see, e.g., Biviano and Girardi
2003).
A commonly used mass proxy is the velocity dispersion. Although it has small
intrinsic scatter (≤ 5%), observational uncertainty induces a total scatter of about 40%
(White et al., 2010). Another common proxy is the richness, the number of galaxies
within a given aperture, which has a roughly similar scatter of about 40% (Rozo et al.,
2010). Currently, these large scatter values, as well as systematics, strongly limit the
statistical power of optical cluster counts analyses, which typically use a larger number
of clusters than their X-ray and SZ counterparts (Pratt et al., 2019).
1.3.4 Optical observations: weak lensing
Over the past decade, galaxy weak lensing has become the most robust way to obtain
galaxy cluster mass estimates (Pratt et al., 2019). Also, recently, shear-selected cluster
catalogues have been constructed (e.g., Miyazaki et al. 2018). The key property of
lensing is that it is completely independent of the physical properties and of the
dynamical state of clusters: it is only sensitive to their mass distribution.
In weak lensing, the small, but coherent distortions of the shapes of background
galaxies are used in order to estimate the lensing shear, γ, which is given by the
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lens (galaxy cluster, in this case) mass distribution (see, e.g., Bartelmann 2010). In
particular, the observed galaxy complex ellipticity can be written as ϵ = ϵg + g, where
ϵg is the galaxy intrinsic ellipticity (known as ‘shape noise’), and g is known as the
reduced shear, g = γ/(1− κ), where κ is the lensing convergence. In the weak limit,
g ≃ γ, and if galaxies are assumed to be oriented randomly, their observed ellipticities,
ϵ, become unbiased estimators of the shear, γ. Thus, one can ensemble average the
ellipticities of several galaxies to obtain local estimates of the shear. Then, a shear
model, which must account for all the relevant covariance (e.g., Gruen et al. 2015),
is typically fit to the azimuthally averaged estimated shear to finally produce a mass
estimate.
Despite being insensitive to the cluster’s dynamical state, lensing is not free from
limitations and biases. Important sources of statistical limitation are the number of
background galaxies, especially at high redshift, and triaxiality, which can produce an
intrinsic scatter in the estimated masses ranging from about 5% to about 30% (Becker
and Kravtsov, 2011) (note that the dark matter distribution, which is responsible
for most of the lensing signal, is more triaxial than the gas distribution, which is
responsible for the X-ray and SZ signals). However, systematics currently dominate
the error budget in weak lensing analyses (McClintock et al., 2019). The dominant
systematic is the selection of background galaxies. The most common case is that in
which faint cluster galaxies are mistaken for background galaxies, which leads to an
underestimation of the lensing effect and which can, in turn, bias the estimated mass
low by up to about 40% (Okabe and Smith, 2016). Other sources of bias include errors
in the cluster lensing signal modelling (up to about 10%; Pratt et al. 2019), errors
in galaxy shape measurements (a few%; Hamana et al. 2013), and errors in galaxy
redshift measurements, which are typically photometric (up to a few%; Sánchez et al.
2014).
In recent years, several projects have measured the masses of a total of ∼ 100 galaxy
clusters through their weak lensing signatures with various ground-based telescopes.
These projects include LoCuSS (Okabe et al., 2010), CCCP (Hoekstra et al., 2012),
CLASH (Umetsu et al., 2014), and WtG (von der Linden et al., 2014). In general, the
mass estimates from these different projects are in very good agreement, save perhaps
those from WtG, which are somewhat (about 10–15%) larger (Pratt et al., 2019).
Some of these mass estimates have been used to set the absolute cluster mass scale in
counts analyses. This is the case, for instance, of the Planck SZ counts analysis, which
employed weak-lensing masses from CCCP and WtG for two of its three baseline mass
scale calibrations (Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016; see also Chapter 3).
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1.3.5 The Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect
As noted in Section 1.1.2, the thermal SZ (tSZ) effect due to galaxy clusters is a spectral
distortion of the CMB blackbody spectrum due to the interaction of the CMB photons
with the electrons of the ionised ICM via inverse Compton scattering, which leads to
an intensity decrement at frequencies below 217GHz, and to an intensity increment
at frequencies above this cross-over frequency (Sunyaev and Zeldovich 1972; see, e.g.,
Rephaeli 1995a, Carlstrom et al. 2002, and Mroczkowski et al. 2019 for reviews). The
tSZ effect is not only produced by galaxy clusters. For example, the tSZ signal from
the gas in cosmic web filaments has recently been detected at low significance (de
Graaff et al., 2019). However, clusters, as the hottest, densest large-scale objects in
the Universe, are the brightest tSZ source.
In the simplest and most commonly-assumed scenario, the ICM electrons are taken
to be non-relativistic and in thermal equilibrium, i.e., distributed according to the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In this case, the distortion is independent of the
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where ytSZ is the Compton-y parameter, which controls the overall amplitude of
the effect, and where x ≡ hν/(kBTCMB), where ν is the frequency, and TCMB is the
present-time CMB temperature.












Here, Te is the electron temperature; me is the electron mass; dτe is the optical depth
element along the line of sight, which is dτe = neσTdl, where ne, σT, and dl are,
respectively, the electron number density, the Thomson scattering cross-section, and
the proper distance element along the line of sight; and pe is the electron pressure,
pe = nekBTe. For a typical cluster, ytSZ ∼ 10−4 (Mroczkowski et al., 2019), which
means that the tSZ effect is comparable in amplitude to the CMB primary anisotropies.
As is apparent in Eq. (1.38), the tSZ effect is a measure of the integrated pressure
along the line of sight. This makes it an interesting probe of the ICM. For instance,
as noted in Section 1.3.2, detailed tSZ measurements can be combined with X-ray-
determined gas density profiles in order to obtain hydrostatic cluster mass estimates
via Eq. (1.34), without the need to obtain spectroscopic temperatures (e.g., Ameglio
et al. 2009). Some other virtues of the tSZ effect include that ytSZ does not decrease
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with redshift, unlike luminosity-based observables, and its linear dependence on the
gas (electron) density, which implies that it can be observed further out from the
cluster centre than the X-ray surface brightness, which scales as the gas density squared
(Mroczkowski et al., 2019).
A widely-used cluster mass proxy, YSZ, can be constructed by integrating ytSZ over
an aperture or over a volume. For this, a pressure model is usually assumed (and is
indeed necessary if the integral is over a volume). Often, the ICM gas is assumed to
follow a generalised NFW profile (e.g., Mroczkowski et al. 2009; first proposed in Nagai
et al. 2007b). In this case, the pressure profile can be written as
p(x) = p0




where, as in our discussion of the NFW profile, x ≡ r/rs, where rs = R500/c500, and
where 500 refers to the overdensity with respect to the critical density at the cluster’s
redshift.
The three parameters γ, β, and α, quantify, respectively, the slope at r ≪ rs,
the slope at r ≫ rs, and the quickness of the transition between these two slopes
around r ≈ rs. These parameters have been measured in various studies (e.g., Arnaud
et al. 2010), and the associated profile and mass proxy, YSZ, have been used in several
cosmological analyses. For example, the counts analysis in Planck 2015 results XXIV
(2016) was based on YSZ measurements in which this ‘universal’ pressure profile, as
calibrated in Arnaud et al. (2010), was assumed.
Since ytSZ does not decrease significantly with redshift, SZ surveys can detect
clusters and measure YSZ to relatively high redshift, which enhances the constraining
power of counts analyses by measuring the growth of structure as a function of time.
In addition, YSZ is easy to measure, is relatively insensitive to the cluster dynamical
state, and has low scatter at given cluster mass, about 10–15% (Mroczkowski et al.,
2019). However, it is not free from systematic uncertainties, of which the overall
scaling of YSZ with cluster mass is the main source (e.g., de Haan et al. 2016; Planck
2015 results XXIV 2016; Bocquet et al. 2019; Hilton et al. 2018). Other possible
systematic issues include contamination from the emission from radio galaxies within
the galaxy cluster, thought to be at the few percent level or less (Sehgal et al., 2010),
and relativistic corrections. Indeed, the tSZ distortion in Eq. (1.38) assumes that the
ICM electrons are non-relativistic. However, typical clusters have temperatures that
imply ve/c ∼ 0.1–0.2, which suggests that relativistic corrections should be important.
These can be computed (see Rephaeli 1995b; Stebbins 1997; Challinor and Lasenby
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1998; Itoh et al. 1998), and, in general, introduce a dependence of the tSZ spectral
distortion on the electron temperature. Neglecting them has been argued to bias low
the constraint on σ8 from the Planck tSZ power spectrum, which did not include them,
by about 1σ (Remazeilles et al., 2019). SZ counts analyses from Planck and similar
experiments could, potentially, also be sensitive to these corrections (Remazeilles et al.,
2019).
In addition to the thermal SZ effect, which is due to the thermal motion of the
ICM electrons, there is also a SZ signal associated with the peculiar motions of clusters.
This is known as the kinetic SZ (kSZ) effect (Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1980), and can
be seen as a Doppler shift contribution to the CMB due to cluster bulk motion. As
such, it has the same spectral dependence as the primary CMB (a blackbody), and, as
a consequence, cannot be distinguished from the primary anisotropies unless additional
information is used (e.g., scale information, or correlations with other probes). The
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where nˆ is the unit vector specifying the line of sight, and vp is the cluster’s peculiar
velocity. Typical cluster peculiar velocities are a few hundreds of km s−1, which means
ykSZ ∼ 10−5 (Mroczkowski et al., 2019), which is about an order of magnitude smaller
than the typical tSZ signal (for merging clusters along the line of sight, however, the
kSZ signal can dominate over the tSZ signal during core passage; Ruan et al. 2013).
The kSZ effect is an interesting source of information in its own right, from which,
e.g., cluster velocities can be extracted (e.g., Haehnelt and Tegmark 1996; Hand et al.
2012). However, it can also be an unwanted foreground, as is the case in CMB lensing
cluster mass estimation, where a cluster’s kSZ signal cannot be easily separated from
the lensed primary CMB anisotropies, since they both have the same spectral signature.
Cluster rotation also produces an SZ signal, which, analogously to the kSZ effect,
can be seen as a Doppler shift contribution, in this case due to rotation. This signal
has been recently detected at low significance (Baxter et al., 2019). It has a dipole-like
structure, as does cluster CMB lensing (see Section 1.4.4), so could potentially be an
issue in cluster lensing analyses. However, the direction of the rotation SZ dipole is
not aligned with the background gradient of the CMB temperature, as is the CMB
lensing dipole, but with the rotation axis, so rotation should not introduce a bias in
statistical (i.e., stacked) analyses.
Finally, inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons by cluster electrons generates
a small polarisation signal, yet to be detected. Its main contribution arises from the
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CMB quadrupole at the cluster’s location, which, in principle, could be used to measure
the local CMB quadrupole at different cluster locations, thus circumventing cosmic
variance (Kamionkowski and Loeb, 1997).
1.4 Galaxy cluster lensing of the cosmic microwave
background
1.4.1 The cosmic microwave background
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is the leftover electromagnetic radiation
from the Big Bang. It was released at a redshift z = 1089.80±0.21 (Planck 2018 results
VI, 2018), roughly 380 000 years after the Big Bang, at a time known as last scattering,
when the Big Bang thermal photons decoupled from the baryons and were able to free-
stream for the first time in cosmic history. Before decoupling, the CMB photons were
tightly-coupled to baryons through Compton scattering and had a thermal (blackbody)
distribution. After decoupling, they have undergone little scattering, retaining their
thermal distribution. Indeed, the observed CMB has a blackbody spectrum to a very
good approximation, with an average temperature TCMB = 2.7255± 0.0006K (Mather
et al., 1994).
The CMB is very isotropic across the sky, reflecting the homogeneity of the early
Universe. However, small anisotropies exist [O(10−5)], caused mostly by inhomo-
geneities in the last scattering surface (the progenitors of late-time LSS), in addition
to smaller ‘late time’ contributions (Doroshkevich et al., 1978; Seljak, 1994; Hu and
Sugiyama, 1995). The CMB is also partially linearly polarised, at about the level of
10% of the temperature anisotropies, due to the presence of a quadrupole in the temper-
ature angular distribution at last scattering and to the anisotropic nature of Thomson
scattering (Rees, 1968; Bond and Efstathiou, 1984; Polnarev, 1985). The study of
these temperature and polarisation anisotropies has revolutionised our knowledge of
the Universe over the past three decades (see, e.g., Planck 2018 results I 2018).
First predicted in the late 1940s by Alpher and Herman (Alpher and Herman,
1948), who estimated its temperature to be of a few K, the CMB was serendipitously
discovered by Penzias and Wilson about 20 years later (Penzias and Wilson, 1965),
whose measurement of a background radiation were soon recognised to have a cosmic
origin (Dicke et al., 1965; Peebles, 1968). It took about three decades for the temperature
anisotropies to be detected, by the space-based COBE mission (Smoot et al., 1992).
(The temperature dipole, mostly a Doppler shift due to our peculiar motion, was,
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however, detected in the early 1970s.) Shortly after, the acoustic peaks were first found
by a series of ground and balloon-based experiments (Miller et al., 1999; de Bernardis
et al., 2000; Hanany et al., 2000), and so was the polarisation signal (Kovac et al.,
2002). In the past two decades, the space-based WMAP and Planck experiments, as
well as various ground-based experiments, most notably SPT and ACT, and their
subsequent incarnations, have mapped the temperature and polarisation anisotropies
with increasing sensitivity, establishing the ΛCDM paradigm as our current standard
picture of the Universe (Hinshaw et al., 2013; Planck 2018 results VI, 2018).
The CMB anisotropies are a particularly robust cosmological probe, in part due to
the fact that they can be accurately calculated with linear theory, since inhomogeneities
at decoupling are very small (e.g., Seljak 1994; Hu and Dodelson 2002; Challinor 2004;
Dodelson 2004). The primary anisotropies, those sourced at last scattering, arise
mostly from variations in the photon density and gravitational potential across the
last-scattering surface. There is also a smaller Doppler-shift contribution from the
peculiar velocities at last scattering.
These primary anisotropies are statistically very close to Gaussian, with no detection
of non-Gaussianity to date (e.g., Planck 2018 results VIII 2018). Thus, all of their
information is contained in the angular power spectrum. Let T (nˆ) be the CMB
temperature at angular position nˆ. Its difference with respect to the mean CMB







where Ylm(nˆ) are the spherical harmonics, and alm are the spherical-harmonic coef-
ficients. The multipole l indicates the typical angular scale that the corresponding
coefficients alm capture. Higher l corresponds to smaller angular scales, with a typical
angular scale of variation θ ∼ π/l. The angular temperature, or TT, power spectrum
is then
⟨alma∗l′m′⟩ = δll′δmm′CTTl , (1.42)
where the Kronecker delta functions are a result of statistical isotropy, as is the fact
that CTTl depends only on l.
The CMB TT power spectrum as measured by the Planck mission is shown in Figure
1.8 as a function of l. The error bars denote 1σ uncertainties, whereas the blue curve is
the best-fit prediction. Instead of CTTl , the standard quantity DTTl ≡ l(l+1)CTTl /2π is
plotted. Three main features can be identified visually. At low l, DTTl is approximately
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Fig. 1.8 Planck 2018 TT power spectrum. Figure credit: Planck 2018 results VI (2018).
constant. These angular scales correspond to physical scales that were outside the
Hubble horizon at the time of last scattering, and as such are a direct probe of
the primordial fluctuations. That DTTl is roughly constant on these large scales is
a consequence of the primordial power spectrum being almost scale-invariant. An
additional contribution on large scales comes from the decay of the gravitational
potential at late times due to dark energy, which induces an additional gravitational
shifting as photons travel from the last-scattering surface towards us (the ‘integrated
Sachs-Wolfe effect’; Sachs and Wolfe 1967). At higher l, the baryon acoustic oscillations
are observed. As explained in Section 1.2.3, these oscillatory features are a result
of sound waves propagating in the pre-decoupling baryon-photon plasma. These
oscillations are damped on small scales due to photon diffusion, in what is known as
Silk, or diffusion, damping (Silk, 1968). Before decoupling, on scales smaller than
O(10)Mpc, the mean-free path for Thomson scattering is non-negligible and photons
and baryons are not perfectly coupled. Photons can diffuse out of small-scale overdense
regions, erasing small-scale inhomogeneities in the process. Further damping arises
from the fact that decoupling did not happen instantaneously.
The (linear) CMB polarisation field can be described with two Stokes’ parameters,
Q(nˆ) and U(nˆ), which are directly observable, or, equivalently, with the E and B-mode
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polarisation fields, E(nˆ) and B(nˆ), which can be obtained from the Q and U fields (see,
e.g., Dodelson 2004). Unlike Q and U , the E and B-mode fields have the advantage of
being coordinate invariant. In analogy with the TT case, the EE, TE, and BB power
spectra can be detected and used as a source of cosmological information (the TB and
EB power spectra vanish due to the fact that T and B, and E and B, have opposite
parity). Scalar perturbations only generate E-modes to linear order. Primordial tensor
perturbations, i.e., a stochastic cosmological background of primordial gravitational
waves, however, source both E and B-modes (Seljak and Zaldarriaga, 1997): finding
these primordially-sourced B-modes has become one of the holy grails of modern
cosmology.
1.4.2 CMB lensing
Given the increasing sensitivity of current and future CMB experiments, there is at
present a large interest in finding smaller, secondary signals in CMB observations, and
in using them as cosmological probes. Some of these signals are generated as the CMB
photons propagate from the last-scattering surface towards us; in this context, the
CMB can be thought of as a ‘backlight’. These include the various SZ effects discussed
above, the ISW and Rees-Sciama effects (Rees and Sciama 1968; see, e.g., Cai et al.
2010), and CMB lensing.
As the CMB photons free-stream from the last scattering surface towards us, they
are deflected as a result of the gravity of the matter distribution through which they
travel. This effect is known as CMB lensing (Blanchard and Schneider 1987; Cole and
Efstathiou 1989; see Lewis and Challinor 2006 for a review). First detected about a
decade ago (Smith et al., 2007; Das et al., 2011), CMB lensing has now been detected
to 40σ and has become a powerful cosmological probe (Planck 2018 results VIII, 2018).
Let X be an ‘unlensed’ CMB field, i.e., a CMB field as it would have been observed
if there was no lensing, where X can be T , Q, or U . Lensing remaps the CMB fields
so that the ‘lensed’ field X˜(nˆ) along the line-of-sight direction nˆ is the unlensed field
at nˆ+α(nˆ), i.e., X˜(nˆ) = X(nˆ+α).
The total deflection angle, α, can be seen as the addition of all the deflections due
to all the matter that a given photon encounters along its way. Consider a deflection at
a comoving distance χ from the observer, and let us assume that the CMB comes from
a single source plane (the distance to last scattering is about 14 000Mpc comoving,
which is large compared to the width of the last-scattering surface, about 100Mpc
comoving, so this ought to be a good approximation, Lewis and Challinor 2006). The
local deflection angle, δβ, can be written as δβ = −2∇⊥Ψδχ (e.g., Lewis and Challinor
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Fig. 1.9 CMB lensing geometry. Here, δβ denotes the local deflection angle due to Ψ,
which gives rise to an observed deflection angle δθ; χ and χ⋆ denote, respectively, the
comoving distances to the lens and to the source (the last scattering surface). Figure
credit: Lewis and Challinor (2006).
2006), where Ψ is the Newtonian gravitational potential (or, in a general relativistic
framework, the Weyl potential), δχ denotes a small comoving distance interval, and
∇⊥ denotes the two-dimensional gradient perpendicular to the direction of travel,
along which δχ runs. For simplicity, let us assume that the Universe is spatially flat.
Following a simple geometric argument (see Figure 1.9), this local deflection angle
translates into an observed deflection angle
δθ = χ⋆ − χ
χ⋆
δβ = −2χ⋆ − χ
χ⋆
∇⊥Ψδχ = −2χ⋆ − χ
χ⋆χ
∇nˆΨδχ, (1.43)
where χ⋆ is the comoving distance to the source, i.e., to last scattering, and where ∇nˆ
denotes the gradient with respect to the observation angular coordinates.
In the limit in which the deflection angles δβ and their angular derivatives are
small, known as the ‘weak lensing’ limit, the total deflection angle, α, can be computed
by adding all the deflections evaluated along the undeflected line of sight (the Born






Ψ(χnˆ; z(χ))dχ ≡∇nˆψ, (1.44)
where Ψ is evaluated at the appropriate location, χnˆ, and redshift, z(χ). The lensing
potential, ψ, has been defined such that α = ∇nˆψ. It can be seen as an integral of
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the gravitational potential along the line of sight all the way back to last scattering,
weighted by the lensing kernel.
An important quantity to consider is the Jacobian of the deflected directions, which
contains information about how the sizes and shapes of the anisotropies are distorted.
To linear order, it can be written as (Lewis and Challinor, 2006)
Aij ≡ δij +∇iαj =
1− κ− γ1 −γ2
−γ2 1− κ+ γ1
 . (1.45)
Here, κ is the lensing convergence, which is responsible for the trace of the distortion,
i.e., it quantifies the apparent local size change due to lensing. On the other hand,
γ1 and γ2 are the two components of the lensing shear, which are responsible for the
traceless distortion, i.e., they quantify the apparent area-preserving local shape change.
Both quantities can be obtained from the lensing potential, and thus contain the same
information. In particular, the convergence can be written as κ = −12∇2nˆψ, which is a
projected version of Poisson’s equation. By using the definition of ψ (see Eq. 1.44)
in this equation, and then using Poisson’s equation, it can be seen that the lensing
convergence is a weighted integral of the matter distribution along the line of sight.
CMB lensing is a small effect, with associated changes of the order of 10µK in the
observed CMB temperature. The deflections are typically small, of about a few arcmin
for linear LSS and for galaxy clusters. Compact objects such as black holes can produce
much larger deflection angles, but only a small fraction of lines of sight pass near them,
so they can be ignored. The weak lensing approximation is thus expected to be a good
approximation, at least for current observations (Lewis and Challinor, 2006). However,
despite being small, the lensing deflections are correlated over larger scales. For linear
structure, the main source of CMB lensing, a typical potential has a size of around
300Mpc comoving (about the peak of the matter power spectrum). If it is half-way
back to the last scattering surface, χ ∼ 7 000Mpc, its observed size is around 2◦ (Lewis
and Challinor, 2006). The CMB lensing deflections are thus correlated over degree
scales, which means that CMB observables are expected to be affected by lensing on
these scales.
Indeed, the TT , EE, and TE power spectra are modified by lensing on degree
scales due to lensing by LSS. In particular, the acoustic peaks are smoothed at a several
percent level (Lewis and Challinor, 2006). Intuitively, lensing, by distorting the sizes
and shapes of the hot and cold spots of the CMB anisotropies, ‘blurs’ the BAO scale,
which translates into smoothing of the BAO oscillations in harmonic space. The total
variance, however, is conserved, as lensing only remaps the anisotropies: lensing drives
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power towards smaller scales, where power is increased. For the TT power spectrum,
at l > 2000, where there is little unlensed power, lensing is in fact an order unity effect
(Lewis and Challinor, 2006).
In addition, lensing of the E-mode polarisation field generates a B-mode polarisation
field with an approximately white noise power spectrum on large scales, even if no
primordial B-modes are present (Zaldarriaga and Seljak, 1998). These lensing B-modes,
whose detection was first reported in Hanson et al. (2013), have now been detected
to 18.1σ (Sayre et al., 2019), and currently constitute the main limitation for the
detection of primordial, inflation-sourced B-modes. To look optimally for primordial B-
modes, the CMB can be ‘delensed’ by remapping back the particular realisation of the
anisotropies that we see with an estimate of the lensing potential, thus circumventing
the B-mode sample variance due to lensing (e.g., Seljak and Hirata 2004).
Lensing also generates a non-Gaussian signal in the CMB anisotropies. In effect,
even if the unlensed CMB and the lensing potential are assumed to be Gaussian,
remapping of a Gaussian field by a Gaussian field results in a non-Gaussian field. This
lensing-induced non-Gaussianity can be probed by measuring the three-point, and
higher-order, correlation functions that it induces (or, equivalently, the bispectrum,
trispectrum, etc. in harmonic space); see, e.g., Lewis and Challinor (2006).
Finally, it should be noted that lensing, as a purely geometric effect, does not alter
the CMB frequency spectrum. Thus, multi-frequency observations cannot be used in
order to separate the lensing signal from the unlensed CMB anisotropies, as is the case,
e.g., of the tSZ effect. However, lensing can be probed at the map level thanks to our
very good statistical knowledge of the angular distribution of the unlensed anisotropies,
as we will see in the next section.
1.4.3 CMB lensing reconstruction
The lensing potential (or, equivalently, the deflection field, or the convergence) can
be estimated, or ‘reconstructed’, with CMB observations alone due to the specific
correlations lensing induces in the CMB fields.
The simplest technique for CMB lensing reconstruction involves CMB lensing
quadratic estimators, so called because they are quadratic in the CMB fields (Hu, 2001;
Hu and Okamoto, 2002). Here, we present the TT quadratic estimator, which takes as
input two copies of the observed temperature field, following the discussion of Lewis
and Challinor (2006). For simplicity, we will work in the flat-sky approximation, which
is valid if the observed fields are small enough such that the curvature of the sky can
be neglected. Within this approximation, Fourier transforms can be used instead of
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spherical harmonics, greatly simplifying calculations. An analogous estimator can be
derived for the spherical sky (see Okamoto and Hu 2003).
Consider the lensed CMB temperature, T˜ (nˆ) = T (nˆ+∇nˆψ). It can be expanded
to linear order in the lensing potential,
T˜ (nˆ) = T (nˆ+∇nˆψ) ≃ T (nˆ) +∇nˆψ(nˆ) · ∇nˆT (nˆ), (1.46)
which in Fourier space reads
T˜ (l) ≃ T (l)−
∫ d2l′
2π l
′ · (l− l′)ψ(l− l′)T (l′). (1.47)
This ‘gradient approximation’ is valid on scales on which deflections are small compared
to the wavelength of the unlensed fields, roughly for l < 2000. However, on very
small scales, l > 3000, this approximation is also valid, since due to damping the
unlensed CMB is very smooth on these scales, essentially just a gradient. Under this
approximation, the correlation between two different modes of the lensed temperature
field can be written to linear order in ψ as
〈







(L− l) · LCTT|l−L| + l · LCTTl
]
ψ(L), (1.48)
where CTTl is the unlensed TT power spectrum, and where the angular brackets denote
ensemble averaging over the unlensed temperature for fixed lensing potential. Here, the
first term on the left-hand side is the isotropic unlensed power, and the second term
corresponds to the lensing-induced off-diagonal correlations, which are proportional to
the lensing potential, ψ(L). Thus, these off-diagonal correlations can be used in order
to construct an estimator of ψ(L), ψˆ(L), by summing over all possible combinations of
the quadratic product T˜ (l)T˜ ∗(l− L) with L ̸= 0,
ψˆ(L) = N(L)
∫ d2l
2π Tˆ (l)Tˆ (l− L) g(l,L), (1.49)
where Tˆ denotes a measurement (estimate) of the lensed temperature, T˜ , g(l,L) is a
weight function chosen to ensure optimality, and N(L) is a normalisation factor. This
is the TT quadratic estimator. Although here it is presented as an estimator of the
lensing potential, estimators for the deflection field, the shear, and the convergence can
be trivially obtained, as these quantities are just derivatives of the lensing potential;
e.g., the quadratic estimator of the lensing convergence is κˆ(L) = L2ψˆ(L)/2.
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By further requiring that the estimator has minimum variance (to linear order in ψ),
the weight function can be written as (Hu, 2001)
g(l,L) =
(L− l) · LCTT|l−L| + l · LCTTl
2C Tˆ Tˆl C Tˆ Tˆ|l−L|
, (1.51)
where C Tˆ Tˆl is the total power spectrum of the observed temperature, which, to linear
order in ψ, can be written as C Tˆ Tˆl = C˜ T˜ T˜l +NTTl , where C˜ T˜ T˜l is the lensed TT power
spectrum, and where NTTl is the beam-deconvolved temperature noise power spectrum.
This guarantees that the TT quadratic estimator has minimum variance, although it
does not imply that this is the optimal temperature-based lensing estimator.
With this choice of weight function, N(L) is also the estimator variance to linear
order in ψ. As is apparent from Eq. (1.50), this variance arises not only from
instrumental noise, but also from the unlensed temperature fluctuations themselves,
which limit how well the lensing potential can be estimated.
This TT quadratic estimator can be derived from a maximum-likelihood approach
in which the likelihood of the observed temperature given the lensing potential is
assumed to be Gaussian, arising as the first step in a Newton-Raphson-like approach to
maximise the likelihood (see Hirata and Seljak 2003 and Hanson et al. 2010). Moreover,
it can be understood in a more intuitive way in the ‘large-scale lens regime’, in which
small-scale (roughly l > 300) temperature modes are used in order to reconstruct large
scale (roughly l < 300) lensing modes (see Schaan and Ferraro 2019 and Fabbian et al.
2019). In this regime, the TT quadratic estimator can be expressed as a sum of a
magnification-only estimator and a shear-only estimator. Intuitively, the magnification-
only estimator reconstructs the lensing potential by comparing the local size of the
hot and cold spots in the CMB anisotropies with their average size as expected from
the unlensed TT power spectrum. For example, if in a region the anisotropies are
larger than average, a positive convergence (i.e., an overdensity) is predicted. Similarly,
the shear-only estimator looks for local deviations from statistical isotropy in order to
reconstruct the potential. Thus, the quadratic estimator can be understood as using
both information from the local magnification and shearing of the CMB anisotropies.
It should be noted that both the magnification and shear-only parts are unbiased on all
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scales, although their interpretation as convergence and shear-only estimators is only
clear in the large-scale lens regime. They can also be used independently from each
other. In fact, it is argued in Schaan and Ferraro (2019) that the shear-only estimator
is essentially insensitive to uncleaned foregrounds, such as the difficult-to-remove kSZ
signal, which makes it a very interesting tool, especially for future experiments, which
will probe high multipoles (l > 2000), where the kSZ signal is expected to be relevant.
Similar quadratic estimators can be derived for all possible combinations of the
CMB temperature and the polarisation fields, TT , TE, TB, EE, and EB (see Hu and
Okamoto 2002). In addition, they can all be jointly combined into a minimum-variance
quadratic estimator. Their associated reconstruction noise per mode (N(L) in Eq.
1.50 for the TT estimator, with analogous expressions for the other estimators) for
the Planck 2015 lensing analysis are shown, as a function of lensing multipole, L, in
Figure 1.10. It can be seen how, for Planck, the TT estimator dominates the total
signal-to-noise, with a significant contribution from polarisation only on large scales.
The situation, however, will be different in future experiments, in which polarisation will
make a significant part, if not the most important part, of the total signal-to-noise (see,
e.g., Abazajian et al. 2016 and Simons Observatory Collaboration 2019). Furthermore,
polarisation also provides different sensitivity to foreground contamination, being in
general more robust against biases from uncleaned foregrounds. For instance, whereas
the kSZ effect is a difficult-to-remove source of bias in the temperature at high l, the
polarised total SZ signal is very small, about 10–100 nK (Carlstrom et al., 2011), so
polarisation estimators are essentially unaffected by it.
Due to their simplicity and their computational efficiency, quadratic estimators
have been widely used in lensing analyses. Moreover, for the resolution and noise levels
of experiments like Planck, they are very close to optimal. In Chapter 2, for instance,
we use the TT quadratic estimator, which is shown in its computationally efficient form
in Eq. (2.3), in order to estimate the lensing convergence around the sky locations of
the Planck galaxy clusters. However, for future experiments, the quadratic estimators
are suboptimal. More optimal approaches, in which the full lensed CMB likelihood (or
posterior) is maximised, or explored, have been developed (see Anderes et al. 2015,
Carron and Lewis 2017, and Millea et al. 2019).
CMB lensing reconstruction allows one to obtain the lensing convergence power
spectrum, Cκκl , from which constraints on parameters such as Ωm and σ8 can be derived
(e.g., Planck 2018 results VIII 2018). In addition, reconstructed lensing maps can
also be used for delensing (e.g., Carron et al. 2017), and for cross-correlation with
other tracers of the cosmic density field, such as galaxies (e.g., Bianchini et al. 2015),
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Fig. 1.10 CMB lensing quadratic estimator reconstruction noise as a function of
lensing multipole, L, for the different quadratic estimators and their minimum-variance
combination for the Planck 2015 lensing analysis. In addition, the lensing potential
power spectrum is shown in black. Figure credit: Planck 2015 results XV (2016).
quasars (e.g., Hirata et al. 2008), the tSZ signal across the sky (e.g., Hill and Spergel
2014), the X-ray signal across the sky (e.g., Hurier et al. 2019), and the cosmic infrared
background (e.g., Planck 2013 results XVIII 2014).
1.4.4 Galaxy cluster masses from CMB lensing
Galaxy clusters leave a specific CMB lensing signature, which can be used in order to
estimate their masses. A typical cluster produces CMB deflections of the order of a few
arcmin around its location in the sky. On arcmin scales, the unlensed CMB is roughly a
gradient, and therefore Eq. (1.46) is accurate. If the cluster lensing potential is roughly
circularly symmetric, then, locally, the CMB as lensed by a cluster is a dipole centred
at the cluster location and aligned with the direction of the unlensed gradient, oriented
such that the amplitude of the unlensed gradient is decreased (Seljak and Zaldarriaga,
2000). The magnitude of this effect is proportional to both the unlensed gradient
and the deflection field, and so depends on the cluster mass. The r.m.s. temperature
gradient is about 10µKarcmin−1, and so for typical deflections of about 1 arcmin,
cluster lensing produces variations of about 10µK. For polarisation, gradients are of
about 1µKarcmin−1, and therefore a lensing signal of about 1µK is generated (Lewis
and Challinor, 2006).
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Current CMB experiments are not sensitive enough to enable the measurement of
individual cluster masses to high signal-to-noise, as opposed to other techniques, such
as galaxy weak lensing. However, ensemble-averaged cluster masses can be obtained
to relatively high significance, which can prove very useful in the context of counts
analyses, as they do not depend on the clusters’ dynamical state (see, e.g., Planck 2015
results XXIV 2016, and Chapters 2 and 3). CMB lensing cluster mass determination
has other interesting intrinsic virtues. The signal-to-noise does not decrease significantly
with redshift (e.g., Melin and Bartlett 2015), and it does not rely on there being a
high density of background galaxies, an important limitation of galaxy weak lensing
mass estimation at high redshift. This makes CMB lensing mass estimation especially
useful in this regime. Moreover, CMB lensing masses and galaxy weak-lensing masses
are affected by different systematic effects, which makes CMB lensing valuable at low
redshift too. In particular, it does not suffer from galaxy misidentification and from
photometric redshift errors. However, it is sensitive to contamination from residual
tSZ signals (a cluster’s tSZ signal can be up to an order of magnitude larger than
the lensing signal, although it can be in principle subtracted out; see, e.g., Melin and
Bartlett 2015; Patil et al. 2020), and, most importantly, from the kSZ signal (e.g.,
Melin and Bartlett 2015; Raghunathan et al. 2017, 2019a). Other potential sources of
bias include miscentering of the cluster profile used to model the lensing signal, and
deviations of this profile from the true cluster profile (see, e.g., Raghunathan et al.
2017, and Chapters 2, 3, and 4).
Several approaches have been proposed in order to estimate cluster masses from
CMB lensing. One possibility is to reconstruct the lensing convergence in a non-
parametric way, using the quadratic estimators or any other technique, and then to fit
a (mass-dependent) cluster convergence model, as proposed, e.g., in Hu et al. (2007)
and Melin and Bartlett (2015). This was the approach followed in Planck 2015 results
XXIV (2016), in which the method presented in Melin and Bartlett (2015), using a TT
quadratic estimator and matched-filtering with a convergence model, was applied to
estimate the average mass of 433 tSZ-detected Planck clusters, obtaining a 5σ detection
of cluster CMB lensing. Other works in which the cluster convergence is estimated
non-parametrically include Baxter et al. (2017), in which the CMB lensing signal of
3 697 clusters optically-selected from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) is detected to
8.1σ significance from SPT temperature data, and Geach and Peacock (2017), in
which the masses of 26 111 optically-selected SDSS clusters, estimated from Planck
convergence maps, are used in order to calibrate their mass-richness relation at the 10%
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level. We also follow an approach in which the cluster convergence is reconstructed
non-parametrically in Chapter 2.
Other approaches do not include an intermediate CMB lensing reconstruction step,
but model the cluster CMB lensing signal directly. These include maximum-likelihood
methods, such as those proposed in Lewis and King (2006), Yoo and Zaldarriaga
(2008), and Yoo et al. (2010), and the method applied in Baxter et al. (2015), in
which the CMB lensing signal of 513 tSZ-detected SPT clusters is detected to 3.1σ
significance using SPT temperature data. Parametric Bayesian methods have also
been proposed (e.g., Raghunathan et al. 2017). Although quadratic-estimator-based
methods are nearly optimal for experiments such as Planck, maximum-likelihood and
Bayesian methods will outperform them in future experiments such as CMB-S4 (see,
e.g., Raghunathan et al. 2017).
Methods in which the unlensed CMB gradient is measured and ‘factored out’ of the
high-pass-filtered observed temperature field in order to measure directly the cluster
deflection field have also been proposed (Seljak and Zaldarriaga 2000; Vale et al. 2004;
Horowitz et al. 2019), and are also expected to outperform quadratic-estimator-based
methods in the future (see, e.g., Horowitz et al. 2019). They rely on the fact that
the unlensed CMB gradient has little contribution from scales smaller than l ∼ 2000,
and that cluster lensing barely modifies this gradient on scales l < 2000, so it can
be in principle measured directly from observations and ‘fitted out’. A method along
these lines was applied in Raghunathan et al. (2019c) to SPTpol polarisation maps,
detecting the CMB lensing signal of 18 000 DES clusters to 4.8σ, the first detection of
polarisation-only-based CMB lensing by clusters.
CMB lensing by halos smaller than galaxy clusters has also been detected, with
Madhavacheril et al. (2015) reporting a 3.2σ detection of the CMB lensing signal
of 12 000 optically-selected CMASS galaxies from the SDSS-III/BOSS survey with
ACTPol temperature data, the first detection of CMB lensing by compact objects.
There have also been recent first detections of CMB lensing by filaments (He et al.,
2018) and by voids (Cai et al., 2017; Raghunathan et al., 2020).
1.5 Current cosmological constraints
Cluster counts became a precision cosmological probe in the first decade of the 21st
century, mostly through the analysis of X-ray cluster samples from ROSAT catalogues
(Borgani et al., 2001; Reiprich and Böhringer, 2002; Seljak, 2002; Viana et al., 2002;
Allen et al., 2003; Pierpaoli et al., 2003; Schuecker et al., 2003; Voevodkin and Vikhlinin,
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2004; Henry, 2004; Mantz et al., 2008; Vikhlinin et al., 2009; Henry et al., 2009; Mantz
et al., 2010), but also thanks to optical analyses (Rozo et al., 2010). These works used
widely different cluster samples and a range of observables such as the X-ray luminosity,
the most commonly employed, the gas mass, YX (X-ray), and richness (optical). They
consistently found values of Ωm around 0.3 and of σ8 around 0.8, in agreement with
the constraints derived from CMB experiments such as WMAP (Hinshaw et al., 2013).
This is a remarkable agreement given the huge redshift difference between galaxy
clusters and the CMB, the very different physics that come into play in these two
different cosmological probes, and the very different systematic effects to which they
are sensitive.
Over the past 10 years there has been significant further progress in both X-ray
(Mantz et al., 2015; Schellenberger and Reiprich, 2017; Pacaud et al., 2018) and optical
(Costanzi et al., 2019; Kirby et al., 2019) counts analyses, from which competitive
cosmological constraints have been derived. These have been joined by the first
generation of tSZ-based analyses (Benson et al., 2013; Hasselfield et al., 2013; Planck
2013 results XX, 2014; de Haan et al., 2016; Planck 2015 results XXIV, 2016; Bocquet
et al., 2019). An important contribution to this progress has come from the now-
widespread use of weak-lensing masses to anchor the absolute cluster mass scale. As
the analyses of the previous decade, these studies differ widely in their methodology
and in the cluster samples and mass observables employed, and they are also sensitive
to different systematic effects. Nonetheless, the cosmological constraints derived from
them are in excellent agreement with each other and with constraints derived from other
low-redshift cosmological probes, such as cosmic shear. There is also good agreement
with the constraints derived from the Planck CMB assuming ΛCDM, except perhaps
in one parameter, σ8. Indeed, recent low-redshift analyses, cluster counts included,
generally find constraints on σ8 that are somewhat lower than the Planck-derived one,
σ8 = 0.8111 ± 0.0060 (Planck 2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing results; Planck 2018
results VI 2018).
This situation is illustrated in Figure 1.11, which shows the constraints on σ8 at
Ωm = 0.3 derived from a number of recent cosmological analyses. The constraints from
cluster counts, which are classified into X-ray, SZ, and optical types, are shown in blue;
those from cosmic shear, also a low-redshift probe, are shown in green for comparison;
and the CMB-derived constraints are shown in red. Error bars denote 1σ uncertainties.
It can be seen how all the low-redshift constraints on σ8 are in very good agreement with
each other. Moreover, as noted in Pratt et al. (2019), the empirical standard deviation
of the cluster constraints around their empirical mean, shown as a light blue band, is
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Fig. 1.11 Constraints on σ8 at Ωm = 0.3 from a number of recent studies. Constraints
from cluster counts (sometimes combined with gas fraction) are shown in blue, con-
straints from cosmic shear are shown in green, and CMB-derived constraints are shown
in red. Error bars denote 1σ uncertainties. The light blue band corresponds to the
standard deviation around the unweighted empirical mean of the seven independent
cluster constraints, whereas the dark blue band corresponds to the empirical error on
this unweighted mean. Figure credit: Pratt et al. 2019.
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similar to the typical uncertainty of the individual cluster constraints, which indicates
that uncertainties are well-understood and that confirmation bias is small. These low
redshift constraints are also in good agreement with the constraint from WMAP, and,
individually, with the much more precise constraint from Planck. However, the fact
that all the cluster constraints, and indeed all the low-redshift constraints, except that
from ACT (Hasselfield et al., 2013), are lower than the Planck constraint has attracted
some attention in the community.
Unaccounted-for systematics in the less-robust low-redshift probes (as opposed
to the better-understood CMB) are the most probable cause of this mild statistical
discrepancy, at least from an Occam’s razor point of view. For cluster counts, some
likely candidates are absolute calibration errors of X-ray instruments, which can also
affect X-ray-calibrated SZ analyses (temperatures measured by XMM-Newton, for
instance, have been found to be systematically higher than those measured by Chandra;
see, e.g., Schellenberger et al. 2015); relevant unaccounted-for relativistic tSZ corrections
(e.g., Remazeilles et al. 2019); errors in the modelling of the ICM (e.g., Ruppin et al.
2019); and badly-understood completeness, due to clusters that should be detected
being missed by detection algorithms (e.g., Xu et al. 2018). These systematics can be
generally encapsulated as biases in the mass calibration of the cluster observables, which
are in turn sometimes accounted for by an overall ‘hydrostatic mass bias’ parameter.
Some recent studies have found this bias to be too large to be consistent with the
range that is expected from deviations from hydrostatic equilibrium and non-thermal
pressure support as observed in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Planck 2015 results
XXIV 2016, where a bias of about 40% is required to reconcile fully the Planck SZ
counts with the Planck CMB; see also Chapter 3). This can therefore hint at further
unaccounted-for systematics.
Alternatively, this apparent discrepancy could be the first sign of some unknown
new physics that suppresses structure formation at low redshifts. This late-time
suppression could be potentially achieved with, e.g., dark energy with w > −1, as
it starts dominating earlier and therefore structure growth stalls earlier, and with
more massive neutrinos, as they erase inhomogeneities through free-streaming. These
proposed extensions to ΛCDM, however, seem not to be favoured by current data (see,
e.g., Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016 and Bolliet et al. 2019).
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1.6 Outline of the rest of the thesis
Galaxy cluster cosmology is therefore in a very exciting time: not only can clusters
provide constraints that are currently competitive with those derived from other
standard cosmological probes, but there is also a small apparent statistical discrepancy
with high-redshift probes like the CMB to be addressed. In coming years, the quest to
understand this apparent tension better will surely enhance our knowledge of clusters
as cosmological probes and as astrophysical objects in their own right, and, if we get
lucky, will perhaps also reveal something new about the Universe.
This thesis can be seen as a small contribution towards this aim. In the Planck
2015 SZ counts analysis, published in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), three different
lensing-derived absolute mass calibrations were used for the baseline results. Two of
them were obtained with galaxy weak-lensing masses (from CCCP and WtG), whereas
the third calibration was obtained from CMB-lensing-derived masses, the first such
example in the literature. Whereas the constraints on σ8 for the two weak-lensing
calibrations are in agreement with the Planck CMB (although, as usual, a little low),
the constraint for the CMB lensing calibration, σ8 = 0.71± 0.03, is at a certain tension
with it (see Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3).
We revisit this analysis for the particular case of the CMB lensing mass calibration.
First, in Chapter 2 we measure from Planck temperature data the CMB lensing signal
of most of the clusters in the sample that was used in the Planck cosmological analysis,
the MMF3 cosmology sample, obtaining measurements that are independent from those
used in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Then, in Chapter 3 we perform a likelihood
analysis of the MMF3 cosmology sample, taking as data the CMB lensing signal,
tSZ signal, and redshift of each cluster in the sample. We employ a novel likelihood
that does not require binning in data space and that does not marginalise over sky
position, and which accounts for the selection of the cluster sample in a consistent
way. Assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology, we find cosmological constraints that are
in agreement with those derived from the Planck CMB, including that on σ8. Then,
in Chapter 4 we calibrate the scatter and bias of our CMB lensing mass observable
with mock observations from an N -body simulation, also quantifying deviations from
log-normality. This calibration motivates the priors on the CMB lensing bias and
scatter parameters that are used in Chapter 3. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Chapter 5, where we also discuss briefly the near future of cluster cosmology and of
CMB lensing cluster mass estimation.
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Chapter 2
Estimation of the Planck cluster
masses through CMB lensing
2.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter 1, CMB photons coming from the last scattering surface are
deflected due to the effect of the gravity of the matter distribution through which
they travel, the observed net effect being a remapping of the CMB fluctuations on
the sky by some deflection field α(nˆ). This phenomenon, known as CMB lensing,
induces additional correlations in the CMB anisotropies that make it possible to
estimate, or reconstruct, the deflection field (or, equivalently, the lensing potential,
or the convergence) with CMB observations. This allows to measure the masses of
galaxy clusters through their CMB lensing signature: if the lensing convergence due to
a galaxy cluster is reconstructed and a cluster convergence model is assumed, a cluster
mass estimate can be obtained.
In this chapter we estimate the masses (or, more precisely, the signal-to-noise ratios)
of the 433 galaxy clusters of the Planck CMB lensing calibration sample using Planck
temperature data. These clusters are the clusters in the Planck MMF3 cosmology
sample, which consists of a total of 439 SZ-detected clusters (see Planck 2015 results
XXIV 2016 and Chapter 3), with measured redshift. Our procedure is similar to that
followed in the CMB lensing cluster mass calibration presented in Planck 2015 results
XXIV (2016), but there are likely minor differences in implementation. (Planck 2015
results XXIV 2016 do not provide full details of their implementation.) We then use
these measured signal-to-noise values in the cosmological analysis of Chapter 3, in
which they set the absolute cluster mass scale.
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This chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 2.2 we detail how we obtain
clean temperature maps around the sky location of each cluster in our sample. Next,
in Section 2.3 we describe the method that we follow in order to estimate the lensing
convergence from these clean temperature maps. In Section 2.4 we describe our cluster
convergence model and our mass observable, and we conclude in Section 2.5.
2.2 Production of clean temperature maps
2.2.1 Cluster fields, masks and apodisation
We use the six highest frequency (100–857GHz) Full-Mission 2015 Planck temperature
maps, from which we cut square patches of side 256 arcmin centred on the positions of
the 433 clusters of the Planck CMB lensing calibration sample. We will refer to these
cutouts as the ‘cluster frequency fields’. Since the Planck maps are in the HEALPix
pixelisation (Górski et al., 2005), we extract the cluster frequency fields as Cartesian
projections centred at the cluster positions, setting the number of pixels of each field
to be 512× 512, with a pixel size of 0.5 arcmin. For the cluster central positions we use
the Galactic coordinates estimated by the Planck collaboration through their cluster
detection pipeline, which are publicly available in the PLA. We only use temperature
maps, given that, for an experiment with the resolution and noise levels of Planck, the
TT lensing quadratic estimator offers the best performance in terms of signal-to-noise
(Hu and Okamoto, 2002).
We cosine apodise the edges of each cluster frequency field over a width of 12.8 arcmin
to suppress spectral leakage when taking Fourier transforms. We find, using simulated
CMB observations, that with such apodisation applied to a flat-sky, non-periodic CMB
realisation with resolution and noise levels similar to Planck, we can recover the CMB
power spectrum after simple scaling to account for the apodised mask. We also mask
point sources using the union of the Planck 100GHz and 143GHz 2015 temperature
point source masks provided in the PLA, and inpaint the masked regions with the
method presented in Gruetjen et al. (2017) to reduce spectral leakage in later stages of
our pipeline.
Next, we deconvolve the cluster frequency fields with the corresponding Planck
isotropic instrumental beam at each field frequency (all of them available in the PLA)
and with the HEALPix pixel transfer function. We perform these operations as simple
multiplications in harmonic space, which, for the small fields we consider reduces to
Fourier space.
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2.2.2 Foreground suppression: constrained internal linear com-
bination
Since we want to investigate how the primary CMB is deflected by each cluster, we
need to suppress all the significant contributions to the observed signal that are on
top of the primary, lensed CMB. We also need to reduce the instrument noise as
much as possible. The most important foregrounds around a cluster are the thermal
and the kinetic SZ effects. They add noise and, more troublingly, bias to the mass
measurements (e.g., Melin and Bartlett 2015). The tSZ effect has the larger amplitude,
in many cases larger than the cluster lensing signal by about an order of magnitude
(Lewis and Challinor, 2006; Yoo et al., 2010). However, it has a very characteristic
frequency dependence, different from the thermal CMB spectrum, which is independent
of the cluster temperature in the non-relativistic limit (Rephaeli, 1995a). In this limit,
the SZ spectrum is the same for all galaxy clusters. Thus, multi-frequency CMB
observations can be combined in order to estimate and subtract the tSZ signal if the
cluster gas is, to a good approximation, non-relativistic. As an illustration, the tSZ
signal by the tSZ-brightest cluster in our sample, a cluster at z = 0.0557 with a tSZ
signal-to-noise q = 48.99, can be seen by eye in Figure 2.1, which shows this cluster’s
cluster frequency fields. In addition, Figure 2.2 shows the cluster frequency fields
at 143GHz and 353GHz ensemble averaged over our cluster sample, with the tSZ
decrement (at 143GHz) and increment (at 353GHz) clearly visible.
On the other hand, the kinetic SZ signal, a Doppler-shift-induced contribution
proportional to the cluster velocity along the line of sight, has the same spectral
dependence as the primary CMB, so it cannot be removed with multi-frequency
observations. Its amplitude can be of the same order of magnitude as the cluster
lensing signal (Seljak and Zaldarriaga, 2000) and, for asymmetric clusters, may be
expected to bias the mass measurement at some level. However, it has been argued
through simulations that the bias is not significant for an experiment with the resolution
and sensitivity of Planck and for clusters with realistic peculiar velocities (Melin and
Bartlett, 2015). The kSZ does, however, add additional noise to the mass measurements.
We treat the tSZ effect as a signal to be explicitly removed from our fields and
the instrumental noise and all the other foregrounds as noise on top of the primary,
lensed CMB signal. In order to suppress the tSZ signal and to reduce the noise of
our maps, we perform a constrained internal linear combination (CILC) with the six
beam- and pixel-deconvolved cluster frequency fields, as described in Remazeilles et al.
(2011). A CILC is a linear combination of a set of different frequency maps in which
the weights are chosen in order to extract a signal with a known spectrum, minimising
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Fig. 2.1 Cluster frequency fields of our reference cluster. Note the tSZ decrement
(increment) at frequencies below (above) 217GHz, and the absence of a signal at this
crossover frequency.
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Fig. 2.2 Cluster frequency fields at 143GHz and 353GHz ensemble averaged over
our cluster samples. The tSZ decrement is clearly visible at 143GHz, and so is the
increment at 353GHz.
the variance of the output map with the constraint that another signal with a known
spectral signature is completely removed. In this case, the signal to be extracted is the
primary, lensed CMB, the signal to be removed is the tSZ signal, and the output is a
single, tSZ-free temperature map around each cluster. We shall refer to these maps as
‘cluster temperature fields’.
In more detail, in a CILC the observations (in our case, the six cluster frequency
fields around a given cluster) are modelled as (Remazeilles et al., 2011)
x(p) = as(p) + by(p) + n(p). (2.1)
Here, x(p) is a six-dimensional vector containing the values of the six frequency fields
at the pixel p; s(p) is the CMB map to be extracted, which also includes the kSZ signal
as it has the same spectral dependence as the CMB; y(p) is the tSZ contribution, to
be removed; and n(p) denotes all the other unmodelled signals plus the instrumental
noise. The fixed vectors a and b describe the frequency dependence of the CMB (and
kSZ) and tSZ signals, respectively, as integrated across the frequency bands of the
experiment.
In units of the CMB temperature, the CMB vector a = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T . In the
non-relativistic limit, the tSZ vector b is the same for all clusters and has components
for the Planck frequency bands that are given in Planck 2015 results VIII (2016).
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Fig. 2.3 Cluster temperature fields for our reference cluster (left panel), and averaged,
or ‘stacked’, over our cluster sample (right panel). Both maps have been convolved
with a beam with a FWHM of 2 arcmin for better visualisation.
Once a and b are known, a weight vector w can be constructed such that sˆ(p) =
wTx(p) has unit response to the signal s(p) and zero response to the contaminant y(p).
These impose the constraints wTa = 1 and wTb = 0. Further demanding that the


















where R = ⟨nnT ⟩ is the inter-frequency covariance matrix of the six frequency maps.
Here, we assume this is constant across each cluster frequency field and estimate it
empirically from the data by summing over pixels.1
The cluster temperature field of our reference cluster is shown in Figure 2.3 along
with the sample average of our cluster temperature fields over our cluster sample. Both
maps have been convolved with a Gaussian beam with a FWHM of 2 arcmin to aid
visualisation. No tSZ residual signal is visible by eye in any of them.
1Note that adding (symmetric) outer products to R involving only a and/or b does not change the
weights.
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2.3 Lensing convergence estimation: quadratic es-
timators
The next step is to use our set of cluster temperature fields to estimate the lensing
convergence around the clusters in our sample. We perform this estimation with a
modified version of the well-known CMB lensing TT quadratic estimator, first described
in Hu (2001), since for an experiment of the resolution and sensitivity of Planck, the
TT quadratic estimator is very close to the optimal lensing estimator (Raghunathan
et al., 2017).
CMB lensing by a fixed convergence κ(x) destroys the statistical isotropy of the
CMB, coupling Fourier modes with different wavevectors l in a κ-dependent way. The
lensing quadratic estimators take advantage of this fact in order to estimate κ. The
input of a quadratic estimator is a pair of observed CMB fields defined in the same
region of the sky, which can consist of any combination of T , Q, or U ; the input pair
of the TT estimator is simply two copies of the same temperature map. Its output is
an estimate κˆ of the convergence, which is unbiased at linear order in κ.
We use the following form of the TT quadratic estimator in order to estimate κ
around a given cluster:




−iL·x∇ · [F1(x)∇F2(x)] , (2.3)






(L− l) ·LC T˜ T˜|l−L| + l ·LC T˜ T˜l
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Here, C T˜ T˜l is the power spectrum of the lensed CMB temperature, and C Tˆ Tˆl is the
(total) power spectrum of the corresponding cluster temperature field. We have also
defined two filtered temperature fields,
Fi(l) ≡ fi(l)Tˆ (l), (2.5)













if l ≤ lf ,
0 if l > lf .
(2.7)
Note that F1(l) is the inverse-variance-filtered temperature field, F2(l) is the Wiener-
filtered temperature field (for l ≤ lf), and the quadratic estimator (2.3) involves the
product of the former with the gradient of the latter.
Our TT quadratic estimator differs from the version originally described in Hu
(2001) in two respects. First, we choose f2(l) to be zero for l > lf . We take lf = 2000.
This ensures that the estimator remains unbiased in regions around galaxy clusters,
where second and higher orders of κ become important and the usual filtering yields
biased convergence estimates (Hu et al., 2007). In addition, we use the lensed CMB
power spectrum, C T˜ T˜l , in f2(l) and in the normalisation, rather than the unlensed CMB
power spectrum, as this gives (approximately) the correct response of the estimator
κˆ(L) to lenses at wavevector L averaged over all other lensing modes (Lewis et al.,
2011; Hanson et al., 2011).
We estimate C Tˆ Tˆl empirically for each of our cluster temperature fields to account
for the variation of residual foregrounds and instrumental noise across the sky. We
calculate C T˜ T˜l with CAMB2 assuming our fiducial cosmology. We then extract the
central 256×256 pixels from our cluster temperature fields, and it is on these 128 arcmin
× 128 arcmin fields (‘reduced cluster temperature fields’) that we reconstruct the lensing
convergence. The reason for doing this is as follows. We first produce larger cluster
temperature fields in order to obtain less noisy local power spectrum estimates. We
then choose smaller fields on which to perform the lensing reconstruction to reduce
the effect of neighbouring clusters and large-scale structure that is correlated with the
cluster, which could contaminate the mass measurement of the central cluster.
Before performing the lensing reconstruction, we cosine apodise each reduced cluster
temperature field over a width of 6.4 arcmin and then apply the same point source
mask used to mask the corresponding set of frequency maps. We inpaint the source-
masked regions with constrained Gaussian realisations, as detailed in Benoit-Lévy et al.
(2013), so that the response of the quadratic estimator is the same as if there was no
point-source masking. We account for the apodisation of the edges of the reduced
cluster temperature fields by multiplying the reconstructed lensing convergence by a
2http://camb.info/
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factor 1/
√







Here, Npix is the number of pixels in our reduced cluster temperature fields, wi is the
value of the apodisation mask at pixel i, and the sum is over all the pixels. Despite
this normalisation being appropriate for measuring the power spectrum of statistically-
isotropic lensing fields, we verified with simulations that we accurately recover the
cluster convergence with this choice.
A mean field has to be subtracted from the lensing reconstruction to account for
non-lensing sources of statistical anisotropy, which the quadratic estimator mistakes
for lensing thereby biasing the reconstruction (e.g., Benoit-Lévy et al. 2013; Namikawa
et al. 2013).
The sources of the mean field include inhomogeneous noise across the sky, anisotropic
instrumental beams, and masks. All of these sources are present, to a certain degree, in
our fields: Planck noise levels vary across the sky as does the residual foreground power
in the CILC; the Planck (effective) instrumental beams are not perfectly isotropic;
and our apodisation mask breaks isotropy. (The apodisation actually suppresses a
larger mean field that would be present if there was no apodisation at all, due to the
non-periodicity of the CMB cluster fields.) In order to subtract the mean field, we




(κˆ− κˆmf) , (2.9)
where, κˆ is the quadratic estimator presented above and κˆmf is an estimate of the mean
field.
The mean fields will differ across the cluster fields due to variation in the noise,
effective beams and residual foreground levels. (We note that the largest contributions
to the mean fields are from the masking, but this is approximately the same for all
cluster fields, differing only in the point-source masking/inpainting.) We deal with this
by estimating local mean fields from the data using reduced cluster temperature fields
at random locations on sub-divisions of the sky. In detail, we divide the sky into 20
regions in bands of ecliptic latitude, since the instrument noise and beam contributions
to the mean field are expected to vary significantly with latitude due to the Planck scan
strategy. We identify each of the 10 bands falling in the northern-ecliptic hemisphere
with the corresponding band located at its mirror location in the southern-ecliptic
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hemisphere, yielding a total of 10 distinct bands. We then estimate a mean field within
each band and subtract this from the raw convergence for clusters located with the
band. To estimate the mean fields, we randomly select 16 384 fields with the same size
and pixelisation as the cluster frequency fields, but centred on randomly-located points
within each band and within the 2015 Planck 60% Galactic mask, which was the mask
used in the construction of the MMF3 cosmology catalogue. We apply the pipeline
described above to the six Planck frequency maps for each randomly-centred frequency
field and average the resulting estimated convergences (estimated using κˆ) within each
band. We tested with simulated CMB realisations that the number of random fields
used to estimate the mean fields is large enough to allow us to ignore statistical errors
in the mean fields in the mass estimates.
The estimated κ map around each cluster (‘cluster reconstructed potential field’) is
therefore obtained by applying the quadratic estimator κˆ to the corresponding apodised
and inpainted reduced cluster temperature field, subtracting an estimate of the mean
field, and finally renormalising by 1/
√
f4. At fixed cluster convergence, the variance of
this modified estimator is approximately given by
⟨∆κˆmod (L)∆κˆ∗mod (L′)⟩ = δ(2) (L−L′)Nκ(L), (2.10)
where
Nκ(L) = CκκL +N (0)(L) +N (1)(L). (2.11)
Here, CκκL is the lensing potential power spectrum (which we obtain from CAMB) and
describes the variance from large-scale structure that is uncorrelated with the cluster;
N (0)(L), known as the N (0) bias, describes Gaussian fluctuations of the CMB and noise
that mimic the effects of lensing; and N (1)(L), known as the N (1) bias, depends linearly
on CκκL and arises from alternative couplings of the lensed CMB 4-point function with
the two copies of the lensing quadratic estimator (Kesden et al., 2003). The N (0) bias
is approximately equal to the estimator normalisation N(L) given in Eq. (2.4), and
we calculate the N (1) bias in the flat-sky limit following Kesden et al. (2003).
We perform the quadratic lensing reconstruction with the help of quicklens, a
freely-available Python CMB lensing package.3
Figure 2.4 illustrates our convergence reconstruction process. The upper-left panel
shows the ensemble-averaged, or stacked, cluster reconstructed convergence before
mean field subtraction; the mean field is clearly visible by eye. The upper-right panel
shows the average mean field, obtained by ensemble averaging over our 10 empirically-
3https://github.com/dhanson/quicklens
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Fig. 2.4 Upper-left panel: ensemble-averaged, or stacked, cluster reconstructed conver-
gence before mean field subtraction. Upper-right panel: average mean field, obtained
by ensemble averaging over our 10 empirically-estimated mean fields. Lower-left panel:
stacked cluster reconstructed convergence after mean field subtraction and renormal-
isation by
√
f4. Lower-right panel: cluster reconstructed convergence field of our
reference cluster. All four maps have been filtered with Nκ(L) in Fourier space for
better visualisation.
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Fig. 2.5 Cut-out of the central region of the cluster reconstructed convergence fields
ensemble averaged over our sample, filtered with Nκ(L) in Fourier space for better
visualisation.
estimated mean fields. The lower-left panel shows the stacked cluster reconstructed
convergence after mean field subtraction and renormalisation by
√
f4. A small high-
convergence region can be clearly seen in the centre. For comparison, the lower-right
panel shows the cluster reconstructed convergence field of our reference cluster, which
illustrates how small the CMB lensing signal-to-noise per cluster is. All four maps
have been filtered with Nκ(L) in Fourier space for better visualisation.
In addition, a cut-out of the central region of the lower-left panel of Figure 2.4, i.e.,
of the stacked CMB lensing signal of the clusters in our sample, is shown in Figure 2.5.
With a clear signal in the centre, this map can be seen as a visual summary of our
detection of CMB lensing.
2.4 Matched filtering
We estimate a cluster mass from each cluster reconstructed convergence field using
a matched filter, as presented in Melin and Bartlett (2015) and used in the Planck
analysis in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). The method consists of matched filtering
the estimated convergence, κˆmod, with a model for the cluster convergence (the lensing
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potential is matched filtered in Melin and Bartlett 2015, but both procedures are
equivalent).
2.4.1 Cluster model
Following Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), we choose for the cluster mass model a




(r/rs)(1+r/rs)2 if r ≤ Rtrunc,
0 if r > Rtrunc,
(2.12)
where ρ0 is a characteristic density; rs is a characteristic scale radius; and Rtrunc is the
truncation radius.
In order to be consistent with Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), we define the
cluster mass in terms of M500, the mass contained with a radius R500 such that the
mean enclosed mass is 500 times that of the critical density at the cluster’s redshift,





ln(1 + c500)− c500/(1 + c500) , (2.13)
where the concentration parameter is defined by c500 = R500/rs. As in Melin and
Bartlett (2015), we assume that c500 = 3, although it is known that it actually
varies weakly with cluster mass and redshift (Muñoz-Cuartas et al., 2011; Diemer
and Kravtsov, 2015). We further follow Melin and Bartlett (2015) in their choice of
truncation radius: Rtrunc = 5R500. Fixing c500, for our purposes a cluster is completely
specified by two parameters, e.g., M500 and redshift z.
The lensing convergence of the cluster at sky position θ from its centre, κcl(θ), is
related to the (physical) surface density at projected position r from the centre, Σcl(r),
through
κcl(θ) = Σcl(r)/Σcrit(z), (2.14)







which involves the physical angular diameter distances to the CMB last-scattering
surface, to the cluster, and between the cluster and the CMB. The projected position
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at the cluster, r, is related to the angular position, θ, through r = dA(z)θ = dA,clθ.









for |r| ≤ Rtrunc. For a fixed concentration, the integral only depends on θ/θs = |r|/rs,
where the angular scale radius is θs = rs/dA(z). It follows that the cluster convergence
can be written in the form
κcl(θ) = κ0κt(θ; θs), (2.17)
where the circularly-symmetric template function κt(θ; θs) depends only on θ/θs. We
choose the normalisation such that κt = 1 at the scale radius, so that κ0 is the cluster









x2 − 1 , (2.18)







i.e., the integrated convergence within an aperture of radius θs is proportional to the
cluster mass.
2.4.2 Matched filter
Given an estimate of a cluster angular size θs, we filter its reconstructed convergence











where Nκ(L) is the variance of κˆ(L) given in Eq. (2.11). The inverse-variance weighting














In order to use the filter, an estimate of the cluster angular scale is needed. We use
the SZ mass proxy MSZ of each cluster, as provided in the MMF3 catalogue, as the













where κfid0 is the template’s convergence at its scale radius θfids . The standard deviation







If the filter matches exactly the cluster’s true profile, Mˆ500 is an unbiased estimator
of the cluster’s true mass, M500. However, as we now discuss, Mˆ500 is biased at linear
order in any mismatch between the template and the true profile. We can avoid such
linear bias by instead working with the signal-to-noise on κ0 (or, equivalently, on M500),
defining the observable
pobs ≡ κˆ0/σκ0 = Mˆ500/σM500 . (2.25)
2.4.3 Biases from template errors
We consider three possible deviations of the template κt from the true cluster con-
vergence, which will bias the estimator to some extent: mismatch between the filter
fiducial angular scale and the true cluster angular scale, actual mismatch between the
filter profile and the true profile, and misplacing of the filter position with respect to
the cluster’s true position (which we refer to as miscentering).
Let us first consider the effect of mismatch between the filter fiducial angular scale
and the true cluster angular scale. Consider a cluster of true size θs, but filtered with
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where κ0 is the true value of the convergence at the true scale radius. Recalling that
the template convergence κt(θ; θs) depends only on θ/θs, we can write
κt(θ; θs) = f(θ/θs), (2.27)
where the function f is circularly symmetric. The Fourier transform κt(L; θs) is
therefore related to the 2D Fourier transform of f through
κt(L; θs) = θ2sf(θsL). (2.28)













The dependence of ⟨pobs⟩ on θfids can be assessed by writing θfids = θs + δθs and series
expanding in δθs. For lens reconstruction with Planck data, the reconstruction noise
is large on typical cluster scales, i.e., for θs|L| ≳ 1, so δθs|L| ≪ 1 for the modes that
dominate the integrals in Eq. (2.29) and the series expansion is expected to converge
rapidly. It is straightforward to show that there is no linear dependence of ⟨pobs⟩ on
δθs, so the bias from using the incorrect cluster angular size in the filtering is only
second order in the size error.
We can check numerically that this bias on pobs from adopting an incorrect filter size
is indeed small. In particular, we consider a cluster with a mass M500 = 0.5× 1015M⊙
at redshift z = 0.2 and with our truncated NFW profile as its true convergence profile.
We compute ⟨pobs⟩ with Eq. (2.29), taking the template to be the true convergence
profile but scaled at a number of different angular scales θfids . For the variance Nκ(L)
we use that for a TT quadratic estimator reconstruction for an idealised Planck-like
experiment with a Gaussian beam of full-width at half-maximum equal to 5 arcmin
and noise level of 45µKarcmin. The cluster masses associated with each of the filter
angular scales considered, Mfid, computed with Eq. (2.22), and their corresponding
⟨pobs⟩ values are shown in Table 2.1. It can be seen that value of the filter angular
scale θfids , parametrised in Table 2.1 in terms of the filter mass proxy Mfid, has little
impact on ⟨pobs⟩ if it is within a reasonable range of the cluster’s true angular scale θs.
Since our filter mass proxies for each cluster are their SZ mass proxies, as provided
in the MMF3 catalogue, and given that we expect them to be about 1 − b ≈ 0.7
times the cluster true masses, we conclude that the choice of filter angular scale has a
negligible impact on our analysis. This would have not been the case if we had chosen
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Table 2.1 Results of our numerical test of the dependence of the expected value of
the matched filter output on the filter angular scale θfids . The cluster considered here
has a mass M500 = 0.5× 1015M⊙, is at redshift z = 0.2, and has our truncated NFW
profile as its convergence. The templates with which we filter its convergence have
functionally the same profile and are also placed at redshift z = 0.2, but have a number
of different masses Mfid, which, at fixed redshift, correspond uniquely to a set of
different filter angular scales θfids . The first column shows the filter masses, Mfid, that
we have considered; the second column shows the corresponding values of ⟨pobs⟩; and
the third column, the corresponding values of the expected value of the filter mass
estimate, ⟨Mˆ500⟩. It can be seen that ⟨pobs⟩ is very insensitive to Mfid (and, therefore,
to θfids ) if Mfid is reasonably close to the cluster’s true mass, whereas ⟨Mˆ500⟩ has a









to use the filter mass estimates directly, as was done in the CMB lensing calibration
in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Indeed, the third column of Table 2.1 shows
the expected values of the cluster mass estimates at each filter angular scale, ⟨Mˆ500⟩.
It can be observed that a significant bias in the mass estimates appears if the filter
angular scale θfids is different from the truth, θs – in our test, that corresponding to
M500 = 0.5× 1015M⊙. Indeed, Mˆ500 is biased at linear order, while pobs is biased only
at second order. We therefore use pobs as our lensing mass observable.
Let us now consider the more general case of mismatch between the filter profile
and the mean true cluster profile at given cluster mass and redshift. Following an
analogous argument to that for the bias from mismatch in angular size, we argue that
profile mismatch biases Mˆ500 to linear order, but pobs only to second order. If the
mismatch is small, the bias on pobs will therefore also be small.
It should also be noted that, even if the mean cluster profile at given mass M500
and redshift z matches our model, the profile of a given real cluster with mass M500
and redshift z can be thought of as a ‘noisy’ realisation of such a mean profile, with
the scatter arising from triaxiality and large-scale structure correlated with the cluster.
This intrinsic scatter is not modelled in our matched filtering process, which only
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includes variance arising from the lensing reconstruction noise and from uncorrelated
large-scale structure, so is still present in our pobs measurements. As we explain in
Section 3.4, we do, however, account for intrinsic scatter in the mass measurements in
our likelihood.
Finally, let us consider the possibility of miscentering of the filter with respect to
the cluster’s true position. We centre the filter at the midpoint of each reduced cluster
temperature field, corresponding to the SZ-estimated position of the cluster centre as
provided in the Planck MMF3 catalogue. These positions are, however, not known
perfectly. The Planck MMF3 catalogue includes an estimate of the 95% confidence
interval of the positional uncertainty of each cluster due to the Planck beam. Its mean
and median values over the cluster sample are both around 2.4 arcmin, which implies a
typical offset of about 1 arcmin. In addition, there is another source of miscentering
arising from the offset between the SZ-estimated centre and the centre of mass of
each cluster, which is where we ought to place our template. This offset is difficult
to estimate, but we expect it to be smaller than the offset due to the beam. Indeed,
using hydrodynamical simulations, Gupta et al. (2017) find that for about 80% of the
clusters the typical value of this offset is of about 0.04R500. For a typical cluster in our
sample, this translates into an offset of about 0.25 arcmin, which, added in quadrature
to the offset due to the beam, does not increase it significantly. We can therefore
expect a typical miscentering angle, d, of about 1 arcmin. Assuming that the cluster’s
mean true profile exactly matches the filter, the filter and the true mean profile are
related by
κtruet (L) = κt(L; θs)eiL·d, (2.30)
where d is the centering error. It is straightforward to show that the bias this induces in
pobs is only second order in d (see Appendix A for details). We expect the leading-order
bias to be negative, following the O(L · d)2 term in the expansion of exp(iL · d), with
a value of around 3% for d = 1 arcmin in the case in which the filter variance Nκ(L) is
appropriate for a TT quadratic estimator reconstruction for a Planck-like experiment.
In this scenario, the next-order non-vanishing contribution to the bias is O(d4) and is
at the 10−4 level, and thus negligible.
We do not explicitly correct for these small, second-order residual biases in our
lensing measurements. We do, however, include an effective CMB lensing mass bias
parameter in our likelihood analysis, as explained in Section 3.4, which we marginalise




In this chapter we have measured the CMB lensing signal-to-noise ratios of the
433 clusters of the Planck CMB lensing calibration sample using the six highest
frequency (100–857GHz) Full-Mission 2015 Planck temperature maps. To make these
measurements, first, for each cluster we have produced a clean temperature map around
its sky location, explicitly projecting out its tSZ signal with a constrained internal
linear combination. Then, we have obtained lensing convergence estimates using a
modified version of the TT quadratic estimator in which a cut-off at l = 2000 in
the gradient leg is imposed, which ensures that the estimator remains unbiased in
the central regions of clusters. Care has been taken to subtract the mean field due
to inhomogeneous noise across the sky, anisotropic instrumental beams, and masks,
which we have estimated empirically from random cut-outs. Finally, we have matched
filtered our reconstructed convergence fields with a truncated NFW model, obtaining a
CMB lensing signal-to-noise measurement for each cluster. We have argued that the
signal-to-noise is a better-behaved mass observable than the mass estimate, in our case
virtually insensitive to the matched filter input angular scale.
These CMB lensing signal-to-noise measurements, which constitute an early detec-
tion of CMB lensing by clusters, are then used in the cosmological analysis of Planck
galaxy clusters that we present in Chapter 3, in which they play the crucial role of





Planck galaxy clusters with CMB
lensing mass bias calibration
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, galaxy clusters, the largest gravitationally-bound structures
in the Universe, are powerful cosmological probes. In particular, their abundance
as a function of mass and redshift is very sensitive to the mean matter density of
the Universe, which can be parametrised by Ωm, and to the amplitude of the matter
perturbations, which can be characterised by σ8, the root mean square of the linear
density fluctuations smoothed on a scale of 8h−1Mpc. In recent years, large Sunyaev–
Zel’dovich (SZ) cluster surveys, in which clusters are detected through their thermal-SZ
(tSZ) signature (Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1972), have provided useful observations of this
abundance from which cosmological constraints have been obtained (e.g., Staniszewski
et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; Hasselfield et al. 2013; Bleem et al. 2015; Planck 2015
results XXVII 2016; de Haan et al. 2016; Bocquet et al. 2019; Salvati et al. 2018). SZ
surveys are particularly interesting because the change in surface brightness of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) due to the SZ effect does not decrease with
cluster redshift, allowing for the detection of high-redshift galaxy clusters given enough
resolution. In addition, the observational selection of the cluster sample is typically
straightforward to model, simplifying the extraction of cosmological information.
A crucial element in analysing the abundance of galaxy clusters (‘cluster counts’
analysis) is the observational determination of cluster masses. In SZ surveys, the
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mass of a galaxy cluster is typically estimated directly from CMB data through its
mass-dependent SZ signal: the SZ signal is said to be a proxy of the galaxy cluster
mass. However, the scaling relations between a cluster’s mass and its SZ signal are
not very well determined, and usually they need to be calibrated for each survey. This
determination of cluster masses currently provides the largest source of uncertainty
when obtaining cosmological information from galaxy clusters (Planck 2015 results
XXIV, 2016; Pratt et al., 2019).
The Planck experiment detected about 1200 galaxy clusters via their SZ signature
(Planck 2015 results XXVII, 2016). A subsample of 439 such clusters, known as the
MMF3 cosmology sample, was used in a counts analysis in order to constrain, amongst
other parameters and models, Ωm and σ8 within the context of a standard spatially-flat
ΛCDM cosmology (Planck 2015 results XXIV, 2016). This analysis proceeded as follows.
Each cluster was characterised by two observables: SZ signal-to-noise ratio, q, and
redshift, z. The signal-to-noise ratio q, a proxy of the cluster mass, was measured from
Planck data for each cluster. On the other hand, the redshifts of most clusters in the
sample (433) were measured by follow-up observations. These two cluster observables
were then binned on a grid in the q–z plane. The number of clusters within each cell
was modelled as being independently Poisson distributed in a likelihood analysis, with
the mean number of clusters being the theoretically-predicted quantities dependent on
cosmology.
Theory predicts the number of clusters as a function of their redshift and true mass
(we use M500, the mass within a radius R500, inside which the mean matter density
is 500 times that of the critical density at the cluster’s redshift, ρc(z)). To connect
these predictions to the expected counts in the q–z plane, the analysis of Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016) used the SZ-mass scaling relations from Arnaud et al. (2010),
with parameters calibrated with X-ray mass estimates of a subsample of clusters of
the MMF3 cosmology sample (see Planck 2013 results XXIX 2014 and Planck 2015
results XXVII 2016 for the calibration details). However, it is known that the X-ray
mass estimates are typically biased low. To account for this, a mass bias factor was
introduced, such that in the X-ray-calibrated scaling relations used in the likelihood,
the X-ray-derived masses were replaced by the scaled true masses, (1− b)M500, where
1− b parametrises the mass bias (a somewhat awkward parametrisation introduced
in Planck 2013 results XX 2014). There are several possible sources of this bias: it
is known that X-ray cluster mass estimates are typically biased low at a significant
level due to their being obtained under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium
within the cluster, an assumption that can be violated in several scenarios (Nagai
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et al., 2007a; Piffaretti and Valdarnini, 2008; Meneghetti et al., 2010); there can also
be observational systematic effects in the X-ray mass estimates and selection effects
biasing X-ray-selected samples relative to SZ-selected samples (Planck 2015 results
XXIV, 2016).
To obtain cosmological constraints, it is necessary to calibrate the mass bias
parameter 1− b since this determines the overall cluster mass scale. For example, an
increase in σ8, which increases the number of clusters above a given true mass, can be
offset by a reduction in 1−b, which makes the true masses of the observed clusters larger,
preserving the expected number of observed clusters. In the analysis of Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016), the mass bias was estimated from three independent calibrations.
In each of these calibrations, lensing mass estimates of the clusters of a subsample of
the MMF3 cosmology sample were directly compared to the corresponding masses that
are obtained from the X-ray calibrated SZ-mass scaling relations if no mass bias is
assumed. Lensing probes the total cluster mass distribution without relying on any of
the assumptions that underlie X-ray mass estimates, and so is arguably the most robust
way to measure cluster masses to date. Two of the calibrations used in Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016) were from galaxy weak-lensing mass estimates of a small number
of clusters in the MMF3 cosmology sample: 1− b = 0.688± 0.072 from the Weighing
the Giants (WtG, von der Linden et al. 2014) programme; and 1− b = 0.78± 0.07 from
the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP, Hoekstra et al. 2015). Both galaxy
weak-lensing calibrations support a significant mass bias. The third calibration used
CMB lensing mass estimates of most of the clusters in the MMF3 cosmology sample
(433) and reported 1/(1− b) = 0.99± 0.19 (Planck 2015 results XXIV, 2016), which is
consistent with their being no mass bias. These three different calibrations were then
used as priors on the mass bias parameter in the cluster counts likelihood analysis. They
affect the results significantly, particularly the constraints on σ8. As shown in Figure 7
of Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), the absence of a mass bias, a scenario suggested by
the CMB lensing calibration, leads to parameter constraints in the Ωm–σ8 plane that
are in tension with the corresponding constraints derived from the Planck CMB power
spectra in the ΛCDM model. On the other hand, the two galaxy weak-lensing mass
bias calibrations alleviate the tension significantly. Model-dependent constraints on the
mass bias can be obtained by combining cluster counts with the CMB power spectra.
Within ΛCDM, the combination of the Planck temperature and polarisation power
spectra (the Planck 2015 TT,TE,EE+lowP likelihood) and the Planck cluster-counts
likelihood gives a posterior distribution 1− b = 0.58± 0.04 (Planck 2015 results XXIV,
2016). This confirms that a significant mass bias is required if the ΛCDM cosmology
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favoured by the primary CMB anisotropies is to be consistent with the observed counts
of galaxy clusters.
The mass calibration from joint analysis of the cluster counts and primary CMB
power spectra was recently updated in Planck 2018 results VI (2018) to use the Planck
2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihood (the cluster-counts likelihood was unchanged
from Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016). The main relevant change is the improved
constraints on large-scale polarisation due to the use of the data from the Planck
High Frequency Instrument rather than the less precise data from the Low Frequency
Instrument used in the 2015 likelihoods. This change favours a lower central value for
the optical depth to reionization, τ , with the new constraint also being around twice as
precise. Lowering τ reduces the fluctuation amplitude to preserve the amplitude of the
CMB spectra on smaller scales and leads to a lower predicted value of σ8. Consistency
with the observed cluster counts then requires a larger value of 1− b (i.e., less mass
bias), with Planck 2018 results VI (2018) reporting 1− b = 0.62± 0.03.
In this chapter we revisit the Planck cluster counts analysis for the particular case
of the CMB lensing mass bias calibration. After measuring again the masses of all
the clusters in the Planck CMB lensing calibration sample through their CMB lensing
signature, we argue that a mass bias calibration like the one presented in Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016) is biased by several effects.
In order to account for these effects, we present an alternative approach in which
the CMB lensing mass estimates of each cluster, along with q and z, are directly
incorporated into a likelihood that is able to constrain jointly Ωm, σ8, and 1 − b at
once. We present the constraints obtained from our analysis within the ΛCDM model,
finding good agreement with the constraints from the Planck CMB power spectra.
This chapter is organised as follows. First, in Section 3.2 we detail the cluster
sample used in our analysis. Next, in Section 3.3 we explain why a mass bias calibration
such as the one presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016) is, in general, biased,
and in Section 3.4 we present a likelihood that, by combining the CMB lensing mass
estimates of each cluster in our sample with the corresponding q and z, has the
power to constrain Ωm, σ8, and 1 − b jointly in an unbiased way. We validate this
approach with simulated data in Section 3.5. Our parameter results are presented and
discussed in Section 3.6. We conclude in Section 3.7. A series of appendices provide
additional details of the origin of the selection bias that can affect the mass calibration
(Appendix B), propose a method for dealing with uncertainty in cluster centering in
future analyses (Appendix A), and discuss the relation of our likelihood to a simple




For our cosmological analysis we use the clusters of the Planck MMF3 cosmology
sample. This sample contains a total of 439 clusters and is the sample that was
used in the baseline analysis in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Details of the
construction of this sample are given in Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016) and Planck
2013 results XXIX (2014). Briefly, clusters are detected through their tSZ signature
across the six highest frequency Planck channels, and selected by imposing that their
tSZ signal-to-noise ratio q > 6, and that they are in the area of the sky left unmasked
in the analysis (65% of the sky). The cluster catalogue is publicly available in the
Planck Legacy Archive (hereafter, PLA)1.
As a measure of the SZ signal for each cluster in the sample, we follow Planck
2015 results XXIV (2016) and use the signal-to-noise ratio, q. This was measured by
the Planck Collaboration for all the clusters of the MMF3 cosmology sample through
their MMF3 pipeline (Planck 2015 results XXVII, 2016). We similarly use the cluster
redshifts obtained by the Planck Collaboration from ancillary data and follow-up
observations, as described in Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016).
In order to calibrate the mass bias, we also incorporate in our analysis CMB lensing
mass estimates of all the clusters in the MMF3 cosmology sample with measured
redshift. This subsample consists of a total of 433 clusters, and it is the same sample
as the one used in the CMB lensing calibration presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV
(2016). In the following, we will refer to it as the Planck CMB lensing calibration
sample. We directly estimate the masses of all the clusters in this sample from Planck
2015 full-mission temperature maps, as detailed in Chapter 2. For those clusters
with redshift information, the Planck Collaboration also provide estimates of each
cluster’s mass, MSZ. These are obtained by combining measurements of the cluster
SZ observables θ500, the cluster angular scale, and Y500, the SZ flux within a θ500
aperture, which are generally strongly correlated given the resolution of Planck, with
X-ray-calibrated fiducial scaling relations to break the degeneracy; see Planck 2015
results XXVII (2016) for further details. From this conditional estimate of Y500, the
mass proxy MSZ can be derived from the same scaling relations. As emphasised in
Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016), MSZ should be regarded as the expected hydrostatic
mass of a cluster, given the assumed scaling relations, cluster redshift and distribution
of Y500 and θ500 derived from the data. In this work, we only use MSZ to provide an
initial angular scale for the matched filter used to estimate the cluster mass from CMB
1http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/
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Fig. 3.1 Mass–redshift distribution of the 2015 MMF3 cosmology sample, of its 2013
version, and of the intersection sample (see Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016). Here,
MYz is the Planck SZ mass proxy. Figure credit: Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016).
lensing data (Section 2.4), and in Section 3.3 where we compare with the lensing masses
to provide a simple (but biased) estimate of the hydrostatic mass bias following Planck
2015 results XXIV (2016).
For illustration, the mass–redshift distribution of the 2015 MMF3 cosmology sample,
used for the cosmological analysis presented in this chapter, is shown in Figure 3.1,
along with other Planck cluster samples.
3.3 Pitfalls of simple estimation of the SZ mass
bias
As described in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), the mass bias 1− b is introduced
in the Planck cluster counts analysis in order to account for a possible bias in the
X-ray-derived masses used to calibrate the SZ–mass scaling relations. It enters the
analysis by multiplying the true cluster mass, M500, wherever M500 appears in the
scaling relations.
As proposed in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), a possible way to estimate the







3.3 Pitfalls of simple estimation of the SZ mass bias
where Mlens is a lensing estimate of the cluster mass and MYz is the corresponding
scaling-relation-derived mass. Averaging over an ensemble of clusters, this estimator
is an unbiased estimator of 1/(1 − b) if the following conditions are met: (i) the
Mlens measurements are unbiased estimates of M500; (ii) the MYz measurements are
unbiased estimates of the mean SZ mass at a given M500, which is what we can define
as (1 − b)M500; and (iii) the scatter on the mean SZ mass at a given M500 can be













= M500(1− b)M500 =
1
1− b, (3.2)
where angular brackets denote averaging over the cluster sample with some appropriate
weighting to minimise the variance. It should be noted that even with such weighting,
this estimator is not in general the optimal estimator of the mass bias.
The conditions needed for this estimator of 1/(1− b) to be unbiased are not fully
met for the Planck CMB lensing calibration sample, yielding, in general, an incorrect
estimate of the mass bias. A detailed quantification of the size of the error, and the
extent to which the underlying assumptions are invalid, is beyond the scope of this
work. However, here we offer a brief, qualitative description of the unsuitability of two
of the three assumptions that are necessary for the estimator to be accurate.
First, as already noted in Chapter 2, it is known that, even in the limit of an
unbiased lensing convergence reconstruction around a cluster, the matched filtering
process generally gives biased mass estimates due to, e.g., mismatch between the true
and template convergence profiles and miscentering. If unaccounted for, as in the
calibration presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), these biases in the lensing
mass estimates propagate directly into 1/(1− b).
Secondly, at a given M500, the SZ mass estimates in the sample, MYz , are biased
high compared to the true mean SZ mass, (1− b)M500. This is due to clusters in our
calibration sample being selected through a cutoff on the SZ signal-to-noise, q (plus
the additional neglect of six clusters for which there are no redshift measurements
available, although this should have very little impact on the modelling of the selection
of our sample). This selection effect, which has already been studied in the literature
(e.g., Mantz et al. 2010; Allen et al. 2011; Nagarajan et al. 2019), can be understood
as follows. Since MYz are noisy realisations of the mean SZ mass at a given M500, close
to the selection cutoff the mean of the SZ masses that get included in the sample for
a given M500 is necessarily larger than the true population mean (1 − b)M500. As a
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consequence, MYz becomes a biased estimator of (1 − b)M500 close to the cutoff for
our sample, even if before selection it was unbiased. We therefore expect the simple
estimator (3.1) to underestimate 1/(1− b), i.e., 1− b to be biased high.
This selection effect also has some impact on the lensing mass estimates, despite
these not intervening in the selection of the sample. This is because the intrinsic
scatter in lensing masses is expected to be correlated with that in the SZ masses to a
certain extent. Indeed, for a given cluster, both the SZ and the lensing mass estimates
are obtained from quantities integrated along the line of sight. Thus, it is reasonable
to expect some correlation in their intrinsic scatter, e.g., due to cluster triaxiality.
Correlations between SZ and galaxy weak-lensing masses have indeed been observed in
realistic simulations of galaxy clusters, with a reported intrinsic correlation coefficient
as high as 0.8 (Shirasaki et al., 2016). Similarly, we can expect the scatter in the CMB
lensing mass of a cluster to correlate with that in its SZ mass, biasing the mean lensing
mass in the sample high if the correlation is positive. Nevertheless, we expect this to
be a small effect for current CMB lensing mass estimates since the measurement errors
dominate over the intrinsic scatter.
More details of the selection effect discussed above can be found in Appendix B.
3.4 Joint likelihood analysis of cluster SZ and mass
measurements
In this section we develop our Bayesian model to constrain cosmological parameters,
notably Ωm and σ8, and the SZ mass bias (along with several other nuisance parameters)
from joint analysis of the SZ data and cluster mass estimates from CMB lensing. The
central object is the likelihood, L , giving the probability of the data given the model
parameters. The data we use are as follows: (i) the total number of clusters in the
MMF3 cosmology sample, N ; (ii) the cluster locations on the celestial sphere, {nˆi};
and (iii) the cluster redshifts, {zobs,i}, as measured by the Planck collaboration in
follow-up observations, SZ signal-to-noise ratios, {qobs,i}, as measured by the Planck
collaboration through their MMF3 pipeline, and CMB lensing signal-to-noise ratios,
{pobs,i}, as measured in this work (see Chapter 2). We collectively refer to zobs,i, qobs,i,
and pobs,i as the ‘mass data point’ Di of cluster i. Since redshift measurements are not
available for six of the clusters in the MMF3 cosmology sample, the mass data point of
each such cluster reduces to qobs,i.
The likelihood can be written as the probability density function of N , nˆ, and D,
P (N, nˆ, D), where nˆ is the vector whose ith-component is nˆi, and D is the vector
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whose i-component is Di. This probability density function can be decomposed as
P (N, nˆ, D) = P (D|N, nˆ)P (nˆ|N)P (N). (3.3)
The first term, P (D|N, nˆ), which we shall refer to as L1, is the probability of obtaining
the cluster mass data points D given that N clusters have been included in our sample
(the MMF3 cosmology sample) and that their sky locations have been found to be
nˆ. The dependence on sky location is important, since foregrounds and the Planck
instrumental noise vary significantly across the sky. The second term, P (nˆ|N), which
we shall denote with L2, is the probability that, given N clusters have been included
in our sample, they are located at the sky locations nˆ. Finally, the third term, P (N),
which we shall refer to as L3, is the probability of including a total of N clusters in
our cluster sample.
Our likelihood is a natural way to extend the SZ counts formalism in order to
incorporate the CMB lensing mass measurements to allow for self-calibration of the
SZ mass bias. In the rest of this section, we develop the three factors in Eq. (3.3),
making clear the parameters on which they depend. In Appendix C we show how, in
general, a likelihood like ours is equivalent to a Poisson counts likelihood in z–qobs–pobs
space (in a suitable limit) and how, in particular, our likelihood can be reduced by
marginalisation over pobs to a likelihood similar to the Planck SZ counts likelihood.
3.4.1 L1: Mass data likelihood
In order to construct L1 = P (D|N, nˆ), we assume that each cluster in our sample
is statistically independent of the others. This assumption was also made in Planck
2015 results XXIV (2016), where it was claimed that the impact on the results of the
correlations between the different clusters in the sample due to large-scale clustering
is weak. As a consequence, we can write P (D|N, nˆ) as a product of the probability
density functions of the mass data point of each cluster in the sample:
P (D|N, nˆ) =
N∏
i=1
P (Di|in, nˆi). (3.4)
Recall that Di is the mass data point of each cluster, Di = (qobs,i, pobs,i, zobs,i) for the
clusters with known redshift, and Di = (qobs,i) for the clusters with unknown redshift.
The condition in P (D|N, nˆ) that N clusters are included in the sample is translated
into each P (Di|in, nˆi) as the condition that each of the clusters is included in the
sample. We denote this condition with “in” in Eq. (3.4) and throughout.
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We take P (Di|in, nˆi) to have the same functional form for all the clusters with
known redshift. The same applies for the clusters with unknown redshift. In this case,
P (Di|in, nˆi) is obtained by marginalising the probability density function of the mass
data point of a cluster with known redshift over the corresponding pobs,i and zobs,i.
In the following we describe how we construct P (Di|in, nˆi) for a cluster with known
redshift.2 To avoid clutter in the notation, hereafter we will drop the cluster index, i.
First, we note that
P (D|in, nˆ) = P (in|D, nˆ)P (D|nˆ)
P (in|nˆ) . (3.5)
Given the selection criterion applied in the construction of the MMF3 cosmology
sample, qobs > 6, P (in|D, nˆ) is simply a step function at qobs = 6. In order to obtain
the other two terms in Eq. (3.5), we adopt a hierarchical model to link each cluster
mass data point, D = (qobs, pobs, zobs), to the true cluster mass, M500, and redshift, z,
and then assume a probability distribution for M500 and z (which is what theory can
predict).
Our hierarchical model has two layers between M500 and z and the mass data
point, D. First, qobs, pobs, and zobs are thought of as noisy realisations of their ‘true’
values, qt, pt, and zt, respectively. These are the values of these quantities that would
be obtained after averaging over all sources of ‘observational noise’. We refer to this
layer as ‘observational scatter’, and specify what we mean exactly by observational
noise below. Second, qt, pt, and zt are understood as noisy realisations of some mean
q¯ (M500, z, nˆ), p¯ (M500, z, nˆ), and z¯ (M500, z, nˆ), respectively, which are specified at
given M500, z, and cluster sky location, nˆ. We refer to this layer as ‘intrinsic scatter’,
and specify its physical sources below.3 With this hierarchical model in mind, we can
write the probability density function followed by the mass data point of one single
cluster as
P (D|nˆ) = P (qobs, pobs, zobs|nˆ)
=
∫
dqtdptdztdM500dz [P (qobs, pobs, zobs|qt, pt, zt, nˆ)
×P (qt, pt, zt|M500, z, nˆ)P (M500, z|nˆ)] , (3.6)
2For generality, we develop the likelihood formalism allowing for scatter in the redshift estimates,
although in our implementation with the Planck clusters we can ignore such scatter for those clusters
with redshift information.
3More precisely, as explained below, ln q¯ (M500, z, nˆ) and ln p¯ (M500, z, nˆ) are the means of ln qt
and ln pt, respectively.
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where the first factor of the integrand accounts for the observational scatter, the second
one accounts for the intrinsic scatter, and the last one is the unconditioned probability
density function followed by M500 and z.
Since the selection criterion applied in the construction of the MMF3 cosmology
sample depends exclusively on the value of qobs, and given the functional form of the
intrinsic and observational scatters, which will be described below, the remaining term
on the right of Eq. (3.5), P (in|nˆ), can be written using a simplified version of the
hierarchical model. Indeed, we can write
P (in|nˆ) =
∫
dqobsdqtdM500dz [P (in|qobs, nˆ)P (qobs|qt, nˆ)
×P (qt|M500, z, nˆ)P (M500, z|nˆ)] . (3.7)
Here, as we will see, the probability distributions governing the intrinsic and observa-
tional scatters on the q variables, P (qt|M500, z, nˆ) and P (qobs|qt, nˆ), respectively, can
be readily obtained from those of the full hierarchical model by marginalising over the
corresponding p and z variables. Also, as in Eq. (3.5), P (in|qobs, nˆ) is a step function
with the step located at qobs = 6.
In the following we describe how we compute the mean signal-to-noise at givenM500
and z for the SZ, CMB lensing, and redshift measurements, and the specific models
we adopt for the intrinsic scatter, the observational scatter, and for the unconditioned
probability density function of M500 and z.
Mean quantities: q¯, p¯, and z¯
Let us consider a cluster with some given values of M500 and z, and at sky location
nˆ. As stated above, we assume that these three variables specify some mean values of
the SZ signal-to-noise, the CMB lensing mass signal-to-noise, and the redshift of each
cluster, q¯ (M500, z, nˆ), p¯ (M500, z, nˆ), and z¯ (M500, z, nˆ).
First, let us consider the mean CMB lensing mass signal-to-noise. As detailed in
Chapter 2, for each cluster we filter the noisy reconstruction of the lensing convergence
around its location with a truncated NFW profile in order to obtain an estimate of its
lensing mass and the signal-to-noise on this.
In our hierarchical model, we assume that clusters of some M500 and z have, on
averaging over cluster shape and correlated and uncorrelated large-scale structure,
projected mass distributions and so lensing convergences described by the truncated
NFW profile specified in Chapter 2 at the true redshift, z, but at a biased mass.
Matched filtering the reconstructed convergence with an assumed profile to estimate
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the mass can introduce further biases due to miscentering and profile mismatch. We
assume that the net effect of all sources of bias is to give a mean lensing mass signal-
to-noise for clusters of true mass M500, redshift z, and sky location nˆ equal to that
for a truncated NFW cluster at redshift z and mass (1− bCMBlens)M500 filtered at this
same (biased) mass scale and redshift:
p¯ (M500, z, nˆ) =
(1− bCMBlens)M500
σM500 [(1− bCMBlens)M500, z, nˆ]
. (3.8)
Here, σM500 [(1− bCMBlens)M500, z] is the matched filter noise, given by Eq. (2.24). This
introduces a dependence of L1 on the sky location of each cluster, since the lensing
reconstruction noise varies across the sky. We assume that the lensing mass bias
bCMBlens is constant across the sample. At the resolution and noise levels of Planck, p¯
scales roughly linearly with (1− bCMBlens)M500.
For the mean SZ signal-to-noise, q¯, since we use the measured SZ signal-to-noise
ratios qobs as provided in the Planck MMF3 catalogue, we compute q¯ at given cluster
mass, redshift, and sky location in exactly the same way as the Planck team (see
Planck 2013 results XXIX 2014, Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016, and Planck 2015
results XXVII 2016). That is, we write the mean SZ signal-to-noise at M500, z, and
sky location nˆ as
q¯(M500, z, nˆ) =
Y¯SZ [(1− bSZ)M500, z]
σf [θ500((1− bSZ)M500, z), nˆ] . (3.9)
Here, σf(θ500, nˆ) is the noise of the multifrequency matched filter used to detect the














The constant θ⋆ = 6.997 arcmin, E(z) = H(z)/H0, where H(z) is the Hubble parameter
and the Hubble constant H0 = 100h km s−1Mpc−1, and dA(z) is the angular diameter
distance to redshift z. The SZ mass bias parameter bSZ is introduced to account for
any differences between the X-ray mass estimates that are used in the calibration of
the SZ scaling relations and the true masses, as discussed in Section 3.1. The mean
integrated Comptonisation parameter in Eq. (3.9), Y¯SZ, is given by the scaling relation
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where Y⋆, α, and β are parameters that need to be calibrated. We compute σf(θ500, nˆ)
by interpolating over the tabulated values used in the likelihood analyses in Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016); their likelihood code is freely available as part of the COSMOMC
package.4 As for the CMB lensing case, σf(θ500, nˆ) introduces an additional dependence
of L1 on the sky location of each cluster.
Finally, as in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), we take the mean redshift at M500,
z, and nˆ to be simply z, i.e.,
z¯ (M500, z, nˆ) = z. (3.12)
Intrinsic scatter
The first layer in our hierarchical model is what we refer to as intrinsic scatter. For
the SZ and CMB lensing measurements, by intrinsic scatter we mean all sources of
statistical scatter on the signal-to-noise measurements that are not incorporated in
the noise budget of the matched filtering process. For the CMB lensing measurements,
these include deviations of the cluster convergence profile from its assumed mean profile
at M500 and z, deviations which often exhibit a triaxial nature, and contributions to
the observed convergence profile from correlated large-scale structure. For the SZ
measurements, intrinsic scatter includes deviations from the mean Comptonisation
profile, also often of a triaxial nature. Finally, as in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016),
we assume that there is no intrinsic scatter on the redshift measurements.
In Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016) a log-normal model for the intrinsic scatter of
the SZ signal-to-noise was adopted. Intrinsic scatter on lensing-derived cluster masses
has also been shown to be approximately log-normal (see, e.g., Becker and Kravtsov
2011), and the SZ and CMB lensing measurements are also expected to be intrinsically
correlated, since they are both obtained from quantities integrated along the line of
sight (see, e.g., Shirasaki et al. 2016). We therefore adopt the following probability
distribution for the intrinsic scatter:
P (qt, pt, zt|M500, z, nˆ) = 1
qtpt
P (ln qt, ln pt|M500, z, nˆ)δ(zt − z), (3.13)
4https://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
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where the delta function reflects the absence of intrinsic scatter on the redshift mea-
surements, and where P (ln qt, ln pt|M500, z, nˆ) is a bivariate Gaussian with means
ln q¯(M500, z, nˆ) and ln p¯(M500, z, nˆ), respectively, and a covariance matrix that we
parametrise with its two associated standard deviations, σSZ and σCMBlens, respectively,
and a correlation coefficient, rCMBlens−SZ. We take σSZ, σCMBlens, and rCMBlens−SZ to be
constants.
Observational scatter
The second layer in our hierarchical model is what we call observational scatter. For
the CMB lensing and SZ measurements, it accounts for the scatter caused by what is
treated as observational noise in the matched filtering processes that yield the values of
qobs and pobs of each cluster. For example, for the CMB lensing masses, observational
scatter arises from the reconstruction noise and large-scale structure that is uncorrelated
with the cluster. We assume that the observational scatter is Gaussian for both SZ and
lensing measurements. This assumption was also made for the SZ measurements in
Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), and should be also a good approximation for the CMB
lensing measurements, since they are obtained by matched filtering a reconstructed
convergence map, which involves a sum over many reconstructed modes. We also
assume that there is no correlation between the observational scatter of the CMB
lensing measurements and that of the SZ measurements. Finally, as in Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016), we assume that there is no observational scatter on zt.
We can therefore write the probability distribution function accounting for the
observational scatter as
P (qobs, pobs, zobs|qt, pt, zt, nˆ) = P (qobs|qt)P (pobs|pt)δ(zobs − zt), (3.14)
where P (qobs|qt) and P (pobs|pt) are Gaussians with means qt and pt, respectively, and
unit standard deviations. The delta function in Eq. (3.14) accounts for the absence of
observational scatter on the redshift measurements.
Unconditioned distribution of M500 and z
The remaining factor of the integrand in Eq. (3.6) is P (M500, z|nˆ). This is the
probability density function followed by M500 and z with no conditions imposed, other
than the sky location nˆ. It does not depend on nˆ and is simply proportional to the
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halo mass function, d4N/(d3V dM500), times the volume element, d3V/(dzd2Ω):






As in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), we use the halo mass function from Tinker
et al. (2008).
Probability of inclusion, or renormalisation
Finally, let us revisit the probability for a cluster to be included in the sample, P (in|nˆ),
as written down in Eq. (3.7). From Section 3.4.1, it should now be apparent that such
a decomposition is possible, and that P (qobs|qt, nˆ) is just P (qobs|qt) in Eq. (3.14), and
P (qt|M500, z, nˆ) is just P (qt, pt, zt|M500, z, nˆ) in Eq. (3.13), marginalised over pt and
zt.
3.4.2 L2: Sky location likelihood
The second factor of our total likelihood, L2 (see Eq. 3.3), is P (nˆ|N), the probability
that, given N clusters have been included in our sample (the MMF3 cosmology sample),
their sky locations are nˆ. Since we assume that clusters are statistically independent
from each other, it is simply given by







where dN¯/dΩ is the mean number of clusters in the sample per solid angle, and N¯ is






where the integration is performed across the region of the sky left unmasked in the
construction of the MMF3 cosmology sample. We include the N ! factor in Eq. (3.16)
to reflect the fact that the ordering of the elements in nˆ does not matter.5 The mean
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Here, qobs is integrated from 6 to infinity (to meet the inclusion selection), d4N/(d3V dM500)
is the halo mass function, and d3V/(dzd2Ω) is the volume element (see Section 3.4.1).
The probability density
P (qobs|M500, z, nˆ) =
∫
dqt P (qobs|qt)P (qt|M500, z, nˆ) , (3.19)
which involves the (marginalised) probability density functions for the observational
and intrinsic scatter introduced in Section 3.4.1.
3.4.3 L3: Poisson likelihood for the total number of clusters
Finally, the third factor in our total likelihood,L3 (see Eq. 3.3), is P (N), the probability
of including a total of N clusters in our sample (the MMF3 cosmology sample). Since
we assume that clusters are statistically independent from each other, P (N) is simply
a Poisson distribution with expected value N¯ , where N¯ is given by Eq. (3.17), i.e.,
P (N) = N¯
Ne−N¯
N ! . (3.20)
3.4.4 Model parameters and priors
Cluster parameters
For convenience, we summarise below the set of cluster model parameters on which
our likelihood, L , depends:
pcl = {1− bSZ, 1− bCMBlens, σSZ, σCMBlens, rCMBlens−SZ, Y⋆, α, β} . (3.21)
A list of these parameters can also be found in Table 3.1, along with their definitions.
We adopt priors on these cluster parameters in our likelihood analysis as follows.
For the SZ parameters, we fix β = 0.66 (i.e., self-similar evolution), following the main
analysis of Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Although the redshift evolution of the SZ
scaling relation is not well constrained observationally, Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016)
showed that the main impact of allowing β to vary within a broad Gaussian prior,
β = 0.66 ± 0.50, was to broaden constraints along the Ωm–σ8 degeneracy direction,
rather than in the perpendicular direction that responds to the absolute cluster mass
scale (see their Appendix A.3). We expect similar effects in our analysis, with only a
small impact on constraints on the mass bias parameter 1− bSZ of primary interest. We
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Table 3.1 Summary of the cluster parameters of our model.
Parameter Definition
1− bSZ SZ mass bias
1− bCMBlens CMB lensing mass bias
σSZ SZ intrinsic scatter
σCMBlens CMB lensing intrinsic scatter
rCMBlens-SZ SZ–CMB lensing intrinsic correlation coefficient
Y⋆ Scaling relation normalisation
α Scaling relation mass exponent
β Scaling relation E(z) exponent
also fix the intrinsic scatter in the SZ signal-to-noise to σSZ = 0.173, the central value of
the empirically-derived prior adopted in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), for reasons
of computational efficiency.6 For the remaining parameters in the SZ scaling relation,
α and log Y⋆, we adopt the Gaussian priors reported in Table 3.2, following Planck
2015 results XXIV (2016). Finally, for the SZ mass bias we adopt a flat positivity prior
1− bSZ ≥ 0.
For the CMB lensing mass parameters, we impose Gaussian priors on 1− bCMBlens,
σCMBlens, and rCMBlens−SZ with means and standard deviations given in Table 3.2. In
Chapter 4, we study the intrinsic bias and scatter of our CMB lensing observable using
N -body simulations (as was done, e.g., in Becker and Kravtsov (2011) for galaxy weak
lensing). Our prior on 1− bCMBlens is taken to be consistent with the values we find
in Chapter 4 in addition to the bias expected from miscentering. Similarly, our prior
on σCMBlens is taken to be consistent with the values we report in Chapter 4. Finally,
our prior for the correlation between the intrinsic scatter on SZ and CMB lensing
mass signal-to-noise ratios, rCMBlens−SZ, is taken to be consistent with the values of the
SZ–lensing mass intrinsic correlation reported in Shirasaki et al. (2016).
Cosmological parameters
We also stress the dependence of our likelihood on cosmological parameters, so we can
jointly constrain cosmology and cluster physics. The strongest dependences are on Ωm,
6 The constraints on this parameter from Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016) for the CCCP and WtG
calibrations are prior-driven, the central values being a fraction of a σ away from the prior central
value. In addition, we find from their corresponding MCMC chains that σSZ has small correlation with
our main parameter of interest, σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25, with a correlation coefficient of about 0.2 for both
calibrations (see Section 3.6 for the motivation behind this parametrisation). We therefore conclude
that letting this parameter vary and imposing on it the same prior as in Planck 2015 results XXIV
(2016) would have little impact on our results.
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Table 3.2 Means and standard deviations of the Gaussian priors adopted in our
likelihood analysis of the real cluster data. Parameters not listed have broad flat priors.
Parameter Mean Standard deviation




log Y⋆ -0.19 0.02
100θMC 1.04093 0.00030
σ8, and H0 through the halo mass function, the volume element, and the mean values
of the SZ and CMB lensing signal-to-noise ratios at given M500, z, and sky location.
There are only weak dependencies on the baryon density, Ωbh2, and spectral index of
the primordial curvature perturbations, ns, through the shape of the matter power
spectrum around cluster scales that enters the halo mass function. In our analysis, we
fix these two parameters to the values Ωbh2 = 0.0223 and ns = 0.9667 determined by
Planck (Planck 2015 results XIII, 2016). We also fix ΩK = 0 and the summed neutrino
mass to the minimal value, ∑mν = 0.06 eV.
We impose broad, flat priors on Ωm, σ8, and h. However, since h is poorly constrained
by the cluster data, we further impose a Gaussian prior on the CMB acoustic scale
parameter, θMC (see Table 3.2). This parameter is an analytic approximation to the
ratio of the sound horizon at CMB last scattering to the angular diameter distance
– see Kosowsky et al. (2002), where θMC is their A – which at fixed baryon density
depends only on Ωm and H0 in flat ΛCDM models. The acoustic scale parameter is
very well measured by Planck from the acoustic peak locations, and is almost model
independent. Our prior is from the analysis reported in Planck 2015 results XIII (2016).
We stress that this prior is geometric and uses no information on the amplitude of the
fluctuations from the CMB power spectrum.
3.5 Likelihood validation
We test the implementation of our likelihood by analysing a set of simulated data,
{N, nˆ, D}. We produce these data following our model assumptions at fixed values
of cosmological and cluster model parameters, and then explore the corresponding




In order to generate our set of simulated data, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology
with Ωm = 0.315, σ8 = 0.811, h = 0.674, and Σmν = 0.06 eV. We set the cluster model
parameters close to the mean values of the Gaussian priors in Table 3.2 along with
β = 0.66, σSZ = 0.173 (as fixed by our priors), and 1 − bSZ = 0.62. These fiducial
values are listed in the final column of Table 3.3.
The first step in producing our simulated dataset is to obtain N , the total number
of clusters that will be in our sample. We obtain it by drawing one sample from a
Poisson distribution with mean value N¯ given by Eq. (3.17), evaluated at our assumed
values of cosmological and model parameters. We obtain a total of N = 416 clusters.
We then generate the set of sky locations of these N clusters, nˆ. To do this, in
order to produce a catalogue that is statistically as close as possible to the MMF3
catalogue we use the SZ matched filter noise estimates across the sky produced by the
Planck collaboration and that were used in the construction of the MMF3 catalogue.
In these, the SZ matched filter noise is estimated for a set of filter angular scales in
a set of patches that cover the whole sky. For each patch, interpolating over these
tabulated values and using Eq. (3.17), where we restrict the integration over the sky
to the extent of the patch, we compute the expected number of clusters falling within
the patch. For patch i, this is N¯i, and the probability for a detected cluster to be in
that patch is simply Pi = N¯i/N¯ . We then assign a number of clusters to each patch by
obtaining N samples from a multinomial distribution with probabilities Pi.
Finally, we produce a mass data point, Di, for each of the Nclusters. We generate
each of them in the following way. First, we obtain values of M500 and z by drawing a
sample from P (M500, z|nˆ) (see Eq. 3.15) using rejection sampling. We then produce
values of qt, pt, and zt by drawing one sample from Eq. (3.13), with the values of M500
and z obtained in the previous step and nˆ as conditioning information. In this step, for
each cluster, q¯ is computed with the SZ matched filter noise estimate of the sky patch
in which the cluster is located. On the other hand, p¯ is computed with the empirical
average CMB lensing matched filter noise of all the clusters in the MMF3 cosmology
sample falling within the cluster’s sky patch. This is for the sake of simplicity, since
in our CMB lensing mass pipeline we have produced such noise estimates only at the
MMF3 cluster locations. To avoid inconsistencies in the analysis of the simulated
data, we use these averaged CMB lensing noise estimates in the likelihood in this case
(but not in the analysis of the real cluster sample). Finally, we generate values of
qobs, pobs, and zobs by drawing one sample from Eq. (3.14), with the values of qt, pt,
and zt obtained in the previous step as conditioning information. If qobs > 6, we set
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(qobs, pobs, zobs) as the mass data point corresponding to the cluster at sky location nˆ.
If not, we repeat the process again until qobs > 6.
3.5.2 Parameter constraints
In order to validate the implementation of our likelihood,L , we apply it to the simulated
dataset, described in Section 3.5.1, and explore the corresponding posterior distribution
with an MCMC. We allow the same set of cosmological and cluster model parameters to
vary as in our analysis of the real data, p = {Ωm, σ8, h, bSZ, bCMBlens, σCMBlens, rCMBlens−SZ,
α, Y⋆}, and impose similar priors on them. For those parameters on which we impose
Gaussian priors when analysing the real data (see Table 3.2), we retain the widths
of the priors but, where necessary, recentre the means on the input values used to
generate the simulations. As for the real data, we impose broad, flat priors on Ωm, σ8,
h, and 1− bSZ, while σSZ and β are fixed to their input values.
We explore our posterior using the emcee package, which performs affine-invariant
MCMC sampling.7 The two-dimensional marginalised constraints that we obtain for
Ωm, σ8, h, and 1− bSZ are shown in Figure 3.2, and the one-dimensional marginalised
constraints for all the parameters varied in the analysis are given in Table 3.3. It can
be seen that these constraints are consistent with the input parameter values used
to construct the simulated data. The two-dimensional marginalised constraints on
the remaining parameters are not shown, but are similarly consistent with their true
values. This validates our likelihood implementation and, as long as our Bayesian
model remains a good description of the real data, our analysis. Of course, as our
validation is limited to one simulation, we cannot test for systematic biases at a level
below the statistical errors expected from our real data.
3.6 Results and discussion
We explore the posterior distribution for the real cluster data with an MCMC using the
emcee package, as for our tests on simulated data. The two-dimensional marginalised
constraints on all the parameters we allow to vary are shown in Figure 3.3, and
the two-dimensional marginalised constraints on Ωm, σ8, and 1 − bSZ are shown in
Figure 3.4, along with the corresponding constraints on the cosmological parameters
from the Planck 2018 measurements of the CMB angular power spectra and CMB
lensing (the TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihood; Planck 2018 results VI 2018). In
7http://dfm.io/emcee/current/
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h
Fig. 3.2 Constraints (68% and 95% confidence regions) on Ωm, σ8, h, and 1− bSZ for
our simulated cluster sample. One-dimensional, marginalised posterior distributions
are also shown. The input values of the parameters are shown as dash-dotted lines.
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Table 3.3 Marginalised constraints (mean and 68% confidence limits) on the param-
eters that we allow to vary in our analysis of the simulated data, along with their
corresponding input values.
Parameter Constraints (68% uncert.) Input value
Ωm 0.31± 0.02 0.315
σ8 0.77± 0.04 0.811
h 0.67± 0.02 0.674
1− bSZ 0.72± 0.1 0.62
1− bCMBlens 0.91± 0.05 0.92
σCMBlens 0.23± 0.05 0.22
rCMBlens-SZ 0.75± 0.09 0.77
α 1.84± 0.06 1.79
Y⋆ 0.65± 0.03 0.646
addition, the one-dimensional marginalised constraints on σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 and on our
cluster parameters are given in Table 3.4.
We note that the constraints on Ωm, σ8, and h are dependent on our choice of priors
on α (Gaussian prior) and β (delta function prior). As argued in Section 3.4.4, allowing
β to vary would widen the constraints in the Ωm–σ8 plane along the long degeneracy
axis. Through the very strong degeneracy between Ωm and h due to our prior on θMC,
the constraints on h would also widen accordingly. Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016)
find that leaving α free also widens the constraints along the long degeneracy axis in
the Ωm–σ8 plane; we expect a similar effect in our analysis, with constraints on h also
widening accordingly. We therefore decide to quote our cosmological constraints in
terms of σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25, a parameter that runs perpendicular to the long degeneracy
axis in the Ωm–σ8 plane, and which therefore is more immune to the choice of priors
on α and β. Purely for reference, we find Ωm = 0.33 ± 0.02, σ8 = 0.76 ± 0.04, and
h = 0.66± 0.01, stressing that they are dependent on the choice of priors on α and β.
As it can be seen in Table 3.4, our constraint on σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 from the Planck
MMF3 cosmology sample of clusters with CMB lensing calibration of the cluster masses
is consistent with that derived in the ΛCDM model from the Planck 2018 CMB angular
power spectra (and lensing), σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 = 0.8020 ± 0.0085. Consistency can
also be seen in Figure 3.4. We therefore find no evidence for tension between the
abundance of galaxy clusters measured at lower redshifts and the predictions for the
ΛCDM model with parameters (mostly) calibrated at CMB decoupling. An alternative
view of this consistency is to compare our constraint on the SZ mass bias parameter,
1− bSZ = 0.71± 0.10 (see Table 3.5), with that obtained in ΛCDM from joint analysis
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Table 3.4 Marginalised constraints (mean and 68% confidence limits) on
σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 and on the cluster parameters that we allow to vary in our anal-
ysis of the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample of clusters.
Parameter Constraints (68% uncert.)
σ8 (Ωm/0.33)0.25 0.765± 0.035
1− bSZ 0.71± 0.1





Table 3.5 Constraints (mean and 68% confidence region) on 1− bSZ from the datasets
indicated. These include weak lensing of background galaxies for subsets of Planck
clusters from Weighting the Giants (WtG; von der Linden et al. 2014), the Canadian
Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP; Hoekstra et al. 2015), Sereno et al. (2017, the
“cosmological subsample”), Penna-Lima et al. (2017), and Medezinski et al. (2018).
CMB-derived constraints are for the CMB lensing calibration presented in Planck
2015 results XXIV (2016), the Planck 2015 SZ counts together with the Planck 2018
TT,TE,EE+lowE likelihood (Planck 2018 results VI, 2018), and this work. The
constraint from the combined analysis of Planck clusters, the tSZ power spectrum, and




Sereno et al. (2017)a 0.66± 0.10
Penna-Lima et al. (2017) 0.73± 0.10
Medezinski et al. (2018) 0.80± 0.14
Hurier et al. (2017) 0.71± 0.07
Planck 2015 CMB lensingb 1.01+0.24−0.16
Planck 2015 SZ + Planck 2018 CMB 0.62± 0.04
This work 0.71± 0.10
a In our notation, Sereno et al. (2017) actually con-
strain ln(1− bSZ) = −0.40± 0.14.
b The CMB lensing measurement in Planck 2015 results
XXIV (2016) is actually 1/(1− bSZ) = 0.99± 0.19.
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Fig. 3.3 Constraints (68% and 95% confidence regions) on the cosmological and
cluster model parameters that we allow to vary in our analysis of the Planck MMF3
cosmology sample of clusters with CMB lensing mass calibration and a prior on θMC.
One-dimensional, marginalised posterior distributions are also shown.
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Fig. 3.4 Constraints on the cosmological parameters Ωm and σ8, and on the SZ mass
bias, 1− bSZ, from our analysis of the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample of clusters (red).
We stress that the joint constraints on Ωm and σ8 along their long degeneracy axis are
strongly dependent on the priors on α and β, whereas the perpendicular direction (the
approximate combination σ8Ω0.25m ) is more immune to these priors. The one-dimensional
constraints on Ωm and σ8 are similarly strongly affected. Also shown (in blue) are the
constraints from the Planck 2018 measurements of the CMB angular power spectra
and CMB lensing, using the data combination TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing (Planck 2018
results VI, 2018). Both constraints assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology.
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of the CMB angular power spectra and cluster counts without further mass calibration.
The latter was reported as 1 − bSZ = 0.62 ± 0.04 by Planck 2018 results VI (2018),
showing good consistency.
Our CMB-lensing constraints on the SZ mass bias are also consistent with those
from lensing of background galaxies by Weighing the Giants (WtG; von der Linden
et al. 2014) and from the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project (CCCP; Hoekstra
et al. 2015); see Table 3.5. These mass calibrations were used as priors in the analysis
of Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). They are also consistent with the weak-lensing
constraints of subsamples of Planck clusters by Penna-Lima et al. (2017) and Sereno
et al. (2017), with the constraint from the combined analysis of Planck clusters and the
tSZ power spectrum and bispectrum of Hurier and Lacasa (2017), and with the HSC
galaxy weak-lensing mass calibration of eight ACTPol clusters of Miyatake et al. (2019)
and of five Planck clusters of Medezinski et al. (2018) (see also Table 3.5). We note
also that our constraint on 1− bSZ is of comparable precision to current constraints
from galaxy lensing. While the mass constraints on individual low-redshift clusters are
weaker from current CMB lensing data than from galaxy lensing, the former approach
can be applied to the full cluster sample.
The general consistency between the constraints obtained in our analysis and those
derived from the Planck CMB and from Planck SZ counts with the CCCP and the
WtG mass calibrations is further illustrated in Figure 3.5, which shows the constraints
in the Ωm–σ8 plane derived from these analyses, as well as those from the Planck
SZ counts analysis with the CMB lensing calibration from Planck 2015 results XXIV
(2016). In addition, our constraint on σ8 is consistent with constrains on this parameter
obtained in other recent cosmological analyses, as illustrated in Table 3.6.
Our constraint on the SZ mass bias is in mild disagreement with that obtained
from CMB lensing in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Reasons for this discrepancy
were discussed in Section 3.3. Our constraint is, however, of similar precision: we find
1/(1− bSZ) = 1.41± 0.20 from our samples of bSZ. We also note that our cluster CMB
lensing measurements are consistent with those presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV
(2016). Indeed, we can consider the CMB lensing mass measurements obtained with our
matched filter (Eq. 2.23), as opposed to the signal-to-noise measurements used in our
likelihood analysis, and use them to estimate 1/(1− bSZ) with the estimator employed
in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), 1ˆ/(1− bSZ) =Mlens/MYz . Although, as explained
in Section 2.4.3, these mass measurements depend on the matched filter input angular
scale, for each cluster we use the same input angular scale as in Planck 2015 results
XXIV (2016), namely that given by the corresponding Planck SZ mass proxy, so the
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Fig. 3.5 Constraints in the Ωm–σ8 plane from our analysis (in red), along with those
from the Planck 2015 SZ counts analysis with the CCCP, WtG, and CMB lensing
mass calibrations (in green, grey, and dark blue, respectively), and those derived from
the Planck 2018 CMB angular power spectra (in light blue).




This work 0.76± 0.04
SPT (SZ, Bocquet et al. 2019) 0.781± 0.037
Planck+CCCP (SZ, Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016) 0.76± 0.03
Planck+WtG (SZ, Planck 2015 results XXIV 2016) 0.78± 0.03
ACT (SZ, Hasselfield et al. 2013) 0.872± 0.065
XXL (X-ray, Pacaud et al. 2018) 0.721± 0.071
HIFLUGCS (X-ray, Schellenberger and Reiprich 2017) 0.79± 0.03
RASS+WtG (X-ray, Mantz et al. 2015) 0.83± 0.04
GalWCat19 (optical, Abdullah et al. 2020) 0.810+0.053−0.056
SDSS (optical, Costanzi et al. 2019) 0.91+0.11−0.10
SDSS (optical, Kirby et al. 2019) 0.85+0.06−0.08
Cosmic shear and galaxy clustering
DES-Y1 (Abbott et al., 2019) 0.817+0.045−0.056
KiDS+GAMA (van Uitert et al., 2018) 0.776+0.064−0.081
CMB
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing (Planck 2018 results VI, 2018) 0.8111± 0.0060
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comparison should be valid. With this estimator, weighting each cluster by its inverse
estimated variance, we find 1ˆ/(1− bSZ) = 1.09± 0.24, which is consistent at 0.33σ with
the measurement reported in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), 1ˆ/(1−bSZ) = 0.99±0.19.
There are some degeneracies between parameters that are worth commenting on.
The strongest degeneracy is that between Ωm and h (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). This
degeneracy is due to the prior we impose on θMC, which, at fixed baryon density,
constrains Ωmh3 to be approximately constant. More interesting, regarding the cluster
counts, is the degeneracy between 1 − bSZ and σ8. As expected, there is a negative
correlation between these parameters, which arises mostly through the dependence of
our likelihood on the halo mass function. The physical interpretation of this degeneracy
is straightforward: a given set of cluster SZ measurements can be explained with some
given values of 1 − bSZ and σ8, or with a smaller value of 1 − bSZ (making the mass
larger at a given SZ cluster signal) and a larger value of σ8 (to enhance the number
of more massive clusters to match the observed number). Finally, there is also an
anti-correlation between Ωm and σ8, arising primarily from the mass function: the
increase in the number density of massive clusters with increasing σ8 can be offset by
the overall reduction in the number density of clusters with decreasing matter density.
Finally, we note that our CMB lensing signal-to-noise pobs measurements are
interesting per se in that they represent a significant detection of cluster CMB lensing
with Planck data. Since the observational scatter is much larger than the intrinsic
scatter and than the scatter associated with the spread ofM500 and z across the sample,
our pobs measurements roughly follow a Gaussian distribution with some mean and
standard deviation of unity. If no cluster lensing signal were present, they would
follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. We find
⟨pobs⟩ = 0.234±0.052, where angular brackets denote averaging over the cluster sample,
thus detecting the CMB cluster lensing signal at 4.5σ significance. For comparison,
Baxter et al. (2015) detect the CMB lensing cluster signal of 513 SZ-selected SPT
clusters with SPT data at 3.1σ significance, Baxter et al. (2017) detect that of 3697
high-redshift DES clusters with SPT data at 8.1σ significance, and Raghunathan et al.
(2019b) detect that of 4003 and 1741 DES clusters with SPTpol data at 8.7σ and 6.7σ
significance, respectively. In addition, Madhavacheril et al. (2015) detect the CMB





In this chapter we have presented constraints on the ΛCDM-model parameters Ωm,
σ8, and H0, and a CMB lensing calibration of the SZ mass bias, 1 − bSZ, obtained
from 439 SZ-selected galaxy clusters from the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample. Our
analysis revisits the Planck SZ counts analysis with CMB lensing mass calibration
presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). The analysis there used cluster counts
in the SZ signal-to-noise and redshift plane in order to constrain cosmological (and
cluster model) parameters, imposing a prior on 1− bSZ derived from a CMB lensing
mass calibration also presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). Such calibration
found no evidence for a SZ mass bias, in contrast to galaxy weak-lensing calibrations
on subsets of the cluster sample (e.g., von der Linden et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al. 2015)
that favour 1− bSZ < 1 at more than 2σ. Although the statistical significance of the
difference in mass bias measured from CMB and galaxy lensing is relatively weak, given
the large measurement errors for CMB lensing, adopting the CMB lensing calibration
of Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016) exacerbates tension between cluster constraints in
the σ8–Ωm plane and those derived from the primary CMB anisotropies in ΛCDM.
We argued in Section 3.3 that there are several effects that may have led to
bias in this previous mass calibration from CMB lensing. We have remeasured the
cluster masses via CMB lensing, and included the signal-to-noises of these and the SZ
measurements, along with the cluster redshifts, in a Bayesian analysis that naturally
takes account of all significant effects that likely biased the analysis in Planck 2015
results XXIV (2016). This approach allows us to constrain jointly the cosmological
parameters and the SZ mass bias (and other cluster model parameters) in an unbiased
way, as demonstrated through simulated data in Section 3.5.
With our likelihood, and including priors on some of the cluster model parameters
informed by results from numerical simulations (but, notably, with no prior on the SZ
mass bias 1− bSZ), we obtain constraints on Ωm, σ8, and H0 that are consistent with
the constraints in the ΛCDM model derived from the Planck measurements of the
CMB power spectra (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, and Table 3.4). We measure a significant
SZ mass bias, 1− bSZ = 0.71± 0.10, consistent with measurements from galaxy weak
lensing. We therefore find no evidence in our analysis of tensions between ΛCDM model
parameters derived from the Planck cluster sample and the primary CMB anisotropies.
Our work is further evidence of the growing power of CMB lensing to calibrate
the overall cluster mass scale in SZ counts analyses. It will be a particularly powerful
approach for future high-resolution CMB experiments, such as CMB-S4, which should
detect around 105 clusters through their SZ signatures (Abazajian et al., 2016). Indeed,
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CMB lensing allows one to estimate cluster masses from CMB data alone (plus, in
principle, redshift measurements of each cluster), which implies that the whole cluster
sample can be used in the calibration analysis, rather than just a small subsample,
which is currently the case for galaxy lensing calibrations. It is also not affected by
the uncertainties in the photometric redshifts of the background galaxies, which are a
limiting factor in galaxy lensing analyses, and, furthermore, allows for the determination
of masses of high-redshift clusters, where galaxy lensing mass reconstructions perform
badly due to the dearth of background galaxies. For future CMB experiments such
as CMB-S4, the CMB lensing signal will be such that, in SZ counts analyses, the
SZ–mass scaling relations will be able to be calibrated completely with CMB lensing
masses alone to sub-percent accuracy (Louis and Alonso, 2017). In order to achieve
this, however, work will be required in order to understand better the biases, intrinsic
scatter, and correlations in the cluster observables, constraining them more accurately




Quantifying the statistics of CMB
lensing galaxy cluster mass
measurements
4.1 Introduction
As the largest gravitationally-bound structures in the Universe, galaxy clusters are
powerful cosmological probes (see Chapter 1). In particular, their abundance as
a function of mass and redshift, as given by the halo mass function, depends on
the assumed cosmological model and on the values of its parameters. Cosmological
information can therefore be extracted from the observed galaxy cluster abundance in
what is known as ‘cluster counts’ analyses. In a spatially-flat ΛCDM cosmology, this
abundance is particularly sensitive to the mean matter density of the Universe, which
can be parametrised by Ωm, and to the amplitude of the matter perturbations, which
can be characterised by σ8, the root mean square of the linear density fluctuations
smoothed on a scale of 8h−1Mpc. Cluster masses are, however, not directly observable,
so cluster counts studies must rely on one or several cluster observables known to
scale with cluster mass and use them as ‘mass proxies’. These observables can come
from observations across different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and include
optical richness, X-ray flux, Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (SZ) flux, and lensing mass estimates,
all of which are known to trace cluster masses. In recent years, studies using such
observables have yielded competitive cosmological constraints (e.g., Mantz et al. 2010;
Hasselfield et al. 2013; Planck 2015 results XXVII 2016; de Haan et al. 2016; Bocquet
et al. 2019; Costanzi et al. 2019; Kirby et al. 2019; see also the analysis of Chapter
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3, published in Zubeldia and Challinor 2019). In these analyses, scaling relations are
needed in order to relate accurately the cluster observables to the cluster mass, since
it is the dependence of the cluster abundance on the latter that can be theoretically
predicted. These scaling relations need to be calibrated, and this is typically a difficult
task which often brings in significant systematic uncertainty. Indeed, currently, the
determination of cluster masses constitutes the largest source of uncertainty in cluster
counts studies (see Pratt et al. 2019 for a recent review of cluster mass calibration).
Lensing observations can be very useful in this respect, since they provide almost
bias-free estimates of cluster masses. In SZ counts analyses, in which an SZ-derived
observable is used both to select the sample and as a precise (i.e., high signal-to-noise)
cluster mass proxy for each cluster, the overall mass scale can be determined through
exact (i.e., unbiased, or nearly unbiased) lensing mass estimates. These lensing-derived
masses generally either have a significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio per cluster
than the SZ observable, are much more costly to obtain, or a combination of both.
These lensing mass estimates can be obtained from galaxy lensing observations, a
well-established practice (e.g., as in two of the calibrations used in the baseline analysis
in Planck 2015 results XXVII 2016, in de Haan et al. 2016, and in Bocquet et al. 2019),
or from CMB observations, a more novel approach (as in the third calibration of the
baseline analysis in Planck 2015 results XXVII 2016, and in Chapter 3).
First considered in Seljak and Zaldarriaga (2000), CMB lensing by clusters has
attracted some interest in recent years. Several mass estimators have been developed
(see, e.g., Yoo and Zaldarriaga 2008; Melin and Bartlett 2015; Raghunathan et al.
2017; Horowitz et al. 2019), and the CMB lensing signal of galaxy clusters and, in
general, halos, has been detected to moderate-to-high statistical significance in various
recent works (Baxter et al. 2015; Madhavacheril et al. 2015; Planck 2015 results XXVII
2016; Baxter et al. 2017; Raghunathan et al. 2019b,c; see also Chapters 2 and 3).
CMB lensing cluster mass estimation has several intrinsic virtues, particularly in the
context of SZ surveys. First, mass estimates can be obtained from the same data set
as the SZ observable, and are relatively cheap to obtain, in contrast to most current
galaxy-lensing-derived masses. This enables one to obtain CMB lensing mass estimates
for the totality of the clusters in the SZ sample in a relatively straightforward way
provided that redshift measurements of the clusters are available (Planck 2015 results
XXVII 2016; see also Chapter 2), as opposed to most current galaxy lensing mass
determinations, in which typically the masses of only a small subset of clusters in the
SZ sample are obtained. Moreover, the signal-to-noise of CMB lensing mass estimates
does not decrease strongly with redshift (see, e.g., Melin and Bartlett 2015), whereas
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high-redshift galaxy lensing mass determinations can suffer from the lack of a sufficient
number of background galaxies. In addition, the CMB lensing signal is not affected
by the uncertainties in the photometric redshifts of the background galaxies, which
are a limiting factor in galaxy lensing analyses. However, for an experiment like
Planck, CMB lensing mass estimates are much noisier than state-of-the-art galaxy
lensing mass estimates (e.g., von der Linden et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al. 2015), with
typical signal-to-noise ratios of a fraction of unity for large clusters (see Chapter 3).
Furthermore, being a more novel technique, cluster CMB lensing mass estimation
methods have not been tested to the extent that galaxy lensing methods have (see,
e.g., Raghunathan et al. 2017 for a quantification of several possible systematics that
can affect CMB lensing cluster mass measurements).
A fundamental element of a cluster cosmological analysis that needs to be determined
accurately in order for the analysis to deliver unbiased cosmological information is
the relation between the mass observable (or observables) and the true cluster mass.
This involves determining both the scaling relation that relates some mean value of
the observable(s) with the cluster true mass, accounting for any possible biases, and
the statistical scatter that exists around the mean value of the observable(s), which
typically has a complex origin and is difficult to predict from first principles (Allen
et al., 2011). More rigorously, what needs to be specified is the conditional probability
density function followed by the mass observable(s), obs, conditioned on the value of
the true cluster mass, M500, P (obs|M500). We note that here and throughout we choose
as a cluster’s ‘true mass’ the mass within a sphere within which the mean density is
500 times the critical density at the cluster’s redshift, and we denote it with M500. We
also note that this conditional probability density function can also be conditioned
on other variables, such as redshift z; we omit these possible additional conditioning
variables here for concision, but P (obs|M500) should be thought of as potentially having
more conditioning variables implicit. If a functional form is assumed for P (obs|M500),
its parameters can be self-calibrated with real data. However, doing this can have a
negative impact on the statistical power of the cosmological analysis, especially if the
calibration is carried out at the cosmological analysis level. An alternative approach
is to use cosmological simulations in order to determine P (obs|M500), or at least to
inform the likely range of parameter values of some assumed functional form. This also
makes it possible to assess whether the chosen functional form is a good description
of P (obs|M500). However, this approach is obviously limited by the accuracy of the
simulations themselves, something that is difficult to quantify.
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The distribution P (obs|M500) has been widely studied in the literature from both
simulations and observations for a number of cluster observables (e.g., Pratt et al.
2009; Becker and Kravtsov 2011; Angulo et al. 2012; Bahé et al. 2012; Rasia et al.
2012; Shirasaki et al. 2016; Geach and Peacock 2017). Nevertheless, it has never been
studied for a CMB lensing mass observable. This is the aim of this chapter: to quantify
P (obs|M500), where obs is the CMB lensing mass observable that is used in Chapters
2 and 3, the CMB lensing signal-to-noise pobs. We follow the simulation approach,
producing mock observations of pobs for all the clusters with M500 > 2 × 1014M⊙ in
two snapshots of a large N -body cosmological simulation, BigMDPL (Klypin et al.,
2016). We think of pobs as consisting of three different contributions,
pobs = pc +∆pu +∆pn . (4.1)
Here, pc is the contribution to the lensing mass observable from the cluster itself, which
includes the variation due to cluster triaxiality, and from large scale structure (LSS)
correlated with the cluster. The other two terms, ∆pu and ∆pn, are the contributions
originating from LSS uncorrelated with the cluster and from lensing reconstruction
noise, respectively. We follow two different approaches in order to analyse our mock
observations. In the first approach, which we call our deconvolution approach, we treat
both ∆pu and ∆pn as noise and then use our mock observations in order to characterise
pc. In the second approach, which we call our extrapolation approach, we only treat ∆pn
as noise, and then characterise p ≡ pc+∆pu with our mock observations, extrapolating
our results to the full line of sight from z = 0 back to CMB last scattering.
The main motivation for this work is to justify the choice of priors imposed on the
parameters 1−bCMBlens and σCMBlens, which quantify, respectively, the bias and intrinsic
scatter in the CMB lensing mass measurements, in the likelihood analysis of Chapter 3.
In particular, this is done with our deconvolution approach, which is the one followed
in the hierarchical model of Chapter 3. However, we also hope that our methods to
study P (obs|M500) and that our main insights may be useful for future cluster counts
analyses that may use CMB lensing masses as a mass proxy, which otherwise will
have to determine their appropriate conditional probability distribution P (obs|M500).
Throughout this chapter we consider an idealised experiment with specifications similar
to those of Planck; however, we also briefly consider how some of the results change if
a different experimental set-up is considered.
This chapter is organised as follows. First, in Section 4.2 we describe the cosmological
simulations we use in order to obtain our mock observations. Then, in Section 4.3
we explain how we make such mock observations. Next, in Section 4.4 we present
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our results, characterising P (obs|M500) for a Planck-like experiment. In this section,
we first explain our model of the mock observations in Section 4.4.1, and then in
Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 we present our results for our deconvolution and extrapolation
approaches, respectively. In Section 4.5 we consider how the extrapolation approach
results change if different experiment specifications are considered, and we finally
conclude in Section 4.6.
4.2 Simulation and convergence maps
In our study we use two snapshots of the BigMDPL simulation, a large, state-of-the-art
simulation part of the publicly-available MultiDark simulation suite (Klypin et al.,
2016). It consists of 38403 particles of mass 2.4× 1010h−1M⊙ in a simulation box of
2.5h−1Gpc with periodic boundary conditions and evolved in a flat ΛCDM cosmology
with H0 = 67.8 km s−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.307, baryon density parameter Ωb = 0.048,
σ8 = 0.829, and scalar spectral index ns = 0.96. We consider the snapshots at z = 0.23
and z = 0.52.
We use the halo positions as determined with the BDM (‘Bound Density Maximum’)
technique (Klypin and Holtzman, 1997; Riebe et al., 2013) that are publicly available in
the CosmoSim database1. We then measure the spherical overdensity mass of each halo,
M500, using as density contrast ∆ = 500 defined with respect to the critical density.
We note that we do not remove unbound particles in this process. We refer to M500 as
the halo (or cluster) ‘true mass’. We only consider clusters with M500 > 2× 1014M⊙
and that are not subhalos of another halo, which yields a cluster catalogue with a
total of 60 391 clusters in the z = 0.23 snapshot and of 29 561 clusters in the z = 0.52
snapshot. This cluster range corresponds to the most massive clusters of the Universe
and spans most of the clusters in the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample, the sample
used in the cosmological analysis in Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016) and in Chapter
3; see Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016) for how this sample is constructed.
In order to obtain our CMB lensing measurements, the key quantity that needs
to be produced is the lensing convergence around the location of each cluster in our
catalogue and along a given direction of observation. We generate convergence maps
using the Born approximation; under this approximation, for a spatially-flat cosmology
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where δ is the matter density contrast, a is the scale factor normalised to unity today,
χ⋆ is the comoving distance to last scattering, and H0 is the Hubble constant.
We produce square convergence maps centred at the location of each cluster in
our catalogue for both snapshots. Each map has an angular size of 128 arcmin along
both directions perpendicular to the line of sight, and we always take the z-direction,
as defined within the simulation, as our line-of-sight direction. Obviously, with our
simulation snapshots we cannot compute the total lensing convergence from χ = 0
all the way back to last scattering, χ = χ⋆, as in Eq. (4.2). We instead restrict
our integration limits to a relatively small interval of comoving distance. Specifically,
we take each cluster to be at the comoving distance given by the redshift of the
snapshot to which it belongs, χc, and we then consider seven sets of integration limits
in Eq. (4.2), all of them centred at χc but with an increasing comoving length χl,
[χc − χl/2, χc + χl/2]. We take χl, which hereafter we will refer to as ‘integration
length’, to be logarithmic spaced between 5Mpc and 400Mpc, thus taking values of 5,
10.4, 21.5, 44.7, 92.8, 192.7, and 400Mpc (comoving). We do this in order to investigate
how the statistics of our CMB lensing mass observable depend on the relative amount
of large scale structure (LSS) correlated and uncorrelated with the cluster that is
present in the convergence maps. We note that the way in which we compute our
convergence maps from the simulation snapshots neglects the temporal evolution of δ
along the line of sight, since in a snapshot all the particle positions are given at the
same time. The error we introduce by doing this should be negligible for the relatively
small integration lengths (on cosmic scales) that we are considering. We do, however,
take into account the change of the geometrical lensing kernel in Eq. (4.2) along the
line of sight.
To summarise, for each cluster in our catalogue at any of the two considered
redshifts we compute seven convergence maps, each of which corresponds to a different
integration length. We refer to these maps as ‘cluster convergence maps’ at redshift z
with integration length χl.
Furthermore, for each of the two snapshots we compute 105 square convergence
maps centred at random locations in the simulation box, with the same angular size
as the cluster convergence maps (128 arcmin across each direction), and with the two
largest integration lengths used in the computation of the cluster convergence maps.
We refer to these maps as ‘random convergence maps’ at redshift z with integration




In this section we describe our CMB lensing cluster mass observable and how we obtain
mock measurements from our cluster convergence maps in order to produce a mock
data set, which we then analyse in Section 4.4.
We think of each cluster convergence map with a given integration length as the
‘true’ convergence map around the location of that cluster due to the mass distribution
contained within the considered integration length, and we denote it with κc. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, a fixed lensing convergence remaps the CMB anisotropies
in a way that makes it possible for it to be estimated (or ‘reconstructed’) from CMB
observations alone. Throughout this work, except in Section 4.5, we consider an
idealised Planck-like CMB experiment with Gaussian beam with full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 5 arcmin and with Gaussian instrumental noise with temperature
noise levels of 45µKarcmin. We do not study the impact of uncleaned or residual
foregrounds on our results. As already noted above, in Section 4.5 we investigate how
some of our results change with different experimental specifications.
We consider the simplest of the CMB lensing reconstruction techniques, the
quadratic estimators (Hu, 2001; Hu and Okamoto, 2002), thus called because they
are quadratic in the CMB fields. Specifically, we only use the TT quadratic estima-
tor, which produces a reconstructed convergence map out of two copies of a CMB
temperature map. We make this choice because this estimator is close to the optimal
lensing estimator for a Planck-like experiment. Using the flat-sky approximation, which
is accurate given the small angular size of our convergence maps, the reconstructed
convergence map that corresponds to one of our cluster convergence maps, κˆ, can be
written in Fourier space as
κˆ(L) = κc(L) + n(L) . (4.3)
Here, κc(L) is the Fourier transform of the ‘true’ convergence (the cluster convergence
map), and n(L) is the Fourier transform of the reconstruction noise, which in our
simulated experiment has contributions from the primary CMB fluctuations and from
instrumental noise. This noise is approximately Gaussian (Lewis and Challinor, 2006).
Following Hu et al. (2007), in our quadratic estimator implementation we impose a
Fourier-space top-hat low-pass filter on the gradient leg of the estimator, zeroing the
gradient map for modes with L > 2000. This ensures that the quadratic estimator
remains unbiased around regions of large convergence, e.g., in the central regions of
galaxy clusters. In addition, as is customary, we use the lensed CMB power spectrum
in the weighting of the gradient leg of the estimator and in the normalisation, rather
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than the unlensed CMB power spectrum, as this gives (approximately) the correct
response of the estimator κˆ(L) to lenses at wavevector L averaged over all other lensing
modes (Lewis et al., 2011; Hanson et al., 2011). This is the same form of the quadratic
estimator that we used in our analysis of real Planck data in Chapter 2. It provides, to
a good approximation, unbiased reconstructed convergence maps, i.e., ⟨κˆ(L)⟩ = κc(L),
where angular brackets denote ensemble averaging over reconstruction noise, that is,
over CMB and instrumental noise fluctuations.
In our study we do not produce reconstructed maps from our cluster convergence
maps, κc, but instead we directly use the cluster convergence maps themselves. The
reasons for doing this are the following. First, as just noted, to a good approximation
our lensing reconstruction method produces unbiased convergence estimates for the
experimental specifications considered. In addition, the scatter of the final lensing
mass observable arising from reconstruction noise is already well understood. Indeed,
since to a good approximation the reconstruction noise is Gaussian, it is fully described
by its variance, which can be written as
⟨κˆ (L) κˆ∗ (L′)⟩ = δ(2) (L−L′)Nκ(L) , (4.4)
where Nκ(L) is well approximated in our case by N (0)(L), the normalisation of the
quadratic estimator (see e.g., Hu 2001 for an analytic expression). As described below,
our mass observable is linear in the convergence; thus, its scatter due to reconstruction
noise is also Gaussian to a good approximation.
The next step of our measurement pipeline is to match-filter our cluster conver-
gence maps with a cluster convergence model in order to obtain a mass observable
measurement for each cluster. We use exactly the same matched-filter implementation
that was used in Chapter 2, and which follows Melin and Bartlett (2015). As a cluster




(r/rs)(1+r/rs)2 if r ≤ Rtrunc ,
0 if r > Rtrunc ,
(4.5)
where rs is a characteristic scale radius, Rtrunc is the truncation radius, and ρ0 is a





ln(1 + c500)− c500/(1 + c500) , (4.6)
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where ρc(z) is the critical density at the cluster’s redshift, and c500 is the concentration
parameter, which is defined as c500 = R500/rs. As in Chapter 2, we chooseRtrunc = 5R500
and we fix c500 = 3. Thus, in our model, a cluster is completely specified by two
parameters, e.g., M500 and redshift, z. We use this parameterisation throughout this
chapter, and refer to M500 and z as the ‘true cluster parameters’.
As detailed in Chapter 2, we can then write the convergence due to our cluster
model at an angular separation from the cluster centre θ as
κm(θ) = κ0κt(θ; θs) . (4.7)
Here, κ0 is a normalisation such that κ0θ2s is proportional to M500 and κt(θ; θs) is a
circularly-symmetric template function that depends only on θ/θs, where θs is the
angular size of the scale radius rs, θs = rs/dA(z), with dA(z) the angular diameter
distance to the cluster. The template is normalised to unity at θ = θs. Given an
estimate of the convergence around a cluster, κˆ(L), and a fiducial value of the cluster











where Nκ(L) is the variance of the reconstruction noise of κˆ(L), and where the
dependence of κt on θfids is left implicit. This inverse-variance weighting ensures that












We use each cluster’s true mass, M500, as the model fiducial mass, from which we






As discussed in Chapter 2, from this estimator κˆ0 a mass estimator Mˆ500 can be
obtained in a straightforward way, but the signal-to-noise on κˆ0 (or, equivalently, on
Mˆ500) turns out to have better properties as an observable. This is defined as
pobs ≡ κˆ0/σκ0 . (4.11)
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As can be seen from Eq. (4.8), for a given cluster pobs is an unbiased estimator of the
cluster CMB lensing signal-to-noise only if the convergence model, κm, is equal to the
true cluster convergence, κc. As shown in Chapter 2, pobs is more immune to mismatch
between κm and κc. In particular, it is much less dependent on the choice of θfids . We
therefore use pobs as our cluster observable; pobs is also the observable used in Chapter
2.
As mentioned above, the statistics of the lensing reconstruction noise are well
understood, and due to this we do not produce reconstructed convergence maps of
each cluster convergence map, but instead we use each cluster’s true convergence, κc
in place of κˆ in the matched-filtering process. That is, what we compute is the mean
CMB lensing signal-to-noise, p ≡ ⟨pobs⟩, where angular brackets denote averaging over














In part of our analysis – specifically, in Section 4.4.2 – we also treat as noise the
contribution to the cluster convergence maps κc coming from large scale structure
(LSS) uncorrelated with the cluster. In this case, the variance of the reconstructed
convergence, after averaging over reconstruction noise and this uncorrelated LSS, is
therefore N (0)(L) + CκκL , where CκκL is the convergence power spectrum. We also make
measurements of p for all our cluster convergence fields using this variance in the
matched filter.
In summary, we obtain two sets of mock measurements of our cluster CMB lensing
mass observable, p, for all our clusters, which are at two different redshifts, and for
the seven integration lengths χl considered. Each set has a different understanding of
what is thought of as noise in the matched-filtering process. In the first set, noise is
understood as being solely due to reconstruction noise; this data set, which we refer to
as cluster data set B, is analysed in Section 4.4.3. In the second case, the variation
due to uncorrelated LSS is also included in the noise budget; this data set, which we
refer to as cluster data set A, is studied in Section 4.4.2.
We also apply our measurement pipeline to our random convergence maps. The
idea is to obtain the response of our measurement method to an observation that
is not centred on a cluster, but where only the convergence due to random LSS is
present. The use of these observations will become clear in Section 4.4. For each
random convergence map, we obtain a set of measurements following our measurement
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pipeline, using as matched-filter fiducial mass Mfid the centres of 90 equally-spaced
subdivisions of the interval (2–20)×1014M⊙, and as redshift the corresponding snapshot
redshift. Our 105 random convergence fields at each snapshot redshift yield 105 mock
measurements for each mass bin, redshift, and integration length. They constitute
two sets of measurements of p as a function of filter fiducial mass and integration
length, which we refer to as random data set A (in which the LSS power spectrum is
included in the matched filter inverse-variance weighting) and B (in which only the
reconstruction noise power spectrum is included in the matched filter inverse-variance
weighting).
4.4 Statistics of the CMB lensing cluster mass ob-
servable
In this section we analyse our mock observations, which we obtain as detailed in Section
4.3, in order to characterise the statistics of our CMB lensing cluster mass observable.
First, in Section 4.4.1, we describe how we understand our observations in terms of
random variables. We then study our mock observations following the deconvolution
and extrapolation approaches in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively.
4.4.1 Model of observations
Let us consider our noisy CMB lensing cluster mass observable, pobs, with either of our
two choices of matched-filter inverse-variance weighting, and for a given integration
length χl. Let us also consider a point in true cluster parameter space, M500–z. We
can think of pobs as a random variable, with variability arising from different sources.
First, there is reconstruction noise, which arises from the CMB and instrumental
noise fluctuations. In addition, there is a contribution coming from variation in the
true lensing convergence. Indeed, clusters with a given true mass M500 and at a
given redshift z yield, in general, different lensing convergences: they have different
shapes, being in general triaxial, and different large scale structure correlated and
uncorrelated with them, which, in projection along the line of sight, also contributes to
the convergence. Since pobs is linear in the lensing convergence, this variability in the
lensing convergence translates directly into variability in pobs.
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We can write pobs at a given point in true cluster parameter space, M500–z, as a
sum of three random variables (as in Eq. 4.1, repeated here for convenience),
pobs = pc +∆pu +∆pn . (4.13)
Here, ∆pn denotes the contribution to pobs coming from the lensing reconstruction
noise. It is the random variable associated with the response of our matched filter at
the given true cluster parameters to the reconstruction noise n (see Eq. 4.3). Next,
∆pu denotes the contribution coming from LSS uncorrelated with the cluster (hereafter
and for concision, ‘uncorrelated LSS’). It is the random variable associated with the
response of our matched filter at the given true cluster parameters to our random
convergence maps with the considered integration length χl. Finally, pc denotes the
contribution to pobs arising from the cluster itself (that is, from cluster morphology and
orientation) and from LSS along the line of sight correlated with the cluster (hereafter,
‘correlated LSS’). It is defined as the variable that arises from subtracting ∆pu from p,
the variable that results after averaging pobs over ∆pn. In practice, in our deconvolution
approach we determine the distribution of pc by deconvolving the distributions of p
and ∆pu estimated from our mock data sets.
If some real pobs measurements are to be used in a cosmological analysis (e.g., in
order to determine the mass scale of the cluster sample), the conditional probability
density function (pdf) followed by pobs at the true cluster parameters, P (pobs|M500, z),
needs to be determined. In this chapter we propose two different approaches in
order to characterise this conditional pdf. In the first approach, which we refer to
as the deconvolution approach and which is developed in Section 4.4.2, we treat the
scatter arising from reconstruction noise (∆pn) and from uncorrelated LSS (∆pu) as
observational noise, and we then characterise the signal arising only from the cluster
itself and from correlated LSS (pc) with our mock observations. This was the approach
underlying the hierarchical model of Chapter 3; here we aim to justify the choices
of priors on the CMB lensing bias and intrinsic scatter parameters of that work,
1− bCMBlens and σCMBlens, respectively. In the second approach, which we refer to as the
extrapolation approach and which is studied in Section 4.4.3, we think of observational
noise as being solely due to reconstruction noise (∆pn), and then characterise the
signal due to the cluster itself and to both correlated and uncorrelated LSS (pc +∆pu),
extrapolating the results to the full line of sight from z = 0 to last scattering.
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4.4.2 Deconvolution approach
Method
In this approach, our matched filter has both the reconstruction noise and the lensing
convergence power spectra in the inverse-variance weighting (see Eq. 4.8). Let us first
think of a hypothetical set of simulated observations in which the variation due to
lensing by uncorrelated LSS is present from z = 0 back to last scattering, and not just
within a box of a given length along the line of sight, and where reconstruction noise is
also present. In order to study P (pobs|M500, z;χ⋆), we divide it into two layers2.
The first layer is P (pobs|pc,M500, z;χ⋆), which is approximately a Gaussian distri-
bution centred on pc with unit standard deviation. Indeed, first, both ∆pu and ∆pn
have zero expected values. We empirically check that ∆pu has an expected value
consistent with zero as a function of M500 with our random data sets, which can be
thought of as realisations of ∆pu at a given integration length (see below). In addition,
reconstruction noise is approximately Gaussian, and therefore so is ∆pn, which is linear
in it. As we show below, for our experimental specifications, the standard deviation
of ∆pn, σ∆pn , is significantly larger than the standard deviation of ∆pu, σ∆pu , across
the mass range considered, and so the variance of ∆pu + ∆pn is dominated by the
reconstruction noise. For modest levels of non-Gaussianity of ∆pu – expected given
the long integration length χ⋆, the relatively high redshift of the lenses involved, and
the effective low-pass filtering due to the inverse-variance weighting in the matched
filter – we therefore expect the distribution of ∆pu +∆pn to be close to Gaussian. We











where CκκL is the lensing convergence power spectrum, and where, recall, Nκ(L) =
N (0)(L) + CκκL . For z = 0.23 we find σ∆pu/σ∆pn = 0.19 for M500 = 2 × 1014M⊙,
and σ∆pu/σ∆pn = 0.22 for M500 = 1015M⊙; for z = 0.52 we find σ∆pu/σ∆pn = 0.15
for M500 = 2 × 1014M⊙, and σ∆pu/σ∆pn = 0.18 for M500 = 1015M⊙. Finally, our
matched-filter inverse-variance weighting guarantees that ∆pu+∆pn has unit standard
deviation and hence so does the distribution P (pobs|pc,M500, z;χ⋆). In the context of
this deconvolution approach, we refer to P (pobs|pc,M500, z;χ⋆) as observational scatter.
2Here, χ⋆ denotes that the integral along the line of sight is performed from χ = 0 to χ = χ⋆
(i.e., to last scattering); a semicolon is used to stress the fact that, unlike the other two conditioning
variables, χ⋆ is not a cluster-related variable.
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The other layer in which we decompose the scatter of our observable is
P (pc|M500, z;χ⋆), Within the context of this approach, we refer to this variability
as intrinsic scatter. We study this conditional distribution with our mock observations.
First, we assume that P (pc|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) is, to a good approximation, equal
to P (pc|M500, z;χ⋆); we remind that χl = 400Mpc is the largest integration length that
we have considered. Indeed, beyond 200Mpc from the cluster centre, the contribution
from correlated LSS to the convergence should be negligible (see Section 4.4.3 for
a quantitative discussion). Thus, P (pc|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) is what needs to be
determined. In the following, we will denote this pdf simply with P (pc|M500, z).
Unfortunately, our mock observations do not provide us with samples from
P (pc|M500, z). However, our cluster data set A can be thought of as consisting of
samples from P (p,M500|z;χl), where p = pc +∆pu, and where z can be either of our
two redshifts (z = 0.23 and z = 0.52), and χl either of our seven integration lengths
(see Section 4.2). These observations for χl = 400Mpc and z = 0.23 are shown, for
illustrative purposes, in the upper panel of Figure 4.1. In addition, our random data set
A can be thought of as consisting of samples from P (∆pu|M500, z;χl) at the considered
redshifts z, integration lengths χl, and true masses M500 (see Section 4.3). Our route
to obtain P (pc|M500, z) is first to determine P (p|M500, z;χl) as a function of M500 as
slices in M500 of P (p,M500|z;χl), and then, since = pc +∆pu, to (formally) deconvolve
it with P (∆pu|M500, z;χl). We describe this procedure, which takes its name from the
deconvolution step, in detail in the rest of this section.
We first group our mock measurements of p for χl = 400Mpc at z = 0.23 into
90 subsets by binning their corresponding values of M500 into 90 equally-spaced bins
between 2× 1014M⊙ and 1015M⊙. For z = 0.52 we apply a similar binning but then
combine the 33 bins of the high-mass end into groups of three, yielding a total of 68 bins.
We do this in order to compensate for the very small number of clusters per original bin
at the high-mass end for z = 0.52, which in some cases are below 10. We then assume
that the distribution followed by p in each of these bins is P (p|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc),
with M500 equal to the central value of the bin. This is certainly true in the limit
in which the bins are infinitesimal, and should be a good approximation if they are
sufficiently small. For illustrative purposes, an estimate of P (p|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc)
as a function ofM500 can be seen in the lower panel of Figure 4.1 for z = 0.23 (the same
case as the upper panel). It was produced with a kernel density estimation method,
fastKDE (O’Brien et al., 2014, 2016); we note that this illustrative estimate is done
with no previous binning.
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Fig. 4.1 Upper panel: scatter plot of (p,M500) for χl = 400Mpc and z = 0.23. Lower
panel: estimate of the conditional pdf of p, P (p|M500, z;χl), as a function of M500
for the same case as the upper panel, as obtained with the kernel density estimation
package fastKDE.
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We treat each of the M500 bins independently. Let us consider one of our snapshot
redshifts z and one of our M500 bins. We can write P (p|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) as
P (p|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) =∫ ∞
0
P (p|pc,M500, z;χl = 400Mpc)P (pc|M500, z)dpc , (4.15)
where P (p|pc,M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) is equal to P (∆pu|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc) evalu-
ated at ∆pu = p− pc, and where P (pc|M500, z) is the distribution of intrinsic scatter
that we want to characterise (note that we have dropped the dependence on χl following
the convention introduced above, as this pdf for χl = 400Mpc ought to be very close to
that for χl = χ⋆). That is, as anticipated, the pdf of p can be seen as a convolution of
the pdf of pc with the pdf of ∆pu. We then assume that P (pc|M500, z) is approximately
log-normal. Log-normality is a common assumption for the intrinsic scatter of cluster
observables, even if evidence for, e.g., some skewness has been found in some studies
(see, e.g., Becker and Kravtsov 2011). In particular, we model P (ln pc|M500, z)3 with
an Edgeworth series, truncating it after the first three expansion terms. That is, we
assume that P (ln pc|M500, z) can be written as (Wallace, 1958)











Here, ϕ is the standard normal distribution evaluated for (ln pc − µc) /σc, and ϕ(n) is the
n-th derivative of the standard normal distribution, also evaluated for (ln pc − µc) /σc.
The quantities µc, σc, λ3,c, and λ4,c are, respectively, the mean, standard deviation,
skewness, and kurtosis of ln pc. The skewness and kurtosis, in particular, are defined
in terms of the cumulants kn of ln pc as λ3,c = k3/σ3c and λ4,c = k4/σ4c , respectively.
As can be seen from Eq. (4.16), a Gaussian distribution has λ3,c = λ4,c = 0 (and all
higher-order cumulants vanish also). We note that λ4,c is sometimes referred to as
excess kurtosis. We refer to this model of the intrinsic scatter as the log-Edgeworth
model of the intrinsic scatter.
Assuming this model, P (pc|M500, z) is characterised by four parameters, which we
choose to be βc, σc, λ3,c, and λ4,c. Here, βc is a lensing mass bias parameter that is
used in substitution of µc and is defined as follows. As in Chapter 3, we introduce the
3Here and throughout, ln refers to the natural logarithm.
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model mean signal-to-noise at true cluster parameters M500 and z, p¯(βcM500, z), as





where κ0(βcM500, z) is the convergence of the truncated NFW model at the scale radius
for a cluster of mass βcM500, σκ0(βcM500, z) is the noise for the matched filter in this
case, and σM500 (βcM500, z) is the noise of the Mˆ500 matched filter estimator, given by
Eq. (2.24). Following Chapter 3, the lensing mass bias parameter βc is determined
by demanding that ln p¯(βcM500, z) is the mean of ln pc for true clusters of mass M500
at redshift z, i.e., ln p¯(βcM500, z) = µc. As we discuss further below, deviations of βc
from unity arise both from mismatch between the true mean cluster (plus correlated
LSS) convergence and the truncated NFW model at the same mass, and from intrinsic
scatter. Although the model mean cluster signal-to-noise is not the expected value of
any of our random variables, for small σc it is approximately equal to the expected
value of pc, in which case the bias is determined by profile mismatch. We note that in
Chapter 3 βc is denoted with 1− bCMBlens and is assumed to be independent of mass
and redshift.
The mean signal-to-noise p¯, as defined in Eq. (4.17), is shown in Figure 4.2
for our reference Planck-like experiment as a function of M500 for the two redshifts
and the two matched filter inverse-variance weightings considered, one including the
contribution from uncorrelated LSS (dashed lines), and the other one consisting only
of reconstruction noise (solid lines). We remind that the former weighting is the
one considered in this deconvolution approach; the other choice is also shown for
comparison. It can be seen that including LSS in the inverse-variance weighting reduces
the mean signal-to-noise at any given mass, as the observations are understood as
being noisier. This decrement, however, is small, since reconstruction noise dominates
over the variation due to uncorrelated LSS in our reference experiment. We note that
p¯ in Figure 4.2 is computed assuming βc = 1 in Eq. (4.17); p¯ can be evaluated at any
biased mass βcM500 through simple interpolation.
Finally, we use our random data set A to determine the remaining factor of the
integrand of Eq. (4.15), P (∆pu|M500, z;χl = 400Mpc). Recall, this data set consists
of 105 mock measurements of ∆pu for each mass bin, redshift, and integration length
considered. Specifically, for each of our M500 bins we estimate P (∆pu|M500, z;χl =
400Mpc) with the corresponding 105 mock measurements for χl = 400Mpc in a non-
parametric way using the kernel density estimation library fastKDE (O’Brien et al.,
2014, 2016).
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z = 0.23 (LSS)
z = 0.52
z = 0.52 (LSS)
Fig. 4.2 Model mean signal-to-noise, p¯ (βcM500, z), as defined in Eq. (4.17), as a function
of M500 for z = 0.23 (blue curves) and z = 0.52 (red curves) and for our two choices
of matched filter inverse-variance weighting: one including only the reconstruction
noise power spectrum (solid curves); and the other one also including the lensing
convergence power spectrum (dashed curves). All the curves are computed using
Eq. (4.17) assuming βc = 1.
Assuming our log-Edgeworth model for the intrinsic scatter and with the scatter
due to uncorrelated LSS determined with kernel density estimation, Eq. (4.15) can be
thought of as defining the likelihood of our mock measurements of p for χl = 400Mpc
for the four parameters, βc, σc, λ3,c, and λ4,c. Adopting wide flat priors for all four
parameters, we explore the corresponding posterior distributions across our M500 bins
and for our two snapshot redshifts with the emcee package4, generating a total of 105
samples for each bin. In addition, we consider a second case in which we take the
intrinsic scatter P (pc|M500, z) to be log-normal. This model is the particular case of
our log-Edgeworth model in which λ3,c = λ4,c = 0. In this case, the likelihood has
only two parameters, βc and σc. Similarly adopting wide flat priors on the parameters,
we explore the corresponding posteriors with the emcee package, also generating 105
samples for each bin.
4http://dfm.io/emcee/current/
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Results and discussion
Figure 4.3 shows the measured values of βc, σc, λ3,c, and λ4,c as a function of M500 for
our two snapshot redshifts that we obtain with our deconvolution approach. Specifically,
for each M500 bin the median value of each parameter as obtained from the MCMC
samples is shown. The green curves are obtained assuming the log-Edgeworth model
of the intrinsic scatter described in Section 4.4.2, whereas the red curves are obtained
taking the intrinsic scatter to be log-normal. By construction, λ3,c = λ4,c = 0 for the
log-normal case; these constant zero lines are not shown for clarity. The curves are, as
expected, noisy, due to the fact that there is only a finite number of clusters in each
M500 bin. In general, the noise visibly increases with mass, as the number of clusters
per bin decreases. For z = 0.52, however, the noise decreases at the high-mass end due
to the use of wider bins.
In addition, Figure 4.4 shows the histograms of ln p for our simulated clusters
(with χl = 400Mpc) in several selected M500 bins at both snapshot redshifts. The
predictions of our two models, Eq. (4.15) with log-Edgeworth or log-normal intrinsic
scatter, evaluated at the respective median parameter values obtained from our MCMC
samples, are also shown as the green and red curves, respectively.
Several remarks can be made about Figs 4.3 and 4.4. First, in Figure 4.3 it can be
seen that the log-Edgeworth model detects significant non-zero (positive) skewness,
λ3,c, and kurtosis, λ4,c, across most of our mass bins and for both redshifts. At fixed
redshift, λ3,c is observed to decrease with mass, with no significant detection at the
high mass end. On the other hand, λ4,c is observed to depend less strongly on mass
and to be non-zero at all masses. Neither of these parameters exhibit a strong redshift
dependence. The bias, βc, and scatter, σc, obtained assuming the log-Edgeworth
model take values close to those obtained assuming log-normality. A small systematic
difference is observed at lower masses, especially for z = 0.23, which we attribute to
the detection of non-zero skewness and kurtosis, since these two parameters have some
degeneracy with βc and σc.
For both models, βc, is observed to depend on both mass and redshift. At fixed
redshift, it decreases with mass. At fixed mass, it is observed consistently to take larger
values at z = 0.52 than at z = 0.23, the difference being larger at smaller masses. The
scatter, σc, on the other hand, does not have a strong dependence on mass for either
model. However, there does seem to be a small dependence with redshift; at a given
mass, σc generally takes larger values at z = 0.52.
We recall that σc is the standard deviation of ln pc, the logarithm of the contribution
to the signal-to-noise associated with the cluster itself and to correlated LSS. It is
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Fig. 4.3 Measured (median) values of βc (lensing mass bias), σc (scatter), λ3,c (skewness),
and λ4,c (kurtosis) as a function ofM500 for z = 0.23 (left) and z = 0.52 (right) obtained
from the cluster and random data sets A following our deconvolution approach (see
Section 4.4.2). The parameter values obtained assuming our log-Edgeworth model are
shown in green, whereas those obtained assuming log-normality are shown in red.
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Fig. 4.4 Histograms of the values of ln p from the cluster data set A for χl = 400Mpc
for several selected M500 bins and at the two considered snapshot redshifts, z = 0.23
(left panels), and z = 0.52 (right panels). In addition, corresponding predictions from
the log-Edgeworth model of the intrinsic scatter for the median parameter values as
obtained from the MCMC samples are shown in green, and analogous predictions from
the log-normal model of the intrinsic scatter (see Section 4.4.2) are shown in red.
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therefore a measure of how large the fractional scatter on pc, σpc/pc, is, where σpc is
the standard deviation of pc. Thus, we find that the standard deviation of pc due to
the cluster itself and to correlated LSS increases with mass at roughly the same rate
as pc does.
The bias, βc, on the other hand, has a less straightforward interpretation. It depends
both on the mismatch between the convergence model used in the matched filter (in
our case, a truncated NFW profile; see Section 4.3) and the true mean convergence
at the given M500 and z, and on the scatter (and higher moments) at that point in
true cluster parameter space. This is a consequence of βc being defined through the
expected value of ln pc, µc (and not of, e.g., pc). We remind that µc = ln p¯ (βcM500, z),
where p¯ (βcM500, z) is the model mean signal-to-noise defined in Eq. (4.17). In order
understand this better, let us assume that the intrinsic scatter is log-normal. In this
case,




where ⟨pc⟩ is the expected value of pc, which only depends on the true mean convergence
at the point in cluster parameter space considered, and which is equal to the true
expected value of p, since uncorrelated large scale structure has zero expected value.
Note that to simplify the notation, we have only made explicit the dependence of p¯
on βc in Eq. (4.18). Thus, in general, at fixed M500 and z, βc depends on both the
true mean cluster convergence (through ⟨pc⟩) and the scatter, σc. However, in our
case σc ≈ 0.15, so σ2c/2 ≈ 0.01, and ⟨pc⟩ is typically 0.2, so ln ⟨pc⟩ ∼ −1.6. Therefore,
ln p¯ (βc) ≈ ln ⟨pc⟩, i.e., the bias, βc, essentially corrects for the mismatch between the
assumed convergence model used in the matched filter and the true mean convergence.
This is also true if we approximate the intrinsic scatter with our Edgeworth series;
indeed, in this case we find


















For σ ≈ 0.15, λ3,c ≈ 1, and λ4,c ≈ 2, the new (logarithm) term is O(10−4), and
therefore also negligible. This also means that, if the scatter is small, the skewness and
kurtosis also have little impact on the bias. We will see in Section 4.4.2 that using a
model that better fits the true mean convergence yields βc ≈ 1. In addition, in Section
4.4.3, where we consider the extrapolation approach, we will meet an example of the
scatter not being negligible and the bias being sensitive to it as a result.
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Fig. 4.5 Ratio of the expected value of the estimated mass, ⟨Mˆ500⟩, over the true mass,
M500, as a function of M500 for z = 0.23 (solid curve, upper panel) and z = 0.52 (solid
curve, lower panel), obtained as detailed in Section 4.4.2. The dotted curves depict the
associated standard deviations. No evidence for a bias is seen.
Finally, in Figure 4.4 it can be seen that both models fit our mock data rather
well across the mass bins and for both redshifts. Visually, the log-Edgeworth model
(green curves) fits the mock data better than the log-normal model (red curves), as
expected since the latter is a special case of the former and since statistically-significant
skewness and kurtosis are detected throughout the mass bins. This is most apparent
in the histograms corresponding to lower masses, which are less noisy as they contain
a larger number of clusters (see, e.g., the upper-left panel). We note that rigorous
analysis of the goodness of fit of each model and model comparison between the two
models, which could be done by, e.g., comparing their Bayesian evidences as a function
of mass and redshift, are beyond the scope of this work.
Sufficiency of log-normal approximation
In the previous section we presented evidence for the intrinsic scatter not being log-
normal (see Figure 4.3). A question that arises as a consequence is whether assuming
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log-normal intrinsic scatter is a good enough approximation. Here we show that for
Planck clusters log-normal intrinsic scatter is indeed a good approximation that yields
unbiased estimates of M500.
We show that assuming log-normal intrinsic scatter is adequate as follows. First,
we fit a quadratic polynomial to our median values of βc and σc obtained assuming
log-normal intrinsic scatter (red curves in Figure 4.3). We do this by minimising the
mean square error, taking the noise associated to each data point (i.e., to each M500
bin) to be inversely proportional to the square root of the number of halos within that
bin. This produces smooth estimates of βc and σc as a function of M500 which, for each
M500 bin, are much less sensitive to the specific random fluctuation in that bin than
the original data point is. Then, for each M500 bin we use the likelihood that we used
to determine βc and σc, defined in Eq. (4.15), assuming log-normal intrinsic scatter.
This function, fed with our smooth estimates of βc and σc (which we evaluate at the
central mass of the bin) and with the corresponding mock measurements of p, can be
seen as a posterior for M500 (after taking the prior on M500 to be flat and wide). Since
it is a one-dimensional posterior, we explore it by evaluating it for a range of values
of M500 and we compute the expected value, which we denote with ⟨Mˆ500⟩, and the
standard deviation, which we denote with σMˆ500 . Figure 4.5 shows this mean estimated
mass over the true mass M500, ⟨Mˆ500⟩/M500, as a function M500 for our two snapshot
redshifts, along with the corresponding standard deviation, σMˆ500/M500 (depicted with
the dotted lines). No evidence for a bias is seen.
Impact of the choice of cluster convergence model
As argued in Section 4.4.2, at a given point in true cluster parameter (M500–z) space,
the mismatch between the lensing convergence model used in the matched filter and
the true mean lensing convergence profile is the main contribution to the bias, βc. In
particular, if the model matches the true mean lensing profile, then ln p¯ = ln ⟨pc⟩ and
therefore βc ≈ 1. In principle, any reasonable model can be used, and any mismatch
between it and the true mean convergence profile will make βc ̸= 1; its precise value
can be determined as we have described in Section 4.4.2. However, in a matched
filter the signal-to-noise is optimal when the model matches exactly the true signal
to be filtered; therefore, using a different template may yield suboptimal results. In
this section we validate numerically that βc ≈ 1 when the model fits the true mean
convergence well enough by studying a new set of mock match-filtered observations
produced with a more realistic convergence model and we investigate this potential
issue of suboptimality.
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The model that we use in the matched filter in order to produce the mock mea-
surements studied in this chapter is, as described in Section 4.3, an NFW profile with
fixed concentration c500 = 3 (critical) and truncated at Rtrunc = 5R500. This was also
the model used in Chapter 3. Here we consider a more realistic cluster convergence
model, which we write as
κm(M500, z; b, xtrunc) = κ1h(M500, z; b, xtrunc) + κ2h(M500, z) . (4.20)
Here, κ1h(M500, z; b, xtrunc) is the convergence of a truncated NFW profile with a
concentration c500 = 2.6, which is closer to the values reported by Diemer and Kravtsov
(2015) for the mass and redshift range considered here (see the left panel of their
Figure 2), evaluated at a biased mass bM500 and truncated at Rtrunc = xtruncR500.
The second term in the model convergence, κ2h(M500, z), is the two-halo term, which
accounts for LSS correlated with the halo. We compute it following Oguri and Hamana
(2011) and using the Tinker et al. (2010) model of the halo bias. We refer to the
model κm as our fitted truncated NFW+2h model; for comparison purposes, in this
section we refer to our original model as our truncated NFW model. For each M500 bin,
we determine b and xtrunc by fitting κm(M500, z; b, xtrunc) to the corresponding mean
convergence as obtained from our cluster convergence fields. More specifically, for each
M500 bin we obtain a mean convergence map by averaging over the convergence maps
of all the clusters within it, and then we azimuthally average this mean convergence
map over 40 annuli linearly spaced between the halo centre and an angular radius of
90 arcmin. We then fit for b and xtrunc by minimising the mean square error between this
binned convergence and the prediction from our model, κm(M500, z; b, xtrunc), taking
the variance of each annulus to be inversely proportional to its area.
The azimuthally-averaged lensing convergence profile as a function of angular
separation from the halo centre measured from our cluster convergence fields can be
seen in Figure 4.6 for three selected M500 bins (solid curves) at our two snapshot
redshifts, along with the corresponding predictions from our truncated NFW model
(dotted curves) and our fitted truncated NFW+2h model (dash-dot curves). Visually,
the latter model clearly fits the measured average convergence better. The fitted values
of the two free parameters of this model, b and xtrunc, are shown in Figure 4.7. The
bias, b, deviates from b = 1 (no bias) at the few-percent level, whereas the truncation
parameter, xtrunc, takes values around 2, indicating that the two-halo term is already
significant at r ∼ 2R500. We recall that in our truncated NFW model we take xtrunc = 5,
which means that, through the use of a larger truncation radius, this model partially
accounts for the two-halo term contribution within r = 5R500.
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Fig. 4.6 Azimuthally-averaged convergence as a function of angular separation from
the cluster centre, θ, for three representative M500 bins, each identified by a different
colour, for z = 0.23 (upper panel) and z = 0.52 (lower panel). The solid curves show
the empirical convergence as obtained from our convergence maps extracted from
the simulation snapshots; the dotted curves show the prediction from our truncated
NFW model; and the dash-dotted curves show the prediction from our fitted truncated
NFW+2h model. The latter model visibly matches the mean simulation convergence
better than the former one.
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Fig. 4.7 Values of the two free parameters of the fitted truncated NFW+2h model,
b and xtrunc, when fitted to the mean cluster convergence, as a function of M500 for
z = 0.23 (blue curves) and z = 0.52 (green curves).
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Fig. 4.8 Ratio between the expected value of pc, ⟨pc⟩, if the truncated NFW convergence
model is used in the matched filter and the analogous quantity if the fitted truncated
NFW+2h convergence model is used instead, as a function of M500 for z = 0.23 (blue
curves) and z = 0.52 (green curves), as obtained from our mock observations.
We then produce a new set of mock observations from our cluster and random
convergence maps for χl = 400Mpc in exactly the same way that we produced our
cluster and random data sets used in Section 4.4.2 (i.e., as described in Section 4.3) but
using our fitted truncated NFW+2h cluster convergence model in the matched filter
instead of our truncated NFW model. The ratio between the expected value of pc, ⟨pc⟩
(which is equal to the expected value of p, since the contribution from uncorrelated LSS
has zero expected value), for this fitted truncated NFW+2h model and the analogous
quantity for our truncated NFW model is shown in Figure 4.8 as a function of M500 for
our two snapshot redshifts. As expected, the fitted truncated NFW+2h model yields a
higher mean signal-to-noise, since it fits the signal to be matched by the matched filter
better; the difference is larger for z = 0.52. Next, we apply our deconvolution approach,
as described in 4.4.2, to these new mock observations in order to obtain the values
of βc and σc for this convergence model; we only consider log-normal scatter. These
values are shown in Figure 4.9 as a function of M500 for our two snapshot redshifts.
As anticipated in Section 4.4.2, βc ≈ 1 throughout our mass bins. At high masses,
σc takes similar values to those that we obtain with our truncated NFW model (see
Figure 4.3), but at low masses it takes visibly higher values, especially for z = 0.52. In
fact, for this redshift, at low masses βc is visibly smaller than 1, which we attribute
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Fig. 4.9 Lensing mass bias, βc (upper), and scatter, σc (lower), as a function of M500 for
z = 0.23 (blue curves) and z = 0.52 (green curves) obtained following the deconvolution
approach using our fitted truncated NFW+2h convergence model in the matched filter.
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to the corresponding larger values of σc (as detailed in Section 4.4.2, at fixed mean
convergence, a larger value of σc yields a lower value of βc). We attribute this to
the fact that it is more spatially extended, and therefore more sensitive to variations
around the mean convergence due to correlated LSS.
The fact that the mean signal-to-noise is larger for the fitted truncated NFW+2h
model than it is for the truncated NFW model, but that the intrinsic scatter is also
larger for the fitted truncated NFW+2h model at lower masses, poses the question of
which model is more optimal, i.e., which one yields, after calibration, tighter constraints
onM500? We investigate this question by using new mock observations drawn as samples
from our hierarchical model. Let us consider one of our two convergence models. First,
for each redshift we fit a polynomial to the corresponding measurements of βc and σc
as a function of M500 obtained assuming log-normality (the posterior median values;
i.e., the values shown in Figs 4.3 and 4.9). This yields a smooth estimate of βc and σc
as a function of M500 for each redshift, which we take to be the true values of these
parameters. This smoothing of βc and σc is necessary for the subsequent posteriors of
M500 to be smooth (see below). Then, using these smooth estimates and Eq. (4.17),
we compute p¯ at the central value of each of our M500 bins. Next, for each bin we
draw 104 samples from a Gaussian centred at ln p¯ with standard deviation equal to the
smooth estimate of σc at the bin centre. We exponentiate these samples, which yields
a set of samples of pc for each bin, and we finally add, to each of them, a sample from
a Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation unity. This procedure generates
a set of mock observations of pobs drawn according to our hierarchical model (with
log-normal intrinsic scatter). We apply this procedure to both convergence models,
using the same random seed for each model so that the random fluctuations are the
same.
Next, we use these mock observations of pobs for each convergence model in order to
constrain, for each mass bin, its corresponding value ofM500. We do this by considering
the likelihood associated with the hierarchical model used to generate these mock
observations: fixing the values of βc and σc to their (smooth) input values, this likelihood
can be seen as a function of M500. Assuming a wide flat prior, it yields a posterior for
M500 for each mass bin. This is very similar to the way in which we obtained a posterior
for M500 in Section 4.4.2, where we tested the impact of assuming log-normal intrinsic
scatter; the only difference is that the pdf with which we convolve the intrinsic scatter
pdf is the unit standard-deviation Gaussian that describes the full observational scatter,
and not the pdf associated with the uncorrelated LSS within a given integration length,
as is the case in Section 4.4.2. Each posterior is one-dimensional, so we explore them
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by evaluating them at a range of values of M500 and then we compute their standard
deviations, which we denote with σNFW
Mˆ500
for the truncated NFW convergence model
and with σNFW+2h
Mˆ500
for the fitted truncated NFW+2h convergence model and which we
use as a metric of constraining power.
We find that at a given point in true cluster parameter (M500–z) space, σNFWMˆ500 and
σNFW+2h
Mˆ500
are within a few percent of each other. The exact value of their ratio as a
function of M500 is quite sensitive to the details of the polynomial fit to βc and σc
(specifically, the polynomial degree and the weighting of each bin), especially at the
high-mass end. However, we consistently find some trends. For z = 0.23, σNFW+2h
Mˆ500
is
about 1–2% larger than σNFW
Mˆ500
at low masses, and about 0.5–1% smaller at intermediate
and high masses. That is, the original truncated NFW model slightly outperforms the
fitted truncated NFW+2h model at low masses, but becomes less optimal at higher
masses. We argue that this is due to the intrinsic scatter σc being larger at low masses
for the fitted truncated NFW+2h model (see Figs 4.3 and 4.9). At higher masses,
however, the scatters take similar values, and therefore the small difference in mean
signal-to-noise (see Figure 4.8), which favours the fitted truncated NFW+2h model,
becomes the main source of difference in constraining power. For z = 0.52, the results
are more sensitive to the fitting details, since there are fewer clusters, especially at
the high-mass end, where we cannot determine any trend conclusively. At low masses,
however, we find σNFW+2h
Mˆ500
to be about 5–10% larger than σNFW
Mˆ500
, and about 1–3%
at intermediate masses. As at z = 0.23, we attribute this to the (now much larger)
intrinsic scatter difference between the two models (see Figs 4.3 and 4.9).
In summary, we find that, at low masses, the fitted truncated NFW+2h convergence
model, despite yielding higher signal-to-noise measurements, performs slightly worse
than the truncated NFW convergence model due to it having a larger associated
intrinsic scatter. For z = 0.23, the situation is reversed at intermediate and high
masses, where the intrinsic scatter is similar. These differences, however, are small, at
the few percent level.
Priors in Chapter 3
As already noted in Section 4.4.2, the approach to understanding the observations
considered in this section underlies the hierarchical model of Chapter 3, where 1 −
bCMBlens, σCMBlens, and the variable pt correspond to βc, σc, and pc here, respectively.
We note, however, that 1− bCMBlens in Chapter 3 is also intended to account for the
few-percent negative bias due to cluster miscentering. In that work, the intrinsic scatter
is assumed to be log-normal, which, as shown in Section 4.4.2, is a sufficiently good
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approximation, and priors are imposed on 1 − bCMBlens and σc. These are Gaussian
priors centred at 1− bCMBlens = 0.93 and σCMBlens = 0.2, both with standard deviation
of 0.05.
The cluster sample used in Chapter 3 is the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample,
which consists of 439 SZ-detected clusters (see Planck 2015 results XXVII 2016). In it,
most clusters are at low redshift (see Figure 1 of Planck 2015 results XXVII 2016),
with 246 out of 433 clusters with measured redshift being at z < 0.23 (z = 0.23 being
the redshift of our low-redshift snapshot), and 311 being at z < 0.3. Only 22 clusters
are at z > 0.52 (i.e., above the redshift of our high-redshift snapshot). Also, in Figure 1
of Planck 2015 results XXVII (2016) it can be seen that most cluster masses take
values lying around the centre of our considered mass range at lower redshifts, and
values towards our high-mass end at higher redshifts. The latter is particularly true
for clusters with redshifts close to our high-redshift snapshot. Therefore, most of the
clusters in the sample lie within the region of mass–redshift parameter space where
the priors imposed on 1− bCMBlens and σCMBlens in Chapter 3 are consistent with our
measurements of βc (plus a few percent decrement due to miscentering; see Chapter 2)
and σc, respectively.
4.4.3 Extrapolation approach
Statistics as a function of integration length
In the extrapolation approach, only the reconstruction noise power spectrum is present
in the matched-filter inverse-variance weighting (see Eq. 4.8). As in Section 4.4.3, let
us first think of a hypothetical set of simulated observations with reconstruction noise
and with LSS present from z = 0 back to last-scattering. Since reconstruction noise is
approximately Gaussian, as a consequence of our choice of matched-filter weighting
P (pobs|p,M500, z;χ⋆) is approximately a unit-variance Gaussian centred on p. We
remind that p = pc+∆pu, and that χ⋆ denotes that integration is performed from z = 0
back to last-scattering. In order to fully determine the statistics of pobs at given true
cluster parameters, M500 and z, what remains to be characterised is P (p|M500, z;χ⋆).
In the context of this approach we refer to the variability due to reconstruction noise,
P (pobs|p,M500, z;χ⋆), as observational scatter, and to the remaining variability, due
to the cluster itself, correlated and uncorrelated LSS, P (p|M500, z;χ⋆), as intrinsic
scatter. We note that this way of understanding the scatter is different from that made
in Section 4.4.2, in which the variation due to uncorrelated LSS is understood as being
part of the observational scatter.
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The aim of the rest of this section is to determine P (p|M500, z;χ⋆), which we do
with our mock observations, namely with our cluster and random data sets B. We first
study the statistics of p as a function of M500, z, and integration length, χl. We can
do this with the mock observations of cluster data set B, which can be thought of as
samples from P (p,M500|z;χl), where χl can be any of the seven integration lengths
that we consider; P (p|M500, z;χl) can be obtained as slices in M500 of P (p,M500|z;χl).
In particular, for each of our two snapshot redshifts and each of our seven values of
χl, we divide our data points into 90 subsets, binning M500 in 90 equally-spaced bins
between 2× 1014M⊙ and 1015M⊙. As in Section 4.4.2, we think of the value of p of
each data point falling within a given bin as a sample of P (p|M500, z;χl), M500 being
the mass at the bin centre.
In order to characterise the distribution P (p|M500, z;χl), we first compute its
empirical mean, which we denote with ⟨p⟩, with the values of p within each mass bin.
We also compute the empirical mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of
P (ln p|M500, z;χl), which we denote with µ, σ, λ3, and λ4, respectively, as a function
of M500 and χl for our two snapshots. Analogously to what is done in Section 4.4.2, λ3
and λ4 are defined in terms of the cumulants of P (ln p|M500, z;χl), kn, as λ3 = k3/σ3
and λ4 = k4/σ4, respectively. Also as in Section 4.4.2, instead of presenting our results
in terms of µ, we introduce a bias parameter, β, which is defined in an analogous way
to βc in Section 4.4.2, i.e., by imposing that ln p¯(βM500, z) = µ, where p¯(βM500, z) is
given by Eq. (4.17), noting that σM500 is now the noise of the matched filter with only
reconstruction noise in the inverse-variance weighting.
Figure 4.10 shows ⟨p⟩ and β as a function of integration length for three selected
mass bins for the z = 0.23 snapshot. We obtain the error bars with bootstrapping,
resampling from our cluster data points (M500, p), with a (M500, p) pair taken as a
single data point so that the correlation structure is not lost. As expected, the errors
are larger for higher masses, as there are fewer clusters per bin. In addition, our
measurements of β, σ, λ3, and λ4 are shown in Figure 4.11 as a function of M500 and
integration length for our two redshifts. For the sake of clarity, only four integration
lengths have been included.
Since p is linear in the lensing convergence (see Eq. 4.12), ⟨p⟩ is linear in the mean
lensing convergence within a given integration length at given true cluster parameters
and is insensitive to other moments of the convergence. This is illustrated in the
upper panel of Figure 4.10: ⟨p⟩ responds to the change in the mean convergence as
the integration length is increased starting from its lowest value, increasing as more
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Fig. 4.10 Expected value of p, ⟨p⟩, (upper panel) and bias, β, (lower panel) as a function
of integration length, χl, (in comoving Mpc) for three representative M500 bins, as
obtained from the cluster data set B (see Section 4.4.3). The error bars are obtained
with bootstrapping.
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Fig. 4.11 Measured values of β (bias), σ (scatter), λ3 (skewness), and λ4 (kurtosis) as
a function of M500 and integration length, χl, for z = 0.23 (left) and z = 0.52 (right),
as obtained from cluster data set B (see Section 4.4.3).
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correlated LSS is added, but this growth plateaus at large integration lengths, where
effectively only zero-mean uncorrelated LSS is being added.
The bias parameter β, however, defined in terms of ln p, is not linear in the conver-
gence. In general it feels both the effect of the mean convergence at a given integration
length and of the variance, and higher moments, around the mean convergence. In
Section 4.4.2 we saw that the analogous parameter defined in the context of the de-
convolution approach, βc, is effectively only sensitive to the mean convergence, due to
the fact that the intrinsic scatter is small; that is, this analogous parameter essentially
corrects the mismatch between the true mean convergence and the model used in the
matched filter. Following an argument similar to that in Section 4.4.2, and assuming
log-normality (as shown in Eq. 4.19, the effect of the skewness and the kurtosis is
higher order in the scatter and therefore negligible),
ln p¯(βM500, z) = ln ⟨p⟩ − σ
2
2 . (4.21)
At low integration lengths, σ is small, as can be seen in Figure 4.11, and, as in the
analogous case in Section 4.4.2, negligible. The bias, β, is therefore just sensitive to the
mean convergence profile through ln ⟨p⟩, which at low integration lengths changes with
integration length, as there is still correlated LSS that is being added. In particular,
we can see in Figure 4.10 that β initially increases with integration length. As the
integration length increases, however, the mean convergence changes progressively less,
which can be seen in the plateauing of ⟨p⟩ in Figure 4.10, and more uncorrelated LSS
is added, with σ increasing as a result (see Figure 4.11). Equation (4.21) shows that at
fixed ⟨p⟩, if σ increases p¯ decreases and, as a consequence, so does β. This fall with
integration length is observed at high integration lengths in Figs 4.10 and 4.11, being
more pronounced at lower masses.
In Figure 4.10 it can also be seen that β and σ decrease withM500 for both redshifts,
analogously to βc and σc in Section 4.4.2. In addition, the skewness, λ3, and kurtosis,
λ4, exhibit a similar qualitative behaviour as a function of integration length across
mass and for both redshifts: they both take lower values for χl = 5Mpc, the shortest
integration length considered, grow with χl to reach some maximum value, and then
decrease beyond this as effectively only uncorrelated LSS is added. That is, above
some value of χl, as integration length increases the intrinsic scatter, due to the cluster
itself, correlated and uncorrelated LSS, becomes increasingly log-normal. As in Section
4.4.2, the skewness and the kurtosis are generally lower for z = 0.52 than for z = 0.23.
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Extrapolation
The fact that for large values of χl, at which effectively only uncorrelated LSS is added
on increasing χl further, P (p|M500, z;χl) becomes increasingly log-normal motivates
the following approach to obtain P (p|M500, z;χ⋆), the ultimate goal of this section.
For a given integration length χl, p = pc +∆pu. Since pc and ∆pu are independent
random variables, the cumulants of p are equal to the cumulants of pc plus the cumulants
of ∆pu. In particular, the mean of p, ⟨p⟩, is equal to the mean of pc, since ∆pu has
zero mean, and σ2p = σ2pc + σ2∆pu , where σ2p, σ2pc , and σ2∆pu are the variances of p, pc, and
∆pu, respectively.
For χl = 400Mpc we measure ⟨p⟩ and σ2p from our cluster data set B and σ2∆pu from
our random data set B across the 90 M500 bins. We then obtain σ2pc by subtraction.
Since this integration length effectively contains all LSS correlated with the cluster,
our measured values of ⟨p⟩ and σ2pc are the same as the values of such cumulants for
χl = χ⋆, which we denote with ⟨p⟩ (χ⋆) and σ2pc(χ⋆), respectively. Thus, we just need
to determine σ2∆pu(χ⋆), the variance associated with LSS from z = 0 to last-scattering.











L (χl) , (4.22)
where CκκL (χl) is the power spectrum of the lensing convergence within the comoving
distance interval specified by χl, and the other variables are the same as in Eq. (4.12).
We compute CκκL (χl) with CAMB5 using the nonlinear matter power spectrum and
the Limber approximation. We find that for χl = 400Mpc and for χl = 192.7Mpc,
σ2∆pu(χl) computed this way is within a few percent of the value we measure across
our M500 bins and our two redshifts. We also find that, for a given redshift and mass
bin, the small fractional disagreement for χl = 400Mpc is very similar to that for
χl = 192.7Mpc. This motivates us to compute σ2∆pu(χ⋆) using Eq. (4.22) with a simple
rescaling in each mass bin and at each redshift by the appropriate factor obtained
empirically for χl = 400Mpc. We add this rescaled value of σ2∆pu(χ⋆) to σ2pc(χ⋆) to
obtain finally σ2p(χ⋆)
We then assume that P (p|M500, z;χ⋆) is log-normal. Denoting the mean and
standard deviation of P (ln p|M500, z;χ⋆) with µe and σe, respectively, we compute
them by imposing that the mean and variance of P (p|M500, z;χ⋆) have the values
⟨p⟩ (χ⋆) and σ2p(χ⋆) that we determine as described above. Following Sections 4.4.2 and
5www.camb.info
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4.4.3, instead of presenting our results in terms of µe we introduce a bias parameter, βe,
defined such that ln p¯(βeM500, z) = µe, with p¯ given by Eq. (4.17) (where σM500 is now
computed with only the reconstruction noise power spectrum in the inverse-variance
matched-filter weighting).
The bias, βe, and scatter, σe, obtained this way are shown in Figure 4.12. As
expected, the addition of a large amount of uncorrelated LSS significantly decreases
βe compared to our previous measurements of β for smaller integration lengths (see
Figure 4.11 and Eq. 4.21). This is true across our M500 range and for both redshifts,
the effect being more significant at lower masses. Similarly, the scatter has increased
substantially with respect to the values observed for smaller integration lengths (see
also Figure 4.11), being dominated by uncorrelated LSS.
We remark that this extrapolation approach relies on the assumption of log-normality
of P (p|M500, z;χ⋆), an assumption that, although motivated by our mock observations
(see, e.g., Figure 4.11), we cannot check empirically. A more rigorous approach to
study the full line-of-sight intrinsic scatter would involve considering full lightcone
simulations of the lensing convergence from z = 0 back to last-scattering (see, e.g.,
Giocoli et al. 2016), something that is beyond the scope of this work.
In summary, this extrapolation approach treats the total scatter due to the cluster
and to correlated and uncorrelated LSS as log-normal, and reconstruction noise as
Gaussian. In contrast, the deconvolution approach (Section 4.4.2) treats the scatter
due to the cluster and to correlated LSS as log-normal (or close to log-normal), and
the scatter due to uncorrelated LSS and reconstruction noise as Gaussian. For an
experiment like Planck, both approaches are essentially equivalent. Indeed, as shown
in Section 4.4.2, the scatter due to the cluster and to correlated LSS is approximately
log-normal, at least for mid to high-mass clusters, and the scatter due to uncorrelated
LSS and reconstruction noise is roughly Gaussian, since reconstruction noise is almost
Gaussian and dominates over uncorrelated LSS (which itself is approximately Gaussian
on the scales relevant for cluster mass estimation with Planck). In addition, as argued
in this section, the total scatter due to the cluster and to correlated and uncorrelated
LSS is approximately log-normal for a Planck-like experiment.
This equivalence may no longer be valid for future experiments, which will have lower
reconstruction noise, i.e., higher signal-to-noise per cluster, and probe the convergence
on smaller angular scales. If reconstruction noise becomes comparable with the scatter
due to uncorrelated LSS, approximating the summed scatter as Gaussian may no
longer be accurate. The extrapolation approach, therefore, may be preferable in such
cases. We note that the extrapolation approach does not include the LSS convergence
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Fig. 4.12 Measured values of the lensing mass bias, βe (upper panel), and scatter, σe
(lower panel), extrapolated to include uncorrelated LSS from z = 0 to last-scattering
for our Planck-like reference experiment as a function of M500 and for z = 0.23 (blue
curves) and z = 0.52 (green curves).
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power spectrum in the inverse-variance weighting of the matched filter, and, as a
consequence, does not optimise for it, as opposed to the deconvolution approach. There
is therefore some signal-to-noise loss in the extrapolation approach with respect to the
deconvolution approach. For Planck, which is reconstruction-noise dominated, this loss
is small, but it may be more significant in lower reconstruction noise scenarios.
4.5 Different observational specifications
We briefly consider how the results obtained with our extrapolation approach vary
if we assume a different experimental setup. In particular, we consider an idealised
experiment analogous to the Planck-like experiment considered throughout this chapter
but with a FWHM = 1.4 arcmin and with temperature noise levels of 7µKarcmin;
this is intended to resemble AdvACT. We consider two different lensing quadratic
estimators, the TT quadratic estimator, which is the one used throughout this chapter
for our Planck-like experiment, and the EB quadratic estimator. For both quadratic
estimators we use a maximum multipole of l = 2000 in the gradient leg and of l = 3000
in the field leg.
The EB quadratic estimator differs from the TT quadratic estimator in that it
takes as input one map of the (lensed) E-mode and one map of the (lensed) B-
mode CMB polarisation in order to estimate the lensing convergence, instead of two
copies of the (lensed) temperature anisotropies. (See Hu and Okamoto 2002 for
the detailed construction of the EB estimator.) The E-modes and B-modes are a
useful basis-independent description of the (linear) polarisation of the CMB (Seljak and
Zaldarriaga, 1997; Kamionkowski et al., 1997). Lensing reconstruction with polarisation
is significantly noisier than reconstruction with temperature for an experiment like
Planck (Planck 2018 results VIII, 2018). Indeed, for this experiment, for a cluster
with M500 = 5 × 1014M⊙ at redshift z = 0.23 and with the convergence profile of
our matched-filter template (Eq. 4.7), we find, using Eq. (4.17) with βc = 1, a mean
signal-to-noise of ⟨p⟩ = 0.21 if the TT quadratic estimator is used. If the EB quadratic
estimator is used instead, we find ⟨p⟩ = 0.03. The situation is, however, different
for our AdvACT-like experiment, for which, for the same cluster, we find ⟨p⟩ = 0.42
if the TT estimator is used, and ⟨p⟩ = 0.41 if the EB estimator is used. The EB
estimator therefore provides a signal-to-noise similar to that of the TT estimator for
this experimental set-up. It also has the additional interest that it is less sensitive
to extragalactic foregrounds than the TT estimator. In the cluster context, the TT
estimator in particular suffers from contamination due to the thermal and kinetic SZ
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Fig. 4.13 Measured values of the lensing mass bias, βe (upper panel), and scatter, σe
(lower panel), extrapolated to include uncorrelated LSS from z = 0 to last-scattering,
for an AdvACT-like experiment with the TT quadratic estimator (in blue) for z = 0.23
(solid curves) and z = 0.52 (dotted curves). Analogous results for the EB quadratic
estimator are shown in green.
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effects from the cluster itself, the latter being difficult to remove given that it has the
same frequency dependence as the CMB anisotropies, while the polarisation signal
from such effects is a negligible contaminant (Raghunathan et al., 2017). We note
that the other three quadratic estimators, the TE, the TB, and the EE estimators,
yield, in this scenario, smaller mean signal-to-noise ratios, ⟨p⟩ = 0.22, ⟨p⟩ = 0.14, and
⟨p⟩ = 0.24, respectively. We therefore do not consider them here.
The extrapolated bias, βe, and scatter, σe, that we obtain using the TT and EB
quadratic estimators for our AdvACT-like set-up are shown in Figure 4.13. It can
be observed that the values of βe and σe as a function of M500 and z depend on the
choice of quadratic estimator and, also, on the experiment specifications (compare with
Figure 4.12, where analogous results are shown for the Planck-like experiment). This
implies that, although the calibration approaches presented in this work may be applied
to other lensing estimation techniques and experimental set-ups, their numerical results
require case-by-case consideration.
4.6 Conclusion
We have studied the statistics of a CMB lensing galaxy cluster mass observable, p, for
a Planck-like experiment with mock observations obtained from an N -body simulation,
characterising the biased mean signal and the scatter, and deviations from log-normality,
due to the variation associated with the cluster and with correlated and uncorrelated
LSS. This characterisation is essential for a cosmological analysis that may make use
of this mass observable (e.g., Chapter 3) to deliver unbiased results.
We have followed two alternative routes in order to quantify the statistics of
this mass observable. First, in our deconvolution approach (Section 4.4.2), we have
treated the variation due to uncorrelated LSS as noise in the matched-filtering process,
where it adds to the reconstruction noise, and then characterised the mean signal and
the variation due to the cluster itself and to correlated LSS (what we call intrinsic
scatter) with our mock observations. We find this intrinsic scatter to be roughly log-
normal, although significant skewness and kurtosis are detected, as in similar studies
of galaxy weak lensing cluster mass measurements (e.g., Becker and Kravtsov 2011,
where significant positive skewness is found). This approximate log-normality and
our measured values of the bias, βc, and the scatter, σc, serve as justification for the
priors on the analogous parameters used in Chapter 3. Second, in our extrapolation
approach (Section 4.4.3) we have considered the variation due to the cluster itself and
to both correlated and uncorrelated LSS as intrinsic scatter. We find with our mock
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observations that this scatter becomes increasingly log-normal as we integrate along
longer paths, which motivates us to extrapolate our results in order to incorporate the
scatter due to uncorrelated LSS from z = 0 back to CMB last-scattering assuming
log-normality.
We have also considered, for illustration, how our extrapolation results change if
a different experimental set-up is assumed (an AdvACT-like experiment; see Section
4.5). While the qualitative trends with mass and redshift are similar, numerical results
for βe and σe differ significantly from those obtained for the Planck-like experiment.
This implies that ongoing and future experiments that may want to use our CMB
lensing mass observable for, e.g., mass calibration in a cluster counts analysis, will
have to quantify its statistics for the particular case of their experiment specifications.
Our numerical results, for both a Planck-like and an AdvACT-like experiment, are
not transferable to other experiments. Different cluster mass observables (e.g., the
observable proposed in Raghunathan et al. 2017 or in Horowitz et al. 2019) are also
expected to have different statistics and would also require custom calibration if they
were to be used in a cosmological analysis.
As demonstrated in this work, simulations provide a useful means to quantify the
statistics of CMB lensing cluster mass observables. Future work, however, will be
needed in order to improve upon and extend our results on several fronts, for this CMB
lensing observable and for others. First, the impact of baryonic effects on our results is
difficult to quantify. Simulations that incorporate baryonic effects may be useful in
this respect, although currently the number of massive galaxy clusters produced in
such simulations is not large enough in order to compete statistically with the results
presented in this chapter. Indeed, the number of galaxy clusters from state-of-the
art simulations with baryons is only around 10–100 (Barnes et al., 2016; Planelles
et al., 2017; Truong et al., 2017; Henden et al., 2019), significantly lower than our
number of clusters, around 104. Furthermore, the possible dependence of our results on
cosmological parameters has yet to be determined. The impact of deviations from log-
normality on the mass calibration of a cluster sample and, in turn, on the cosmological
constraints drawn from such sample also remains to be investigated (potentially along
the lines of, e.g., Shaw et al. 2010). We have argued that this is a negligible effect for
the Planck galaxy clusters, but it may not be negligible for future CMB experiments,
which will deliver higher signal-to-noise CMB lensing cluster mass measurements. The
correlations of CMB lensing mass observables with other cluster observables (e.g., the
SZ and X-ray signals) also need to be quantified; simulations with baryons may also
be useful in this respect. Future CMB experiments such as CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al.,
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2016) will enable SZ counts analyses in which the SZ–mass scaling relations will be able
to be calibrated completely with CMB lensing masses alone to sub-percent accuracy
(Louis and Alonso, 2017). If their full statistical power is to be realised without biases,
assessing the impact of these potential issues and accurately determining biases, scatter





In this thesis we have presented a cosmological analysis of the number counts of the
galaxy clusters in the Planck MMF3 cosmology sample across tSZ signal-to-noise, CMB
lensing signal-to-noise, and redshift. This sample consists of 439 Planck tSZ-detected
galaxy clusters, selected on tSZ signal-to-noise. We have used the tSZ and redshift
measurements as obtained by the Planck collaboration, and we have measured the
CMB lensing signal-to-noise values of most of the clusters in the sample (433, those with
measured redshift) from Planck temperature data, calibrating our CMB lensing cluster
mass observable with mock observations from an N -body simulation. The cluster
abundance across tSZ signal-to-noise and redshift provides most of the constraining
power in our analysis, whereas the CMB lensing signal-to-noise measurements set the
absolute cluster mass scale, which we have parametrised through an SZ mass bias
parameter, 1− bSZ. Assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmological model, and forward-modelling
our cluster data self-consistently, we have found σ8(Ωm/0.33)0.25 = 0.765 ± 0.035,
Ωm = 0.33±0.02, σ8 = 0.76±0.04, and 1−bSZ = 0.71±0.10. These constraints on ΛCDM
parameters are in agreement with constraints from power spectrum measurements
from Planck and from other low-redshift and high-redshift cosmological probes, and
the constraint on the SZ mass bias is similarly in agreement with a number of other
constraints on this parameter. These constraints also demonstrate the power of CMB
lensing measurements to calibrate the absolute mass scale in cluster counts analyses,
which will certainly be exploited further in the future.
Our analysis can be seen as a revisit of the tSZ counts analysis with CMB lensing
mass calibration presented in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016). That analysis also used
the MMF3 cosmology sample, and the 433 clusters in it with measured redshift were also
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used as the mass calibration sample. However, unlike in our analysis, the cluster mass
calibration was attained through a prior on the SZ mass bias parameter, 1/(1− bSZ) =
0.99± 0.19, which was obtained from Planck CMB lensing mass measurements of the
clusters in the calibration sample. With such a prior, and assuming a flat ΛCDM
cosmology, this analysis found Ωm = 0.32 ± 0.03, σ8 = 0.71 ± 0.03. The fact that
the constraint on σ8 is in tension with the Planck CMB-derived constraint on this
parameter, σ8 = 0.8111 ± 0.0060 (Planck 2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing results;
Planck 2018 results VI 2018), led us to reanalyse this cluster sample with CMB lensing
mass calibration. We have argued that an unaccounted-for selection effect and a slightly
different CMB lensing cluster mass observable are responsible for the difference between
our results and those in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016).
Beyond our main results, the cosmological constraints presented in Chapter 3, other
conclusions can be drawn from this thesis. Chapter 2 reveals how difficult cluster
CMB lensing measurements are with current data (e.g., how small the signal-to-noise
per cluster is, and how important foreground and mean-field removal are), yet it
also demonstrates, as already shown in Planck 2015 results XXIV (2016), that such
measurements are possible for current Planck data, with our measurements constituting
a 4.5σ detection of cluster CMB lensing. This chapter also highlights the importance
of the choice of a good mass observable. We indeed concluded that the CMB lensing
signal-to-noise is better-behaved as an observable than the mass estimate itself, the
former being essentially insensitive to the choice of matched filter input angular scale
and to the assumed cosmology.
In Chapter 3 we presented the novel likelihood with which we performed our cluster
counts analysis. This likelihood takes as data the total number of clusters in the
sample, their sky locations, and the tSZ signal-to-noise, CMB lensing signal-to-noise,
and redshift values of each cluster. In it, the Poissonian nature of cluster counts is
encapsulated in an overall Poisson term for the total number of clusters. This differs
from the usual Poisson counts-in-cell approach, having the advantage of avoiding
binning in data space, which can be rather arbitrary and can entail a loss of signal-
to-noise. A second term in the likelihood accounts for the clusters’ sky locations, and
a third term for their ‘mass data points’, their measured tSZ signal-to-noise, CMB
lensing signal-to-noise, and redshift values. In this ‘mass data likelihood’, the cluster
observables are modelled self-consistently through a hierarchical model that accounts
for possible biases in each observable and for intrinsic and observational scatter around
them. In this chapter we highlighted the importance of this consistent modelling of
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cluster observables: it is an essential ingredient to obtain unbiased results given the
presence of selection effects.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we calibrated the bias and the scatter of our preferred cluster
CMB lensing mass observable, the CMB lensing signal-to-noise, with mock observations
obtained from an N -body simulation. We also quantified deviations from the commonly-
assumed log-normality in the scatter. This chapter demonstrates how crucial it is
to understand the response of a given cluster mass observable to realistic realistic
mass distributions of galaxy clusters and their environments, with simulations being a
convenient way to do this. In particular, we argued that the bias in the observable
must be accurately determined, as it is degenerate with the cluster mass, and therefore
with parameters such as Ωm and σ8. The intrinsic scatter has to be quantified as well
if accurate cosmological constraints are to be obtained. In addition, in Chapter 4 we
emphasised that these parameters must be determined for the precise specifications of
the observable as it is used in the real analysis. As we illustrated quantitatively, changes
in, for example, the convergence model used in the matched filter (e.g., NFW profile
vs. NFW profile + two-halo term), or in the experimental specifications, significantly
affect the observable bias and scatter. This will be especially important for future
cluster surveys (e.g., from CMB-S4), in which, in order to achieve all their constraining
potential, the cluster mass scale will have to be determined to percent-level accuracy,
which means that sub-percent-level calibration of the mass observables used to set this
mass scale will have to be attained.
5.2 The coming years
As noted in Chapter 1, cluster cosmology is in a very exciting time, with competitive
constraints currently being derived, and with a potential statistical tension to be
addressed. A lot of effort is currently being put into analysing data from past and
present surveys (e.g., RASS, HSC-SSP, DES, KiDS, Planck, SPT, ACT), a task that
will continue in the future. This often involves comparing data from observations at
different frequencies in search of possible systematic biases. An example of this is the
comparison of Planck SZ-selected clusters with X-ray selected clusters in Rossetti et al.
(2016), Rossetti et al. (2017), and Andrade-Santos et al. (2017), which suggests that
X-ray surveys preferentially detect relaxed, centrally-peaked clusters, and which, as a
consequence, raises questions about how representative past X-ray samples are (Pratt
et al., 2019). Comparing, and also combining, data from surveys at different frequencies
will become increasingly important in the future. The synergy between observations
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Fig. 5.1 Discovery space of some present and future galaxy cluster surveys, across cluster
mass and redshift. Figure credit: Steven W. Allen slides from the KICC 10th Anniver-
sary Symposium; kicc.cam.ac.uk/files/Cambridge_KICC_Sep19_allen.pdf.
at different frequencies should be exploited as much as possible in order to make the
most of the large amount of high-quality data that upcoming experiments are going to
produce over the next decade.
This future data will indeed come from different parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The X-ray experiment eROSITA, launched in July 2019, will produce eight
X-ray all-sky surveys with more than 20 times the sensitivity of RASS, enabling the
detection of around 105 galaxy clusters out to z ≃ 2 (Pillepich et al., 2012), with precise
temperature measurements for about 2000 of them (Borm et al., 2014). In parallel,
LSST, a ground-based optical survey that will scan 20 000 deg2 of the southern sky,
observing for 10 years from its expected first light in 2020 (Ivezic et al., 2008), and
Euclid, a space-based optical and near-infrared telescope that will scan 15 000 deg2 over
six years from its expected launch in 2022, will provide excellent optical observations.
From them, around 105 galaxy clusters will be detected out to redshifts z ≃ 1.2
(LSST) and z ≃ 2 (Euclid; Sartoris et al. 2016), from which, among many other things,
exquisite galaxy weak-lensing mass estimates will be obtained. In the mm, SPT-3G,
the third-generation South Pole Telescope experiment, will detect around 5 000 clusters
through their tSZ signature (Benson et al., 2014), and the Simons Observatory (SO), a
CMB experiment based in the Atacama desert and with an expected first light in 2021,
will find around 16 000 of them (Simons Observatory Collaboration, 2019). Towards
the end of the decade, CMB-S4, a planned ground-based experiment with sites in
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the Atacama desert and the South Pole, should increase this figure to around 105
(Abazajian et al., 2016).
These next-decade experiments will therefore detect most of the clusters in the
observable Universe, which are expected to number around 105 (although cluster
cosmology is, of course, far from being cosmic-variance-limited!). The regions of the
cluster mass–redshift plane expected to be probed by these experiments are shown in
Figure 5.1, along with typical RASS and SPT samples. The discovery space is huge,
and, as expected, the different experiments are highly complementary.
Galaxy cluster analyses from these upcoming experiments will tighten the constraints
on ΛCDM parameters such as Ωm and σ8, and will also probe the nature of dark energy,
the masses of neutrinos, and primordial non-Gaussianity (see, e.g., Pillepich et al. 2012;
Sartoris et al. 2016; Abazajian et al. 2016; Simons Observatory Collaboration 2019).
Given their great constraining potential, keeping systematic effects under control will
be more important than ever, and accurate cluster mass determination will therefore
be crucial. In this respect, galaxy weak-lensing masses, from, e.g., LSST and Euclid,
will probably continue to be the most robust anchors of the absolute cluster mass
scale. However, significant progress is also expected in understanding deviations from
hydrostatic equilibrium and the non-thermal pressure sources that bias hydrostatic
mass estimates. A large contribution towards this effort will come from observations
by XRISM (XRISM Science Team, 2020) and Athena. These two X-ray observatories,
with expected launch dates in 2022 and 2031, respectively, will have very good spectral
resolution, which will allow the direct measurement of turbulent and bulk motions in
the inner regions of clusters (Ota et al., 2018; Roncarelli et al., 2018). Non-thermal
pressure support will also be probed in outer regions by CMB experiments such as SO
and CMB-S4. Finally, CMB lensing cluster mass determination will also benefit from
this new generation of experiments.
Indeed, SO and CMB-S4 are expected to enable CMB lensing reconstruction with
signal-to-noise ratio per lensing mode greater than unity up to L ≃ 300 and L ≃ 1000,
respectively (Simons Observatory Collaboration, 2019; Abazajian et al., 2016). In SO,
temperature and polarisation will roughly contribute in equal parts to the total lensing
signal-to-noise ratio, although temperature will dominate the reconstruction on small
scales important for cluster mass estimation, whereas polarisation will dominate in
CMB-S4. For a sample of 1000 clusters, cluster masses will be obtained with few-percent
precision (the specific expected precision depending on the method used), which means
that sub-percent-level CMB lensing absolute mass calibration of future SZ cluster
samples should be possible (Louis and Alonso, 2017), most effectively in combination
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with weak-lensing masses. In addition, cluster CMB lensing is especially useful at high
redshift, where it is virtually the only way to obtain robust mass estimates, and this
region of observation space will be explored at an unprecedented level over the next
decade (see Figure 5.1). Galaxy cluster CMB lensing, of which this thesis makes an




Effect of miscentering on cluster
mass measurements
In this appendix we provide further details of the bias caused by miscentering in our
lensing cluster mass estimates. We also propose a method to account for miscentering
bias more carefully in a Bayesian analysis of cluster data.
A.1 Miscentring bias
As discussed in Section 2.4, we can build an estimator of a cluster’s mass, Mˆ500, or,
equivalently, of its signal-to-noise, pobs, by matched-filtering the cluster’s reconstructed
convergence profile with an appropriate template. This estimator is unbiased if the
template matches exactly the true cluster’s profile. This condition also requires that
the template is placed exactly at the centre of the true profile. Here we consider the
case in which the template is placed at a cluster’s estimated centre, xest, which is offset
from the true centre, xtrue, by a certain angle d, i.e., xtrue = xest + d. Assuming that
otherwise the template is exactly the same as the true cluster’s profile, the expected
value of pobs can be written as






where κ is the true profile and N is an appropriate normalisation. Expanding the
phase term in a power series, only the even powers of d contribute since κ(L) = κ∗(−L)
because the convergence is real. If we further assume circular symmetry for the
convergence profile, so that κ(L) only depends on L = |L|, we can write the fractional
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Here, the f (n) are coefficients quantifying the fractional bias at each order, which can
be written as










We see that the leading-order bias is second order in the miscentering angle and is
negative (while the next-to-leading-order term is positive). We note that the fractional
bias in pobs is also the fractional bias in Mˆ500, since the latter is related to pobs through
a factor unaffected by miscentering.
To estimate the size of the effect of miscentering, we can write the nth order
contribution to the bias as






where λ(n) is a typical angle given by λ(n) = (f (n))−1/n. For a TT quadratic
estimator reconstruction in an idealised Planck-like experiment with a Gaussian
beam of FWHM = 5 arcmin and temperature noise levels of 45µK-arcmin, we find
λ(2) ≈ 6 arcmin and λ(4) ≈ 7 arcmin. For a cluster with M500 = 0.5×1015M⊙ at z = 0.3
and a typical miscentering error of around 1 arcmin, the second-order fractional bias is
around 10−2 (i.e., at the few percent level), while the fourth-order bias is around 10−4.
A.2 Accounting for miscentering in a likelihood
analysis
As explained in Section 3.4, in our likelihood analysis we model the miscentering bias
with an effective lensing mass bias parameter, which we can marginalise over. Here we
describe a more rigorous way to deal with miscentering bias in a likelihood analysis,
although we leave implementation of this approach to future work.
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If we knew the centring offset d, for a cluster with true lensing signal-to-noise pt









Here, the bias coefficients f (n) should be evaluated at the appropriate cluster parameters
(M500, z, nˆ, 1− bCMBlens) in the hierarchical model. However, they are independent of
d, which proves useful for efficient marginalisation over d.
Obviously, d is not known precisely, but experiments such as Planck do provide an
estimate of the uncertainty in each reported cluster position. For a given cluster, let us
assume that its position on the sky is described by a certain two-dimensional probability
distribution, P (d). This could be a two-dimensional Gaussian, for example. What we
are interested in is the probability distribution followed by pobs, P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ),
after the uncertainty due to miscentering has been taken into account. This is given by
P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ) =
∫
d2dP (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ,d)P (d), (A.6)
where P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ,d) is the conditional distribution for pobs given the centring
error d. Retaining the Gaussian approximation for the other observational sources of
scatter, this conditional distribution is simply a Gaussian with mean given by Eq. (A.5)
and unit variance.
The series expansion in Eq. (A.5) allows P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ) to be evaluated
efficiently. We note that if indeed we take P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ,d) and P (d) both to be
Gaussians, and if we correct for miscentering at least to the lowest non-vanishing order
(quadratic), then P (pobs|pt,M500, z, nˆ) will no longer be Gaussian and will depend
(weakly) on M500, z, and nˆ through the f (n). Thus, the method outlined here allows to
account for miscentering uncertainty in a rigorous way at the expense of complicating
the statistics of our mass observable. We note that a similar miscentering argument
should apply to the SZ signal-to-noise measurements, which should have common
miscentering errors with the CMB lensing signal-to-noise measurements. Accounting





On the selection bias
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the scaling-relation-derived masses of the galaxy clusters
in the MMF3 cosmology sample are biased due to the fact that the sample is obtained
through a cut-off on the SZ signal-to-noise. The CMB lensing masses are also biased,
since they correlate with the scaling-relation-derived masses. This kind of selection
effect has already been discussed in the literature; see, e.g., Allen et al. (2011); Sereno
and Ettori (2015); Nagarajan et al. (2019). In this appendix, we give a qualitative
explanation of the origin of this bias, illustrating it with a toy model. We also give a
mathematical proof of its existence under more general conditions.
B.1 Qualitative explanation
The MMF3 cosmology sample, consisting of 439 galaxy clusters, was selected from
the whole sample of clusters detected by Planck through a cut-off in the observed SZ
signal-to-noise, qobs > 6. As explained in the main text, qobs is a noisy realisation of
the mean signal-to-noise at given true mass, M500, and redshift, z, q¯(M500, z). Thus, by
imposing a cut-off in qobs in order to select our sample, at a given q¯(M500, z), clusters
with a large qobs are being preferentially selected. Even if before imposing the selection
criterion qobs was an unbiased estimator of q¯(M500, z), after selection qobs becomes a
biased estimator of q¯(M500, z). One case use qobs to obtain a cluster mass estimate,
MYz , through the SZ–mass scaling relations. Since qobs is preferentially large at given
M500 and z, so will be MYz . It follows that close to the selection threshold, MYz is a
biased estimator of the mean SZ mass at given M500, which is the mass that enters the
scaling relations.
This effect can be easily illustrated with simulated data generated from a toy model,
such as the data points plotted in Fig. B.1. Similar plots can be found in, e.g., Allen
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et al. (2011) and Nagarajan et al. (2019). In order to produce these simulated data
points, we sample from the halo mass function times the volume element (Eq. 3.15)
to obtain values of M500 and, then, for each cluster, we generate a value of its ‘SZ
mass’, MSZ , as a realisation of a log-normal process centred on (1− bSZ)M500, where
1− bSZ = 0.7. (The blue line in Fig. B.1 shows the relation MSZ = (1− bSZ)M500.) We
then impose a cut-off on MSZ (green line) in order to select our sample (blue points),
discarding all the clusters whose value of MSZ falls below a certain mass threshold
(red points). We remind the reader that in our real cluster sample, the cut-off is in
qobs rather than in MSZ, but a simpler cut-off in MSZ is sufficient to understand the
origin of the selection effect. It can clearly be observed that, at a given M500, clusters
with a large MSZ are being selected. It can also be observed that if 1− bSZ were to be
estimated by dividing MSZ by M500 for each cluster and averaging over the selected
sample, the estimate would be biased high. A similar bias would arise if a straight line
of unit gradient were fit to the selected clusters in log–log space, with the intercept
ln(1− bSZ) being biased high.
Let us now consider a second estimate of M500, such as a lensing mass, and assume
that, before any selection criteria are imposed, it is an unbiased estimate of M500. If
the scatter in the lensing masses is uncorrelated with that in the SZ mass estimates
(MYz , or MSZ in our toy model), the lensing mass remains unbiased after the cluster
selection, since it does not intervene in the selection process. However, if there is
correlated scatter, the lensing masses will also be biased to an extent that depends
on the amount of correlation and on their scatter. As noted in the main text, lensing
masses are expected to correlate positively with SZ masses due to the fact that they
are both derived from quantities integrated along the line of sight; indeed, this has
been observed in simulations (Shirasaki et al., 2016). We therefore expect the lensing
masses also to be biased to some extent due to this selection effect.
B.2 An analytical proof of the existence of the bias
We now give a general mathematical proof of the existence of a bias in an observable
arising from the selection of a sample through a cut-off in that observable.
Let M be a random variable with probability distribution function P (M). We
assume that P (M) only takes non-zero values in a region where M > 0. We identify
M with the true value of a physical quantity that we want to measure, e.g., the mass
of a galaxy cluster. Let us now consider some scatter on that quantity, due to, e.g.,
statistical or instrumental uncertainty. Let us denote by D the variable corresponding
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Fig. B.1 Simulated clusters for our toy model. The accepted clusters, with SZ masses
exceeding the selection threshold (green line) are shown in blue, while the rejected
clusters are shown in red. The blue line is the (population) mean MSZ at a given M500,
i.e., (1− bSZ)M500.
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to the measured values of M , which, for a given M , has probability density P (D|M).
We assume that D is an unbiased measurement of M , i.e.,∫ ∞
−∞
dDDP (D|M) =M. (B.1)




dM P (D|M)P (M). (B.2)
Suppose that we make a series of measurements of the physical quantity D, i.e.,
that we sample from P (D), and that we impose a selection threshold retaining only
those elements with D > Dt. The values of D selected this way have a probability
density P (D|in), where “in” denotes the inclusion condition, with
P (D|in) = P (in|D)P (D)
P (in) . (B.3)
Here, P (in|D) is the probability of inclusion in our sample given a certain D, and is
simply a unit step function centred at D = Dt, and P (in) is a normalisation factor
quantifying the total probability of inclusion. Let us denote the expected value of D





We can also consider the distribution of M given inclusion, P (M |in). Let us denote




dM MP (M |in). (B.5)
We now claim that µD > µM , i.e., the expected value of the observations of the physical
quantity of interest (D) is greater than the mean of their true values (M) for a sample
selected through a cutoff on D.














P (in|M) P (M |in). (B.6)
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dD P (in|D,M)P (D|M) =
∫ ∞
Dt
dD P (D|M). (B.7)











dD P (D|M) . (B.9)
Now, F (M) can be understood as the expected value of D under a probability distribu-
tion that is proportional to P (D|M) for D > Dt, and zero otherwise (with the term in
the denominator on the right-hand side providing the appropriate normalisation). Since
the mean of D under the non-truncated P (D|M) is M (Eq. B.1), and the truncation
at Dt is a lower truncation, it follows that F (M) > M and so, from Eq. (B.8), that
µD > µM . We can write the bias as
µD − µM =
∫ ∞
−∞
dM [F (M)−M ]P (M |in). (B.10)
To summarise, if a sample is selected through a cut-off on the observed, noisy
values of an observable, D, the expected value of the samples of D is larger than
the expectation of the true values of the observable for the sample, M . It can easily
be seen that the bias disappears (for M > Dt) in the limit of no scatter, for which
P (D|M) = δ(D −M).
A graphical illustration of the different distributions involved in this discussion
can be seen in Fig. B.2, where P (M), P (D), P (M |in), and P (D|in) are plotted for
a toy model in which P (M) and P (D|M) are both Gaussians, and with the cut-off
at Dt = 0.8. It should be apparent graphically that the expected value of D in the
distribution P (D|in) is larger than that of M in P (M |in).
Let us now consider a second proxy of the observable M , which we denote by
D′. The joint probability density of D and D′ at a given M is P (D,D′|M) and we
assume that the expected values of both D and D′ are M : both measurements are
unbiased, but they may be correlated. Let us also denote with P (D,D′|in) the joint
probability of D and D′ given our inclusion condition, which we remind is set by D; D′
can be understood as a follow-up measurement of M for the elements of our D-selected
sample.
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Fig. B.2 Probability density functions P (M), P (D), P (M |in), and P (D|in) for a toy
model in which P (M) and P (D|M) are Gaussians, and with the cut-off at Dt = 0.8.
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In this case, D is still a biased proxy of M ; the situation is exactly the same as
given above as is easily seen by marginalising over D′. On the other hand, the expected





























dD P (D,D′|M) . (B.13)
If D and D′ are statistically independent, P (D,D′|M) = P (D|M)P (D′|M), so
G(M) = M , and, therefore, µD′ = µM . This can be seen graphically in Fig. B.3,
which illustrates a contour of equal probability density of P (D,D′|M) in the D–D′
plane in this case of statistical independence. The quantity G(M) can be understood
as the expected value of D′ for a probability distribution function proportional to
P (D,D′|M) for D > Dt and zero otherwise. As can be seen in the figure, for this
truncated distribution the mean of D is greater than M [hence F (M) > M ], but the
mean of D′ is unchanged from M [so G(M) =M ].
On the other hand, if D and D′ are not statistically independent, in general
µD′ ̸= µM . This is illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. B.3, where a positive correlation
between D and D′ is assumed. It can be observed that, now, for the truncated
distribution both the means of D and D′ exceed M , so that µD > µM and µD′ > µM .
Analogously, a negative correlation leads to µD > µM and µD′ < µM .
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Fig. B.3 Illustrations of a contour of constant probability density for the distribution
P (D,D′|M) in the case of no correlation (top), and positive correlation (bottom),
between D and D′. In both cases, the red line depicts the selection cut-off, with the
shaded region being the region that is truncated. The contours are centred on the
point (M,M), marked with a dot.
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Appendix C
Relating our likelihood to a Poisson
counts likelihood
In this appendix we demonstrate how the likelihood used in this paper, which is
described in detail in Section 3.4, is mathematically equivalent to a Poisson counts
likelihood in the qobs–pobs–z–nˆ space for cells of sufficiently small size. We also show
how it can be reduced to a likelihood similar to the one used in the Planck SZ counts
analysis (Planck 2015 results XXIV, 2016) by suitable marginalisation.
Let us consider an M -dimensional data space for each galaxy cluster; in our case,
M = 5. We continue to assume that clusters can be treated independently of each
other (i.e., effects of spatial clustering are negligible), so that our cluster sample can be
considered a realisation of a Poisson process in this data space. One way to describe
the sample statistically is via a Poisson counts approach.
In this approach, we first divide the M -dimensional (continuous) data space into
a set of Nbin cells, covering the whole region of data space where there is a non-zero
probability for a cluster to be located. We assume that each cell has equal volume Ω.
Since the clusters are assumed to be statistically independent from each other, the
number of clusters with data falling within cell I, nI , follows a Poisson distribution, and
the joint probability distribution for the sample, now described by the cell occupation









Here, n¯I is the expected number of clusters in cell I. We can write n¯I = PIN¯ , where PI
is the probability for a single cluster to lie in cell I given that it is passes the selection
criterion to be in the sample, and N¯ = ∑I n¯I is the expected total number of clusters
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in the sample. We can then rewrite the likelihood as
P (n) = N¯
Ne−N¯






where N = ∑I nI is the total number of clusters in the sample. The first term in
Eq. (C.2) is a Poisson distribution for N , which we shall refer to as P (N). The
second term is a multinomial distribution for n with N trials, that is, the probability
distribution followed by n given a fixed N . We shall refer to it as P (n|N). We have
therefore factored a product of Poisson distributions across the cells into a Poisson
distribution for the total number of clusters and a distribution for the particular
configuration of cluster data points at a fixed total number of clusters,
P (n) = P (n|N)P (N). (C.3)
Let us now consider how this Poisson counts likelihood relates to the unbinned
likelihood used in the rest of this paper. Let us denote points in the M -dimensional
data space by x and the data corresponding to the ith cluster as xi. Also, let P (xi|in)
be the probability density for a cluster to have data xi given that it passes the sample-
selection criterion. A given realisation of the cluster sample consists of specifying
N and the set D′ = (x1, . . . ,xN). As the cluster labels are arbitrary, there are N !
permutations that give equivalent samples of clusters. Each permutation gives the
same cell occupation numbers n, which are got from counting the number of clusters
nI that have their data xi within cell I. Now consider the limit in which the cells that
are small enough that the variation of P (x|in) across the cell can be ignored. If some







[P (xI |in)Ω]nI ≈
N∏
i=1
[P (xi|in)Ω] = P (D′|N)ΩN . (C.4)
Thus, in this limit, we can rewrite the cells likelihood, Eq. (C.2), as
P (n) ∝ P (D′|N)P (N), (C.5)
where the proportionality factor, which accounts for the change in measure between
the two data descriptions, is cosmology independent.
Equation (C.5) has the same form as our likelihood, presented in Section 3.4.
There, we separated the angular positions of the N clusters, nˆ, from the other cluster
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observables, D, so that D′ = (D, nˆ). Indeed, Eq. (3.3) can be written as
P (N, nˆ, D) = P (D, nˆ|N)P (N) = P (D′|N)P (N), (C.6)
where P (D, nˆ|N) is just the product of the mass data likelihood, L1 (see Section 3.4.1),
and the sky location likelihood, L2 (see Section 3.4.2). Our likelihood is therefore
equivalent to a Poisson counts likelihood in the D–nˆ space (or, more explicitly, the
qobs–pobs–z–nˆ space), with cells of sufficiently small size. This also implies that if we
were to marginalise our likelihood over all the pobs and nˆ variables, we would obtain
a likelihood equivalent to a Poisson counts likelihood in the qobs–z plane (with cells
of sufficiently small size). This is similar to the Planck SZ counts likelihood used in
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